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Abstract

The purpose of this dissertation is to test how growth, reproduction, and immune functioning
interact in two populations of adult women residing in vastly different socio-economic and ecological
environments, the Kalunga quilombo in Brazil, and the United States of America. The presence of life
history trade-offs was tested to determine how the different envirnonments, and socio-ecological contexts
of the populations were creating differential risks for health and reproductive outcomes, and life history
trade-offs.
I hypothesized that the Kalunga people, living in very difficult and harsh conditions, would
experience greater amounts of, and more severe, life history trade-offs than the U.S. women. I also
hypothesized that in both populations, syndemic interactions between health outcomes, and the larger
macro-social conditions, would influence stature, immune functioning, and reproduction. Additionally,
these syndemic interactions would perpetuate poor health and reproductive outcomes within the entire
Kalunga population, and portions of the U.S. population.
I collaborated with the University of Brasilia to collect data adult women from in the Kalunga
quilombo in Goiás State, Brazil (n=38) via semi-structured interviews in 2016. In addition, these data
were compiled with reproductive, demographic, anthropometric, biological, and socio-economic data
collected from adult Kalunga women in 2015 by the University of Brasilia’s Department of Genetics and
Morphology. Demographic, anthropometric, biological, and socio-economic data recorded in the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2005-2006 from adult U.S. women was also
analyzed. Life history traits were measured through stature (cm), Immunoglobulin E (IgE; kU/l), and
reproductive variables (fertility, and reproductive ages) for both populations.
My results demonstrated that life history trade-offs impact diverse populations. I found
evidence to support life history trade-offs occurred between stature and fertility, and stature and
xii

reproductive ages, in both populations. However, my results also indicated that the socio-economic, and
ecological, conditions of both populations heavily influenced stature and reproduction in the women. Life
history trade-offs were not observable between immune functioning and fertility in the Kalunga
population, and not readily evident in the U.S. sample. The positive associations between IgE and fertility
in the U.S. women indicate that while life history trade-offs may be suggested, other biocultural variables
including: low income, ethnicity, education, and body size, are stronger influences on immune
functioning, and fertility, in the U.S. women.
Though the Kalunga women had a history of infectious and parasitic diseases, and lived in
conditions of poor sanitation and poverty, they had multiple ways of mitigating the stresses of their
everyday life. The shared socio-ecological conditions of their community decreased the deprivations they
experienced, reduced the disabilities they felt from their health statuses, and was reflected in relative
homogeneity of their lived experience. In contrast, the U.S. population was dictated by disparities. Poor
health and reproductive outcomes were concentrated disproportionately in low-income, less educated,
and/or minority ethnicity status, women.
The findings of this dissertation have important implications for applied anthropology and the
study of life history theory. My results demonstrate that Western lifestyles must be considered as
instigators of life history trade-offs, and life history scholarship in humans must also focus on populations
living in these conditions. Additionally, the secular changes resulting in lowered ages of menarche in U.S.
women could lead to future poor health outcomes. As the Kalunga transitions into a more Western
lifestyle, they are at risk for disparities within their population. It is imperative for applied anthropologists
to be engaged in addressing the immune, nutritional, and psychosocial stressors within populations that
perpetuate disparities, and instigate and/or exacerbate life history trade-offs.

xiii

Chapter one: introduction

The purpose of this dissertation is to test how growth, reproduction, and immune functioning
interact in two populations of adult women residing in vastly different socio-economic and ecological
environments, the Kalunga quilombo in Brazil, and the United States of America. The study applies a
biocultural perspective that incorporates mixed methods, along with the explanatory frameworks of life
history theory, evolutionary medicine and Syndemics. This cross-cultural examination provides a nuanced
understanding of life history trade-offs, and elucidates how these evolutionary interactions are influenced
by varying extrinsic socio-ecological conditions.
From a foundation rooted in evolutionary biology and ecology, life history theory has become a
major focus of anthropological theory within the last two decades. Life history theory proposes that the
life history traits of reproduction, growth, and maintenance (immune functioning) are energetically costly,
but integral life functions that are required of all organisms (Stearns, 1992). However, only finite amounts
of energy are available for these functions at any one time; the excessive expenditure and allocation of
energy towards one function will result in trade-offs—or life history strategies--in traits of the other
functions. In humans, trade-offs have been found between all three life history traits. Previous studies
found that earlier ages at menarche are associated with shorter adult stature (Onland-Moret et al., 2005),
pro-inflammatory responses are associated with delayed ages at puberty in girls (Ballinger et al., 2003),
and, higher IgE levels are associated with shorter stature (Blackwell et al., 2010). This dissertation
comprehensively examines growth, maintenance and reproduction, and analyzes the complex interactions
that life history strategies have with each other and the socio-environment.
This dissertation advances life history theory scholarship by incorporating a biocultural
perspective that examines how the socio-environment, and psychosocial stresses may encourage the
expression of life history strategies, but may also buffer against life history trade-offs in some
1

populations. Most ecological examinations of life history theory present an ‘if, then’ approach to life
history trade-offs. For example, if an organism is faced with severe immunological stress, then trade-offs
are expected in growth and/or reproduction. However, expected responses are not as easily obtained in
humans. Life history trade-offs in reproduction are especially difficult to capture. This is partly due to the
paucity of longitudinal studies measuring trade-offs across the lifespan, but also due to human cultural
adaptations that buffer against life history trade-offs that would be observed in other organisms. By
incorporating a holistic biocultural perspective and including extrinsic socio-ecological and socioeconomic factors into the analyses, this dissertation tests an evolutionary framework, and provides
explanations for why some life history trade-offs may be present or absent in the studied populations.
Evolutionary medicine is incorporated in the research design and analyses under the auspices of
the Hygiene, and Old Friends hypotheses. Both the Hygiene and Old Friends hypotheses propose that
human immune responses co-evolved with pathogens for long periods of time. Sanitized environments in
modernized populations that are devoid of endemic infections have produced evolutionary mismatches in
humans that result in unexpected immune responses. These mismatches are responsible for high rates of
hypersensitivity (allergies, atopy, and asthma) conditions in Western populations (Yazdanbakhsh et al.,
2002, Strachan, 1989; Rook, 2009). Populations still living in areas of endemic parasitism and high rates
of infectious diseases--conditions closer to those experienced during the lengthy co-evolutionary past of
pathogens and humans--are not expected to have high rates of hypersensitivity. The two vastly different
socio-ecological conditions of the Kalunga and the U.S. present an opportunity to analyze a population
that should theoretically be producing immune responses in an evolutionary expected manner (Kalunga),
and a population experiencing the consequences of sanitized modernity, and test principles of these
hypotheses. Furthermore, these hypotheses directed the choice for main biomarker of analysis
(Immunoglobulin E) in the dissertation.
The incorporation of Syndemics theory provides a biocultural perspective that illuminates how
biology and political economy intersect to produce ill health, stress, and may even direct evolutionary
processes. A syndemic perspective analyzes how the interaction of multiple diseases—often resulting
2

from social inequities and poor social conditions--exacerbates poor health outcomes (Singer and Clair,
2003; Singer, 2011). This project aims to utilize a syndemic perspective not only to understand the
confluence of infectious diseases and poverty in the Kalunga population, but to understand how social
inequities in the U.S. population are exacerbating: poor health, poor economic outcomes, and cycles of
poverty and illness. Immune functioning, reproduction, growth, and psychosocial stresses, in both
populations are not produced within a vacuum but are a result of the confluence of history, economics,
social inequities, and culture. This project is innovative in its incorporation of biocultural and
evolutionary theories; this integration facilitates the incorporation of evolutionary theory into the
actualized experience of daily life.
This research provides numerous opportunities to understand life history adaptations, and the
impact that social and ecological factors have in differentiating health outcomes. The results demonstrate
that physiologically manifested stress—especially derived from associations with changing socioeconomic conditions--has been a strong selective force in human evolution as evidenced by life history
adaptations. Life history trade-offs were found between growth and reproduction in both populations, but
it was harder to discern the presence of trade-offs between immune functioning and reproduction. Instead,
it was evident that differential health outcomes existed both within each population, and between the two.
In this latter finding, the research design highlights the importance of integrating a critical biocultural
perspective into analyses to best demonstrate the role of socio-economic and cultural forces in
perpetuating poverty, health disparities, and life history strategies in human populations (Leatherman and
Goodman 2011).
The results of this project also highlight the burden faced by marginalized populations in lesserdeveloped countries; these populations are heavily inundated with infectious diseases but are also faced
with transitioning to western lifestyles and their subsequent poor health outcomes. Additionally, the
results highlight the health disparities faced by marginalized populations within the USA. Finally, the
findings of this study showcase how the interactions between immune responses to infectious pathogens
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and chronic conditions, coupled with the stresses exerted by reproduction and growth, culminate in
unexpected health outcomes in adult women in both populations.
This research advances both evolutionary anthropology, and applied anthropology, by integrating
them to understand the real-life, real-time, consequences of evolutionary processes. Applied
anthropological theory allows researchers to think through problems and formulate solutions that work in
communities. The solutions and findings offered by this dissertation provide a comprehensive
consideration of the evolutionary constraints imposed upon the women, and those imposed upon these
populations by the larger political economical structures in place. This dissertation aims to add to
anthropological discourse by identifying and explaining the long-term consequences of life history tradeoffs in adult women, and how those trade-offs are impacted by variable socio-economic and ecological
conditions. By understanding how extrinsic stresses impact evolutionary strategies, researchers are better
able to predict the subsequent health outcomes of specific populations. Furthermore, understanding the
ways that ecological and psychosocial stresses impact growth, immune functioning, and reproduction,
helps applied anthropologists formulate culturally appropriate and effective strategies to prevent poor
health and reproductive outcomes.

Research design
Data, including reproductive and medical histories, anthropometrics, immune biomarkers,
ecological exposures, and biocultural variables, from two populations of adult women were evaluated for
life history trade-offs. Data from women from the Kalunga quilombo in Goiás, Brazil, a rural population
that experiences nutritional and parasitic stresses, were analyzed from a secondary data set, and semistructured interviews conducted by the researcher in the spring of 2016. Data from U.S. women were
analyzed from the National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES) 2005-2006. Women
included in the study were 18 years or older. The analyses tested whether trade-offs between growth,
immune functioning, and reproduction, as observed in the functional outcomes of: stature, mainly IgE, Creactive protein, and eosinophil levels, completed fertility, and ages of reproductive events.
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The main immune biomarker assessed was immunoglobulin E (IgE). This antibody is expected to
be elevated in populations experiencing endemic parasitism (Kalunga), and populations experiencing
higher prevalence rates of hypersensitivity (U.S.) (Rook, 2009). Additionally, it is presumed that the
production of IgE, an investment in somatic maintenance defending the body against macro-parasitic or
allergic invasion, is energetically costly (Lochmiller and Deerenberg, 2000; Jarrett and Bazin, 1974;
Negrão-Corrêo, 2001). Furthermore, recent work by Blackwell et al. (2010) found evidence that inverse
associations between IgE and adult anthropometric measurements in the Shuar, an indigenous population
in Ecuador, were suggestive of life history trade-offs.
The hypotheses were tested using one and two way analyses of variance, independent t tests,
linear regression, and odds ratios analyses using SAS v9.4. Non-parametric tests were used when
necessitated. Ethical approval was obtained by the University of South Florida’s Institutional Review
Board (Pro00025929), and the University of Brasìlia’s School of Health and Sciences (Project 214/13).

Research objectives
The first objective of this research is to determine if life history trade-offs are occurring in either
population studied (research question one, hypotheses 1A-1C). The second objective of this research is to
determine how different socio-ecological conditions of either population impact the degree to which life
history trade-offs are expressed, or the presence/absence of life history trade-offs in general (research
question two: hypothesis 2A). The second objective seeks to determine if syndemic associations are
impacting health outcomes in the populations, and identify what biocultural factors are also influencing
growth, reproduction, and immune functioning (research question two: hypotheses 2B-2C).

Research questions:
•

Question One: Are life history trade-offs occurring between growth, reproduction, and immune
functioning in the Kalunga and/or U.S. populations?
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o

Hypothesis 1A; It was hypothesized that increased energy directed towards reproduction
and reproductive effort (e.g. numbers of pregnancies, numbers of live births, age at
menarche, ages at first reproductive event) will result in trade-offs in growth; energy
directed towards growth will result in trade-offs in reproduction and reproductive effort.

▪

I expected that women with higher fertility and reproductive effort will have
shorter stature.

▪

I expected taller women will have poorer reproductive outcomes (e.g. pregnancy
loss, miscarriages, low birth weight infants, etc.).

o

Hypothesis 1B: It was hypothesized that energy directed towards reproduction and
reproductive effort (e.g. numbers of pregnancies, numbers of live births, age at menarche,
ages of reproductive events) will result in trade-offs in immune functioning and immune
responses to extrinsic ecological stimuli (IgE). Greater energy in immune functioning
will result in trade-offs to reproduction and reproductive effort.

▪

I expected women with higher IgE to have fewer children/pregnancies.

▪

I expected women with higher IgE to have older ages at menarche and
reproductive events (e.g. older ages at first births, older ages at first pregnancy).

▪

I expected women with higher IgE to have poorer reproductive outcomes (e.g.
pregnancy loss, miscarriages, low birth weight infants, etc.).

•

These effects would be greatest in the Kalunga women where the
population has historically lived in an endemic macro-parasitic region
and the population is expected to have much higher IgE levels than the
U.S. women.
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o

Hypothesis 1C: It was hypothesized that increased energy directed towards growth will
result in trade-offs in immune functioning.
▪

I expected taller women to have lower IgE, eosinophil, and C-reactive protein,
levels.

•

Question Two: Do the different socio-economic and ecological environments impact the health,
livelihood, and expression of the life history trade-offs differently in the two populations
o

Hypothesis 2A: It was hypothesized that women living in conditions of poor sanitation,
coupled with higher rates of infectious diseases, extreme poverty, and high total fertility
rates, will be more likely to express life history trade-offs than women living in cleaner
environments of fewer infectious diseases, and greater capacity to accommodate stresses
through higher socio-economic status and income

▪

I expected to see a greater number of observable/measurable life history tradeoffs in the Kalunga women compared to the U.S. women.

o

Hypothesis 2B: It was hypothesized that Kalunga women will have poor health outcomes
due to syndemic associations between infectious diseases, and poverty.

▪

I expected women with infectious diseases to have poorer reproductive
outcomes, and higher incidence rates of other infectious diseases.

▪

I expected women with higher IgE to have higher rates of poor health outcomes
including: low BMI, greater rates of ill health symptoms, and greater amounts of
reported psychosocial stress.
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o

Hypothesis 2C: It was hypothesized that biocultural factors including: socio-economic
status, education, access to resources, ethnicity, and household size may be influencing
stature, health, and reproductive outcomes within both populations. Biocultural factors
may also be acting in a syndemic fashion to construct and/or perpetuate poor health
outcomes.
▪

I expected Kalunga women with lower SES to have higher fertility, higher IgE,
and/or shorter stature compared to women with higher SES

▪

I expected U.S. women with higher income, and more education, to have lower
fertility, and fewer poor health outcomes (i.e. pregnancy loss, high BMI).

▪

I expected that health disparities in the U.S. population will revolve around
ethnic identities.

Organization of the dissertation
The dissertation is organized in the following way. Chapter Two (Literature Review) presents an
overview of life history theory including the development and principles of the theory, along with its
application in the fields of anthropology and human biology. Secondly, a brief discussion of the human
immune system and the biomarkers relevant to this dissertation are provided. The next two sections
provide an overview of the Hygiene and Old Friends hypotheses, and Syndemics theory. The literature
review concludes with an exploration of the history of Brazilian quilombos and the Kalunga people.
Chapter Three (Materials and methods) describes the populations, biomarkers, and data points collected
for the dissertation, and the methods used to gather that information. This is followed by a description of
the statistical analyses used to test the hypotheses. Chapter Four (results) is split into 4 sections: the first
presents the results of testing life history trade-offs in the Kalunga and U.S. populations. The second
section presents the results of the semi-structured interview with the Kalunga subset sample. The third
section presents the results obtained from statistical analyses of the biocultural influences on the Kalunga
health, reproduction, and stature. Finally, the 4th results section presents the results of statistical analyses
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of the biocultural influences on the U.S. population. Chapter Five (Discussion) unifies the results into a
holistic perspective of the multi-factorial influences on growth, reproduction, and immune functioning in
both populations. Chapter Six (Limitations) provides an overview of the limitations of this study. Chapter
Seven (Conclusion) summarizes the findings of the dissertation, the relevance of these findings to the
fields of anthropology and human biology, and provides avenues for future research.
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Chapter two: literature review
Section one: Life History Theory
A major paradigm in evolutionary theory, Life History Theory (LHT), is used to understand the
life courses of both early and modern humans, as well as to understand how and why adaptations have
arisen. LHT provides a framework for analyzing the evolution of reproductive and development strategies
(Charnov 1993; Stearns 1992 in McDade 2003). The life history traits are enclosed within three main trait
indices incorporating primary life functions of growth, maintenance and reproduction (Stearns 1992;
McDade 2003). Energy available for these primary life functions is assumed on principle to be finite.
Therefore, there is a limit to the amount allocated to each of the three life functions—the allocation rule-and trade-offs must occur when one function is stressed and demands more energy than another (Hill and
Hurtado 1996; McDade 2003). Trade-offs, as defined by Martin et al. (2008) are “…direct or indirect
antagonistic interactions between two physiological processes, which can (but do not necessarily) have long
term fitness consequences for the organism.”
Natural selection is recognized as the leading driver of life history strategies. This evolutionary
force directs the promotion of those traits within a gene pool that increase reproductive fitness. Therefore,
life history traits are composed of phenotypes that directly affect survival and reproduction. These traits
include: ages at birth, menarche, maturity and death; weaning; life span; sizes at birth and maturity; brood
size; the age distribution of reproductive effort; and the interaction of reproductive effort with adult
mortality (Cole 1954; Stearns 1976; Stearns and Koella 1986; Robson and Wood 2008).
While under the auspices of the allocation rule, the primary life functions may appear to be mutually
exclusive, but are highly dependent upon each other. Therefore, stress upon one life function may result in
a trade-off in another while also indirectly influencing the expression of the third. An example would be:
parasitism and immunological responses in a child can cause nutritional deficiencies that lead to growth
stunting and impaired development. Severely stunted growth and development could limit the fertility of
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that individual later in life. In the absence of severe stressors, the primary life functions work together to
facilitate the fitness of the individual. Completed growth instigates maturity; maintenance ensures survival;
and reproduction secures the fitness of the organism.
This section provides first, an overview of the principles of LHT, second, a brief overview of the
history of LHT scholarship, and last, evidence to support life history trade-offs in humans, and other
animals.

Predicting life history strategies
Most studies within the last 50 years have utilized an optimality approach in observing trade-offs;
this perspective assumes that trade-offs occur to produce optimal adaptations that will ultimately increase
fitness (Roff 1992). Optimality models do not necessarily predict the ‘perfect’ or ‘most infinitely adaptive’
trait. Instead, natural selection is directed towards choosing the local optimum or the best available trait
based on the variation that exists (Stearns 1976; Vitzhum, 2009).
Optimality approaches may accurately describe life history strategies in one environment, or for
one species, but are constrained within spatial-temporal confines. The observed trade-offs are defined as
life history strategies; these are the phenotypes engaged by the organism that promote reproductive fitness
and are directed by selective pressures and ecological constraints. Life history strategies modify the life
history traits and may include such phenotypes as: delaying ages at menarche and maturity; increasing
reproductive effort; decreasing brood size, etc. Selective pressures vary within and between populations
and may include: ecological, social or genetic factors
The engaged life history strategy often results in a trade-off to another life history trait. The tradeoffs that occur may be thought of as ‘ad-hoc’ adaptations that are constrained within the normative range
of reactions (reaction norms) of the organism. Responses beyond this range are more likely to jeopardize
the fitness or survival of the organism. However, it can difficult to ascertain if a response is beyond the
reaction norm, or just very far on the continuum of expected responses. The limiting constraints of reaction
norms are set by both the genetic composition and environment of the organism (Stearns and Koella 1986).
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As an example, the reaction norm for age at first reproduction for most Western populations is between the
late teen years and early 40s. These ages coincide with cessation of growth in females for the younger years,
and acceleration of oocyte loss and redundant chromosome production in older individuals (Mirowsky
2005). The actual age of maturity of a woman may vary depending on genetic, cultural and/or environmental
constraints. Reproduction occurring outside the normative range/reaction norm endangers the survival and
viability of both mother and child.
Phenotypes at the extremes of the normative range of responses do risk potentially reducing the
fitness of the organism and potential offspring. For example, though the average age of menarche for U.S.
women is approximately 12 years of age, this period is followed by a span of relative infertility. Average
age of first reproduction is not observed until approximately 5 years following initial menarche; this trend
is observed cross-culturally (Bogin in Cameron 2002). These life history strategies are adaptive because
they allow the organism time to complete growth and development. It also allows the pelvis to grow to
completion, which occurs approximately at 17 years of age (Bogin, in Cameron 2002). Peak periods of
infectiousness are also experienced during adolescence; by delaying reproduction after menarche, the
fitness of the individual is improved by ensuring greater energy can be allocated towards immune responses
and subsequently producing healthy, viable offspring. A woman that starts reproducing at 13 is likely to
have difficulty producing immune responses, delivering a healthy baby, and reaching full growth potential.
The reaction norm allows for earlier ages of maturity to be expressed, but fitness can be compromised. The
confluence of cross-cultural delayed averages of ages at maturity demonstrates that even within these
normative ranges, there exist life history strategies that are more optimal than others.

Issues in predicting reaction norms and life history strategies
Predicting what life history strategy may be engaged is difficult when considering all the genetic,
environmental and/or sexual variables that may be influencing and producing selective pressures. These
predictions are compounded in human studies where there is greater capacity by an individual to manipulate
their environment or disadvantage their peers. Multiple trade-offs can also potentially occur. For example,
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at least five potential trade-offs may occur when organisms are forced to grow slowly (Stearns and Koella,
1986). Maynard Smith (1982) proposed that the usage of Evolutionary Stable Strategies (ESS) in genetic
analyses could facilitate predictions of what phenotype within the reaction norm would be expressed. In the
event of a trade-off, the life history strategy that eliminated all mutants affecting the expression of the
phenotype and created relative stability for that trait is the optimal one selected. With this understanding, a
life history trait may be assumed to be an ESS if the fitness it offered was always reduced by any alterations
or mutations of that strategy.
The utilization of the ESS framework has been used extensively throughout the literature (Hawkes
2006). However, Charlesworth and Leon (1976) warn that strategies may be differently selected for based
on the organism’s age. ESSs earlier in life have a greater probability of being selected. Genes that affect
organism’s later in life face weak selective pressure, therefore, the ESS may not be as efficient at
maintaining evolutionary equilibrium. Michod (1979) argues that one cannot assume that populations
evolve to ESSs. While ESS theories encompass the genetic component of an organism, they fail to recognize
the role that recombination and polymorphic strategies may play in altering the maintenance of the ESS.
Ultimately, life history strategies cannot be definitively predicted. The likelihood of specific ones being
engaged may be hypothesized when examining the selective pressures facing the organisms.
Overall, studying the life history of an organism is complicated due to its reliance on longitudinal
analyses of organisms. This is a major limiting factor in anthropological life history investigations as it is
difficult to identify and analyze the life history trade-offs of a long living mammal with extremely slow life
histories. In addition, the theoretical models popular in the early years of the discipline are difficult to test,
and the comparison of life history strategies is obscured when dealing with diverse organisms (Stearns
1976). Individual life history strategies may also not be visible at the level of the population. Even if all
members of a group are exposed to the same stressor (e.g. Plasmodium falciparum), individual variation
may cause differentiation in the life history strategies expressed among the group members. This variation
may stem from genetic differences, or can be caused by variable social conditions such as marginalization,
social status, nutritional intake, between population members (McDade, 2003). This issue is defined as
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‘phenotypic correlation’ (Hill and Hurtado 1996). While everyone in the population may be exposed to a
pathogen, those with greater access to resources are likely to have less blatant and observable trade-offs as
those that may have access to less. Phenotypic correlations are reduced in ‘low-resource settings’ because
most individuals are facing the same life history altering stressors and are encountering the same ecological,
social and biological conditions (McDade 2003).

The evolution of LHT scholarship
Gould (1977) ruefully argued that classical evolutionary theory focused too much of the study of
adaptation on morphological, physiological, and behavioral traits while neglecting the study of population
structure through component features such as population size, age structure, and turnover rates. These
variables comprise life history strategies; however, many evolutionists regarded these adaptations as
consequences of evolutionary trajectories, rather than important adaptations themselves (Gould 1977; Cole,
1954). Life history strategies such as the timing of reproduction, fecundity, fertility, longevity, and ages at
menarche and maturity are the fundamental components of the heterochrony of life courses. These variables
are responsible for constructing the unique and slow life histories of humans that epitomize major
components of k selection (Gould 1977). Early scholarship focused primarily on theoretical modeling to
predict these strategies, while recent scholarship has centered on functional outcomes such as body size and
hormone levels (Abrams and Miller, 2011). It is imperative that more studies, such as the one here, analyze
how life history strategies are expressed within different ecological and population contexts. These
variables are the major forces influencing the selective pressures and energetic costs faced by organisms;
understanding the impact of these different pressures may help us to predict the types of strategies found in
diverse populations.
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Early scholarship: age schedules and reproductive fitness
The important role that age has in maximizing reproductive fitness is emphasized in reproductive
value (vx) and reproductive effort (R0) models. Central to these models are: the age of the mother;
determining what ages would optimize reproductive fitness; and how other variables may influence
reproductive outcomes (Pianka and Parker, 1975). Fisher (1930) popularized the idea that Vx determined
the life histories of organisms living in stable age distributions. His model was used to determine how
different age groups contributed to population growth and to predict what ages at maturity would be most
optimal for maximizing offspring (Stearns 1992). The value of V x is determined by the Euler-Lotka
equation:
𝜔

𝑣𝑥 =∑
𝑡=𝑥

𝑙𝑡
𝑚
𝑙𝑥 𝑡

In this model, if a population is stable and not increasing (r = 0), reproductive value is dependent
upon the age-specific survivorship (lx) and fecundity (mx) at time (t) (Pianka and Parker 1975). These early
models assumed that the intrinsic increase of a population (r) was the most important factor is guaranteeing
reproductive fitness; however, later theorists realized that neither increased numbers, nor the ages at which
these offspring were produced, necessarily meant that the offspring would remain viable until reaching
maturity. Therefore, other factors were also likely influencing reproductive fitness.
These variables included: clutch size and age at maturity. Lack (1948, 1954) asserted that
successful clutches maximize the number of individuals surviving to reproductive age; this number is based
upon the availability of resources and other ecological conditions for the organism in question (Stearns
1976). Cole (1954) and Lewontin (1965) hypothesized that age at first reproduction determined population
structure and growth rate.

Reproductive effort
These reproductive effort models emphasized that potential trade-offs are necessary for organisms
to secure reproductive fitness. As Stearns (1976) argues, reproductive effort should be considered “…a rate
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phenomenon: the rate at which resources in excess of maintenance requirements are diverted into
reproduction rather than growth.” Gadgil and Bossert’s (1970) model under this framework predicted that
reproductive effort should increase with age (Charlesworth and Leon 1976). As the organisms stop growing,
more effort can be directed towards reproduction; this may be manifested as larger clutch sizes, or greater
numbers of viable offspring. Many studies support that reaching the end of developmental growth,
especially in primates, corresponds to the instigation of reproductive behaviors. Earlier reproductive events
are more likely to be threatened by maternal size constraints including the mother’s own small body size
and underdeveloped pelvis (Bogin 2011).
In many species, increased numbers of offspring are negatively correlated with parental
survivorship and the production of future offspring by the parents (Williams 1966b; Gadgil and Bossert
1970; Schaffer 1974a; Charlesworth and Leon 1976 Charlesworth 1980 in Stearns 1992). Reproductive
effort models examined how organisms increased the viability of their offspring and ensured their own
survival by initiating life history trade-offs that delineated between investment in current offspring versus
future offspring (Williams 1966; Pianka and Parker 1975). Simply, an organism should invest more into
their current offspring if they are less likely to produce more offspring in the future. Trade-offs would occur
that would increase the viability of one group of offspring at the cost of the other (Pianka and Parker 1975).
These models clarify why strategies such as delaying maturity, would manifest in some species. Delayed
reproduction would ensure the viability of consequent offspring. Strategies such as these limit the number
of offspring produced, but ensure better offspring viability (Stearns 1976). Charnov (1993) also
hypothesized that optimal ages at maturity would be those that maximized the survival of the offspring and
the reproductive value of the mother.
Charnov’s findings emphasized the peculiarities of human life histories versus other mammals.
Using allometric analyses of ages at maturity, survivorship, and body size, Charnov successfully predicted
average ages of maturity for multiple species (Hill 2005). Across species, the age at maturity increases with
body size (Stearns 1992). In contrast, humans experience a secular trend for earlier maturation in association
with better nutrition and increases in average weight (Stearns and Koella 1986). The average age of
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menarche in females from the 19th to 20th century has decreased from closer to 20 years old to closer to 10
years old, even though average heights and weights have increased in developed and developing nations
(Stearns 1992). This is likely because energetic costs of obtaining larger body sizes are mitigated by surplus
resources; however, these phenotypes could also be the resulting accommodations caused by exposure to
pollutants in the environment and epigenetic changes (Ulijaszek 2011).
While both reproductive value and reproductive effort models showcased the importance that age
structuring has on reproductive outcome and fitness, both conceptualizations suffer from serious
limitations. Most of these models provided theoretical explanations that were often not supported by
empirical evidence (Stearns 1976; Pianka and Parker). These models assumed that individuals are all the
same (no genetic variation or acknowledgement of males), that mortality and fecundity rates are constant
for all age groups (Pianka and Parker 1975), and failed to acknowledge the role that juvenile and adult
mortality schedules play in influencing life history strategies (Stears, 1976; Charnov and Schaffer, 1973).
Most models also assumed that natural populations are maintaining stable age distributions, which is hardly
ever the case (Caughley 1966 in Stearns 1976). The early theorists also do not account for environmental
factors that may affect the mortality of organisms, and influence life history strategies.

Environmental pressures and life history trade-offs
The conceptualization of K selection versus r selection helps to illuminate the role of environmental
conditions in shaping life history strategies. The former is defined by stable environmental conditions; K
selected organisms experience late maturity, multiple births/clutches/broods, increased parental investment,
small reproductive efforts and a few, larger sized offspring. Those organisms under r selection are found in
unstable/fluctuating environments and experience: early maturity; many small bodied offspring; reduced
parental investment; and large reproductive efforts (Stearns 1976). These types of conditions could occur
after a massive die-off or catastrophic event that could open ecological niches conducive for colonizing
species (Gould 1977; Stearns 1976). As Gould (1977) and Pianka (1970, 1972) emphasize though, it is
more accurate to imagine these two types of selection as ends of a continuum rather than two separate
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entities. Stearns (1976) also argues that Bet-hedging selection is another mechanism constructing the
pattern of life histories. Organisms under this type of selection would be found in regularly volatile and
unstable environments; these organisms produce less than an optimal clutch size to ensure the survival and
viability of their offspring in the event of disaster. By being able to classify an organism into one of these
categories, it was proffered that one could establish the possible life history strategies that would materialize
in the studied organism.
Organisms lying closer on the continuum towards K selection—such as humans—would be
expected to experience relatively delayed ages at menarche, maturity, and reduced fertility if they are
experiencing stable environmental conditions. Individuals suffering from severe immunological,
nutritional, or social stresses, then would be considered living in unstable environmental conditions
conducive to life history trade-off instigation. Deviations in expected life history trait expression (e.g. early
age at menarche, high fertility) could suggest the emergence of a life history trade-off. As Michod (1979)
argues though, limited foci on r and K selection has obscured ‘biological realities’ and that density
dependence—the basis for both models—is not the main constraint upon populations and their life histories.
Instead, other factors such as the individual energetic demands of the life history traits, population-specific
stressors, or genetic make-ups, are directing the expression of life history strategies and possibly forcing
life history trade-offs.

Life history trade-offs: immune functioning, reproduction, and growth
Immune responses, growth, and reproduction, will not always operate and respond in the exact
same way in every individual or to every type of infection and stress. Factors such as: environment, ecology,
nutritional status, genetic make-up, and confounding infections, may alter how these life history strategies
are directed in one individual compared to another. In this project, the focus is on the ultimate observation
of functional outcomes (fertility, growth, ages of menarche, etc.) that can be indirectly or directly linked to
the costs of producing other life history traits, and/or environmental, biological and cultural stresses. This
is a limitation of the study as analyses will be unable to account for genetic differences or lifetime nutritional
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status that may be influencing life history traits. Provided are many life history trade-offs that have been
identified in other populations, and are likely candidates for expression in this study.

Nutritional and physiological costs of immune responses
Producing an immune reaction, and the energetic demands of growth, and reproduction, are costly
metabolic reactions that deplete nutrition stores and can force trade-offs between life history strategies
(Sheldon and Verhulst, 1996; Lochmiller and Deerenberg, 2000). Infections cause an up-regulation of the
immune system forcing greater metabolic efficiency and protein synthesis to produce an immune reaction.
Lochmiller and Deerenberg (2000) refer to this as a ‘hypermetabolic state.’ In birds, Martin and colleagues
(2002) found that producing an immune response caused a 29.0% increase in resting metabolic rate
(McDade, 2003). Additionally, sepsis induced anorexia is another side effect of the innate immune response
that coupled with the up-regulation of the immune system, decreases protein synthesis of skeletal muscle
and quickens the rate of muscle loss (due to the body’s demands for glutamine) (McDade, 2003).
Immune responses may also produce many other nutrient-depleting reactions that can dramatically
quicken protein-energy malnutrition in organisms—especially in resource-poor environments (Lochmiller
and Deerenberg 2000). Carbohydrate and lipid reserves are quickly depleted during the immune response
if no supplementation or treatment is initiated. Moderate infections can increase the rates of
gluconeogenesis organisms by over 150%. This causes severe wasting of lean muscle in chronic infections
(Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000). Additional studies have demonstrated that in humans, severe infections
can lead to a loss of 15-30% of body weight and increased resting metabolic rates (Long 1977, Kreymann
et al. 1993 in Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000).
McDade (2003) estimates the costs of immune deployment in children results in a loss of
approximately 3.5g of protein per kilogram of weight per day during infection. The up-regulation necessary
for protein synthesis equates to approximately a cost of 19 kcal per kilogram each day. Therefore, a 15-kg
child would be expected to have a loss of 37.5 g of protein a day, and lose 285 kcal each day just because
of infection (McDade 2003). Anemia is a serious concern for individuals suffering from either inadequate
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nutritional intake or infection—and compounded in individuals suffering from both. Tatala et al. (2008)
found that the population attributable risk percent for all forms of anemia for school children in Tanga,
Tanzania was highest for those individuals that were: infected with schistosomiasis, deficient in iron and
vitamin A, and underweight. Additionally, when considering iron deficiency anemia, risk was highest in
those individuals infected with schistosomiasis, ascariasis, hookworm and underweight in descending order
of relative risk (Tatala et al. 2008). Low iron-status and anemia are risk factors for growth stunting, impaired
cognitive functioning, and lowered resistance to infection (Tatala et al. 2008).
Deployment of the Th1, Th2 and Treg responses of the immune system can also result in differing
nutritional costs. The two arms of the immune response are often acting in opposition to each other; as one
is up-regulated, the other is down-regulated. However, the nutritional status of the infected individual may
influence the course and balance of the immune response. Inadequate intake of zinc, vitamin A and calories
causes the down-regulation of the Th2 response, and a dominance of the Th1 response. Inadequate amounts
of vitamin A have been demonstrated to reduce the production of IgE in intestinal schistosomiasis (Parent
et al. 1984 in Long and Nanthakumar 2004). What is most problematic is that differing pathogens will incite
one or the other arm of the immune response system. Where poly-parasitism is present; treatment for one
infection, or supplementation for malnutrition, may cause the exacerbation of another infection (Long and
Nanthakumar 2004).
Severe malnutrition and the depletion of fat stores may also influence the immune response through
reducing the production of leptin. This molecule is produced by adipose tissue and is necessary for
regulating innate immunity, and in regulating food intake and energy expenditure (Long and Nanthakumar
2004). In mice, leptin deficiencies cause infertility; in humans, low levels of leptin are associated with
menstrual cycle variation and may influence ovarian function (Ellison in Cameron 2002).
Imbalance between the immune reactions and sub-optimal environmental conditions will also affect
unborn offspring. Strong maternalTh1 responses are associated with fetal abortions while strong Th2
responses help to ensure successful pregnancies (Zenclussen et al. 2004 in Long and Nanthakumar 2004).
Therefore, if a woman with macro-parasites and/or with zinc deficiency was pregnant, she may have a
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better chance of maintaining her pregnancy than a pregnant woman with Giardia lamblia and adequate zinc
intake because these conditions would elicit a strong Th1 response.

Immune functioning and reproduction
Stearns (1992) asserts that reproduction in mammals lowers the ability to maintain immune
functioning and may lead to susceptibility to parasitism. If energy is being expended elsewhere, then there
is little left for maintaining the resistance to infection. Indeed, reproduction and lactation in bighorn sheep
led to higher fecal output of parasites (Festa-Bianchet 1989 in Stearns 1992). Multiple studies have also
demonstrated that increased brood sizes in birds are correlated with increased parasitic loads (Moller, 1993;
Norris et al. 1994; Oppliger et al. 1996; Richner et al. 1993, 1995 in Long and Nanathakumar 2004). The
high costs of reproduction are observed in other trade-offs as well. Larger brood sizes in Canadian geese
caused weight loss, delayed moulting, and longer intervals between births (Lessells 1986 in Stearns 1992).
In humans, pregnancy and other periods of high estrogen levels in women are associated with
greater susceptibility to Taxoplasmosis gondii infection. During these periods women are also more likely
to transmit the infection to offspring in utero indicating that the immunological barriers provided by the
placenta are also compromised (Roberts et al. 2001 in Abrams and Miller 2011). The overproduction of
pro-inflammatory cytokines has been demonstrated to decrease fertility in both humans and cattle (Abrams
and Miller 2011). Richards et al. (2008) also found that the adipocytes of obese women produced many
immune cells that decreased fertility (Abrams and Miller 2011). Pregnant women that become infected with
infectious diseases are also more likely to experience pre-term delivery (PTD) (Golightly et al. 2011 in
Abrams and Miller 2011). This is itself may be reflective of a life history strategy. PTD in these conditions
has been hypothesized to be a means of ‘fetal escape’ (Romero et al. 1998 in Abrams and Miller 2011) or
to facilitate the re-allocation of metabolic reserves back to the mother to fight the immune stress (Peacock
1991 in Abrams and Miller 2011).
The work of Hamilton and Zuk (1982) demonstrates that immunological stress is associated with
variations in sexual ornamentations. Diminishment of these characteristics due to energy re-allocation to
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immune function would likely reduce the reproductive fitness of the organism. Some research has supported
the ‘immunocompetence handicap hypothesis’ which asserts that immune responses are sacrificed to ensure
the production of ornamentation (Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Sheldon and Verhulst 1996). Saino and Moller
(1997) found that exaggerated ornamentation in barn swallows led to immunosuppression (Sheldon and
Verhulst 1996). Other studies have demonstrated that increased energy allocation to resisting bacterial
disease has resulted in slower larval growth in honeybees (Apis mellifera); increased resistance to nematode
infections in mosquitoes has resulted in reduced reproductive success (Ferdig et al. 1993; Sutter et al. 1968
in Schmid-Hempel 2003). The works of Lozano (2001) and Olson and Owens (1998) highlight how the
production of cartenoids—necessary to produce secondary sexual characteristics—impact immune
function. Increased production of cartenoid in male blackbirds is associated with reduced humoral immune
responses and increased cell-mediated responses (Faivre et al. 2003).

The costs of producing reproductive hormones
Testosterone has also been a major focus of ecological immunological studies for both ecologists
and anthropologists. Castro and colleagues (2001) found that testosterone reduced humoral immune
responses in captive dark eyed male juncos, and reduced cell-mediated immune responses in free-living
males (Schmid-Hempel 2003). Salvador and colleagues (1996) also found that testosterone reduced
immune responses over time in sand lizards (Schmid-Hempel 2003). Macaques infected with Venezuelan
Equine Encephalitis have lower levels of serum testosterone (Muhelenbein et al. 2006 in Muhelenbein
2011). Muhelenbein also notes that African Sleeping Sickness, Schistosomiasis and filarial infections have
been associated with hypogonadism (Reincke et al. 1998, Oktenli et al. 2004, Landsoud-Soukate et al. 1989
in Muhelenbein 2011).
Valeggia and Ellison (2004) measured how alterations in the functioning of the hypothalamicpituitary-ovarian (HPO) axis impacted levels of reproductive hormones and steroids, and reproductive
fitness, when stimulated by different forces within the local environment—including pathogens. In their
study of Toba women in Argentina, Valeggia and Ellison (2004) demonstrated that the participant’s
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‘metabolic load’ explained variation in durations of lactational amenorrhea; additionally, nutritional
supplementation was effective in shortening amenorrhea by reducing lactation energy demands.
Other studies have demonstrated relationships between maternal insulin metabolism and
reproductive regulation and lactation amenorrhea (Ellison and Valeggia 2002; 2003). Insulin stimulation of
ovarian steroid production led to the resumption of ovarian activity. Estradiol has also been found to have
immunosuppressive effects though not to the degree that testosterone has in men (Roberts et al. 2001 in
Abrams and Miller 2011).
Vitzhum (2009) argues that too much natural individual variation exists within hormone production
as well as inter-population variation for any definitive correlations to be made between levels of
reproductive hormones and life history strategies. Reproductive hormone levels naturally vary within an
individual depending on their age, energetic demands, and progress through different phases of the ovarian
and menstrual cycles (Abrams and Miller 2011). Therefore, further research needs to be conducted on
associations between reproductive hormone production and life history trade-offs.

Reproductive age-schedules
Humans may adopt life history strategies that maximize their fitness by changing the timing of
specific reproductive stages. Abram and Miller (2011) assert that infectious diseases monopolize energetic
expenditures and reduce the energy available for adequate growth and fat storage that are necessary to
instigate menarche. Additionally, faster growth (both measured in stature and reaching maturity) is expected
in environments of high mortality (Case, 1978 in Walker et al., 2006). As found by Rosenstock and
colleagues (1996; 2000 in Abrams and Miller 2011), Danish women with antibodies against H. pylori
experienced later ages at first menarche. Additionally, Khan and colleagues (1996) found significant delays
in the ages at first menarche in Guatemalan girls who had diarrhea (Abrams and Miller 2011). Ballinger
and colleagues (2003) found that activation of pro-inflammatory immune responses was associated with
delayed puberty in adequately nourished individuals (Muhelenbein 2011). Other studies have also
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demonstrated that infectious diseases cause women to experience early menopause (Dorman et al. 2001;
Cramer et al. 1983 in Abrams and Miller 2011).
However, not all infectious diseases instigate the same life history strategies. A recent study by
Blackwell et al. (2015) found that Bolivian women infected with roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides)
experienced earlier ages at first pregnancy, and had shorter birth intervals in comparison to Bolivian women
infected with hookworm (Necator americanus). It is possible that the differing immune responses to the
infections or the heavier pathological costs of hookworm infections may be responsible for the variable life
history strategies observed (Blackwell et al., 2015).

Infection and fertility
The costs of deploying an immune response can lead to nutritional deficiencies in pregnant women
that affect the health of their children both in utero and in the post-natal period. Similarly, the consequences
of chronic infection and harboring a long term immune reaction may affect ones’ ability to conceive, carry
a successful pregnancy and/or have numerous amounts of children. Exposure of a child in utero to immune
responses within the maternal body—even if fetal infection does not occur--may have long-term
consequences on the health of that child (Abrams and Miller 2011). This is due to the child being exposed
to stress, energy depletion, and elevated levels of immunological biomarkers while in utero or during the
birthing process.
Consequences of female genital schistosomiasis infections are associated with inter-menstrual
bleeding, post-coital bleeding, irregular menstruation, and infertility (Swai et al., 2006). However, as
mentioned earlier, work by Blackwell et al. (2015) suggests that infection with roundworm may be
improving the fertility of Bolivian women compared to women infected with hookworm. The Th2 responses
directed towards roundworm infections may be creating a more hospitable response to pregnancy
facilitating fertility. In contrast, the mixed Th1/Th2 immune response to hookworm infections may be
creating a novel immune environment in women increasing the probability of infertility and/or fetal
rejection. (Blackwell et al., 2015).
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Life history trade-offs: growth and immune functioning
Lochmiller and Deerenberg (2000) assert that growth can be compromised due to extensive
immune expenditures. In most organisms, the process of growth is already sensitive to energetic and
nutritional deficiencies. The onslaught of an infection further disrupts the growth process and directs energy
away from processes that do not directly affect immediate survival. These trade-offs may eventually affect
the reproductive viability of the organism and/or their offspring. As Rivera and colleagues (1998) found,
immune responses to mild infection during pregnancy led to “…suppressive effects on foetal growth and
development…” (Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000). Germ-free chicks exposed to streptococci gut bacteria
(normally found in chickens) caused a 5-15% reduction in growth (Huhtanen and Pensack 1965, Fuller et
al. 1979 in Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000). These conditions are compounded if the organism faces
inadequate nutrition (Lochmiller and Deerenberg, 2000).
Inadequate growth may also circuitously prove deleterious to immune functioning. As argued by
McDade (2005), low birth weights resulting from being born in the hungry season in the Gambia, along
with likely exposure to more pathogens during the postnatal period, was found by Moore and colleagues
(1999) to be positively associated with higher rates of premature deaths due to infectious diseases.
Additionally, under-nutrition in rats has been shown to negatively affect both the growth and immune
functioning of offspring born in future generations (Chandra 1975b; Beach et al. 1982 in McDade 2005).
McDade (2003) reported that direct and indirect energy costs of combatting infections are
associated with up to 30g of weight deficits in children—if supplemental nutrient rich foods are not
available (Rowland et al. 1988; Scrimshaw 1981; Walker et al., 1992; Zumrawi et al. 1987 in McDade
2003). Growth stunting and the nutritional status of mothers also affect the health of their future offspring.
Small body size, low birth weight, and low ponderal indices, have been associated with cognitive
impairment, increased rates of chronic disease as adults, and alterations to reproductive hormone levels
(Jasienska 2011). By causing growth to falter and be stunted, these trade-offs are indirectly affecting
reproductive capabilities. As pointed out by Lochmiller and Deerenberg (2000), extensive research
conducted in both humans and livestock has shown that “…one of the most widely reported effects of
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disease (to include parasitism) is suppressed growth, which can lead to reduction in reproductive fitness
(Goossens et al. 1997).” Panter-Brick and colleagues (2000) also found that elevated levels of -1
antichymotrypsin, a protein produced during acute infection, in Nepalese adolescents were associated with
growth faltering (lower height-for-age) (Muhelenbein 2011).

Growth and reproduction
Inadequate growth by a mother may jeopardize the future body size, immune functioning,
reproductive capacity, and cognitive abilities of their offspring. Growth is also a costly process that
necessitates completion before energy may be re-allocated to reproductive functioning. Across populations,
females’ initiate menarche shortly after reaching their peak growth velocity (Bogin in Cameron, 2002).
However, this is followed by delayed ages at maturity throughout most societies, with an average of 10
years between the initiation of puberty and first birth (Bogin in Cameron 2002). This period allows for
energy to be allocated towards immune functioning, reproductive hormone production, and completion of
pelvic growth (Ellison, 1982; Bogin in Cameron, 2002; Moerman, 1982).
As humans have a relatively delayed growth period—with full stature not being reached until
adolescence or early adulthood—trade-offs are expected if energy is diverted to reproduction. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that greater stature is positively associated with reproductive fitness, especially
in stressed environments (Pollet and Nettle, 2008; Martorell et al., 1981; Addo et al., 2003). The rationale
generally provided is twofold: by delaying reproduction, women can reach their full genetically determined
stature. Secondly, delays in reproduction are often associated with higher socio-economic status and better
nutrition that allow not only growth potential to be reached, but increase the likelihood of offspring survival
(Addo et al., 2003). A study by Addo et al. (2013) found that maternal height was positively associated
with indicators of growth and health in offspring in Brazilian, Guatemalan, Indian, Filipino, and South
African women. Taller women were more likely to have taller adult children, heavier and taller children at
birth, and taller children at developmental phases post-delivery (Addo et al., 2013). Additionally, taller
women were less likely to have offspring that were stunted at 2 years post-delivery (Addo et al., 2013). In
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a large analysis of maternal height and childhood survival in over 195,000 women from developing
countries conducted by Monden and Smits (2008), greater maternal height was associated with a negative
effect on childhood mortality. Education was also found to be an effect modifier on childhood mortality
and maternal height (Monden and Smits, 2008). The least educated mothers had the strongest association
between height and childhood mortality. This study also controlled for some other indicators of
development (e.g. per capita, percentage of households with a TV), but did not find these variables to be
influential in modifying the relationship between maternal height and childhood mortality (Monden and
Smits, 2008). However, the effect of education indicates that the associations between height and childhood
mortality are deeply influenced by social factors, and potential socio-economic disparities within/between
populations.
Sears (2004) found that later ages at first birth were associated with taller stature in Gambian
women. Taller women were also found to have greater numbers of live births, and greater numbers of
children surviving until adulthood. These findings indicate that the taller women had a faster reproductive
rate than shorter women (Sears, 2004). However, analyses of the men in the same population found that
stature in males was not positively associated with reproductive success (Sears, 2010).
Other studies have shown that increased reproductive effort—but not necessarily fitness—can have
the opposite effect. Migliano and colleagues (2007) have demonstrated that trade-offs occurring between
growth and reproductive fitness have occurred in the Aeta and Batak peoples; increased reproductive effort
has resulted in shorter stature (Vitzhum 2009). Martorell et al., (1981) also found that in Guatemalan
indigenous women, shorter women had the greatest parity, but their offspring faced the highest rates of
infant and childhood mortality. Other researchers have asserted that shorter stature is beneficial, and
improves reproductive fitness in stressed environments (Devi et al., 1985; Frisancho et al., 1973 in Monden
and Smits, 2008). Studies in Western societies based on mate preference find that shorter women have
greater reproductive success (Nettle 2002b in Sears, 2010).
Frisancho (1990), Ulijaskzek (2010) and Hill and Hurtado (1996) have shown that poor conditions,
environmental constraints, and epigenetic alterations, that disrupt growth and development have
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detrimental impacts upon reproductive fitness such as delaying maturation and complicating parturition.
However, variation exist in how the conditions alter reproductive and growth outcomes. Walker et al.
(2006) analyzed numerous hunting and gathering small scale societies—groups that would normally be
considered very similar—and found extensive variation in growth velocity, and the timing of reproductive
events. For example, in the Baka and the Hiwi peoples,10-year-old females had already reached close to
70% their adult size. In the Ju/’hoansi, Hazda, and Maya, 10-year-old girls had only reached approximately
40-45% of their adult size (Walker et al., 2006). These growth velocities do not directly line up with
reaching reproductive maturity. While the Ju/’hoansi and Hazda on average reach age at menarche later
(16-16.6 years), the average age at menarche for the Baka is close at 14-15 years (Walker et al., 2006). This
study also found associations between declines in survivorship and increased growth velocity during
adolescence (Walker et al., 2006). Furthermore, lower ages at reproduction were associated with declines
in survivorship in small scale societies (Walker et al., 2006). While this study found that societies with
taller adults develop faster and earlier, the researchers were not able to tie height directly to menarcheal
ages or ages at first reproduction. Indirectly, associations were found between increased growth velocity
and low survivorship; however, the increases in velocity did not necessarily correlate to increased or
decreased stature in comparison to other groups (Walker et al., 2006).

The absence of life history trade-offs
Even in the presence of immunological, nutritional, reproductive, and development, stresses, life
history strategies resulting in trade-offs may not be readily observable—or even engaged. A proposal by
Reiches et al. (2009), and Kramer et al. (2009) provides a potential explanation for these absent trade-offs.
While trying to explain why humans grow slower, but reproduce faster than other hominoids, Reiches et al.
(2009) argued that pooled energy allocation allows for fewer energetic expenditures had by mothers in their
reproductive effort. Family and community members provide indirect reproductive effort that buffer the
energetic stresses encountered by mothers and may reduce the need for life history strategies to be engaged
(e.g. a pregnant woman in a nutritionally scarce and metabolically costly environment may not jeopardize
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her and her unborn child’s survival by spending energy caring for her other children if other people help
her). Reiches et al. (2009) explain that these pooled energy budgets help to buffer individuals that would
otherwise have their reproductive fitness jeopardized. These researchers also suggest that indirect
reproductive effort by juveniles is responsible for the slower growth and development of adolescent humans
compared to other hominoids. The pooled energy budget proposal is difficult to test and support, but it
brings to light important considerations for this project. Life history strategies may not be evident due to
alloparenting, and/or larger external social forces, that buffer against fitness jeopardizing stresses.

Section two: the human immune system
The immune system in brief
There are four main functions of the human immune system: recognize self from non-self; react to
contain and destroy infection; regulate to prevent self harm; and protect the individual from future infection
through the production and retention of immunological memory (Murphy et al. 2008). After exposure to a
foreign antigen, the immune system is engaged. Multiple mechanical and chemical barriers attempt to
prevent immunological recognition to or physiological exposure to antigens. These barriers include: skin,
mucus, antimicrobial proteins in blood, saliva and tears (Mcdade and Worthman 1999; McDade 2005). In
the event that these barriers are unable to prevent exposure and immunological recognition of a foreign
attack, two types of responses may be deployed: the generalized innate response and the more specific
adaptive response (McDade and Worthman 1999; Murphy et al. 2008).
Innate responses are rapidly engaged after exposure and are directed against intracellular pathogens
while also acting to regulate and activate other components of the immune system (McDade and Worthman,
1999). Cells such as granulocytes (basophils, eosinophils and neutrophils) and macrophages are engaged to
ingest and digest certain types of pathogens to eliminate them (phagocytosis). Innate responses are
generalized and therefore no memory cells are retained from infection that may offer protection against
return of the pathogen at a later time. Macrophages facilitate inflammatory responses that are characteristic
of the innate immune response. Inflammatory responses are damaging to tissues and the polarization of
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inflammatory responses and chronic inflammation is often detrimental to the survival of the individual (Pier
et al. 2004).

Adaptive response
Innate reactions are not able to successfully eliminate all types of infections. Often, in many
parasitic infections the actual parasite, the parasites’ deposited eggs, and/or the antigens associated with
those eggs, are too large for digestion by macrophages alone. Therefore, the adaptive immune response is
necessitated. Vertebrates have two types of adaptive responses: cell-mediated and humoral. The former is
characterized by chemokine and cytokine production, while the latter is responsible for antibody
production. Adaptive responses are specific to the antigen, and the lymphocytes have antigen receptors
that recognize distinct pathogens. The adaptive response is delayed and often occurs days after the initial
infection and overlaps with innate responses (Murphy, 2014).

T cells
The T lymphocytes of the adaptive response are differentiated by surface level membrane
glycoproteins. CD4 T lymphocytes produces helper T cells and CD8 T lymphocytes produce cytotoxic T
cells (McDade 2005). Immune reactions directed towards parasitic infections are controlled by the
production of effecter helper T cells (Th cells) by CD4+ T cells (Murphy et al. 2008); Th cells are divided
into Th1 cells that control cell mediated responses and Th2 cells that instigate humoral responses. T
regulatory (Treg) cells regulate the extent of each respective response and modulate the transition
between the Th1 and Th2 responses (Whary and Fox 2004).

Cell-mediated (Th1) responses
In cell mediated responses, the Th cells produce multiple cytokines; these are defined as proteins
secreted by cells that may affect proximal cells (Murphy et al. 2008). Cytokines are largely responsible for
directing immune responses, and modulating the interplay between different types of responses (innate v.
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adaptive; Th1 v. Th2, etc.). Cytokines interact and are interdependent upon one another to instigate major
immune responses such as the production of antibodies.

The role of the cytokines in directing immune responses
In parasitic infections, the Th1 response is the initial reaction deployed. The Th1 response is
dominated by the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as: Interferon gamma (IFN-) and
Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF). These responses are effective at attacking intracellular parasitic
infections—such as those caused by bacteria (more than protozoa anyway) or viruses. Major proinflammatory Th1 responses have a role, though lesser, in macroparasitic infections with extracellular
pathogens. While not effective at killing, or expelling these types of pathogens, the deployment of some
Th1 cytokines, such as TNF, are sometimes necessary for the instigation of Th2 types responses (Maizels
and Yazdanbakhsh, 2003; Rook, 2009).
Th1 immune responses, in excess, pose a threat to health. Th1-biased responses in mice are
associated with greater amounts of tissue damage compared to Th2 responses (Hoffman et al. 2000 in
Burke et al. 2009). IL-4 and IL-10 (Th2 and Treg cytokines respectively) deficiencies in mice was found
to result in polarized Th1 responses leading to a lethal wasting condition (Hoffman et al. 2000 in Pearce
and MacDonald, 2002). Severe cases of acute schistosomiasis in humans (Th1 dominated) were also
found to lead to cachexia—wasting--and mortality (Brunet et al. 1997 in Pearce and MacDonald, 2002).

Th2 responses
The Th1 response is brief while a polarized longer Th2 response –reacting to larvae or adult
helminths/fluke--is characteristic of extracellular parasitic infections. Reactions to parasitic exposure
produce increases in Th2 cytokines: interleukin-4 (IL-4), IL-5, IL-9, IL-13, and IL-21 as well as specific
IgE antibodies, eosinophils, mast cells, and basophils (Anthony et al., 2007; Bethony et al., 2006). IL-4 is
imperative for B cell production of IgE in the presence of parasitic exposure (and allergic responses as
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well). IL-4 is instigated by IL-5 to induce the B-cells to switch from IgM to IgE production (Pene et al.
1988 in Thorne and Mazza 1991; Elgert, 2009). IL-4 is also responsible for instigating the production of
IL-5, IL-13, and controlling the size of granulomas produced in response to macro-parasitism. IL-13 is
important for promoting fibrosis and eosinophil production (Wynn et al. 2005; Pearce 2002); IL-5 directs
the eosinophils to the site of the granulomas and is associated with eosinophilia.
Exposure to and infection with extracellular, usually metazoan, pathogens are characterized by a
Th2 polarization/bias of responses. Extracellular pathogens enter the body in numerous ways including:
through mucosal membranes, ingestion, or by physical penetration of the skin; these pathogens are too
large to be killed by phagocytosis (Wood, 2006). Th2 responses to extracellular parasitism occur
relatively rapidly after infection; however, some infections, such as schistosomiaisis and lymphatic
filariasis, induce a delayed Th2 response, after an initial deployment of Th1 cytokines (Maizels and
Yazdanbakhsh, 2003). The main outcome of Th2 deployment is the modulation and downregulation of
Th1 responses. This regulation prevents rampant inflammation, tissue damage, hemorrhaging, and sepsis
that can result from the over production of Th1-biased responses (Maizels and Yazdanbakhsh, 2003).
Other outcomes of Th2 polarization can include: pathogen suppression through granuloma
formation, pathogen expulsion from the host, and a measure of future resistance from re-infection. In a
murine study, mice that were deficient at granuloma formation were found to have higher parasitic loads,
and greater pathology from parasitic infections (Wood, 2006). Th2 responses to hookworm infections
often results in the helminth being expelled from the body. However, not all parasites can be expelled.
The trematodes of schistosomiasis, and their eggs, are often encapsulated in the body within granulomas.
High levels of IgE and eosinophils following parasitic infections have been associated with greater
likelihoods of resistance to future infections (Black et al., 2011).
While some individuals may maintain elevated IgE levels due to chronic exposures, others may
be genetically pre-disposed to produce greater amounts of IgE. Grant et al. (2011) found that specific
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are associated with heightened levels of IgE in some human
populations. Other SNPs and genes have also been identified that are associated with greater
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susceptibility to parasitic infections (Isnard et al., 2011). For example, single genes on chromosome 1 and
chromosome 13 have been associated with greater susceptibility to Ascaris infections in the Jirel people
of Nepal (Williams-Blangero et al., 2002).
The Treg cytokine IL-10 is responsible for differentiating the Th1 and Th2 responses. IL-10
facilitates the modulation of both Th1 and Th2 responses to prevent excessive immunopathology and
prevent tissue damage (McDade et al. 2011; Wynn et al. 2005; Pier et al. 2004; Burke et al. 2009).
Excessive pro-inflammatory Th1 responses can cause tissue damage and death; whereas Th2 responses
are less damaging—though can also result in immunopathology through the formation of fibrosis, fibrotic
plaques and scarring, and granulomas. (Pearce, 2002). The instigation of Th2 responses, activated by Th1
and Treg responses helps to downregulate tissue damaging/killer Th1 responses.

Humoral response: Immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies
Antibody production is instigated by plasma cells and cytokines. Plasma cells are the daughter cells
of B lymphocytes that are produced during the humoral response (Elgert, 2009). Antibody molecules are
made up of two portions, the variable region that includes heavy and light chains, and the constant regions.
The structure and function of the constant region of the antibodies is what differentiates the antibodies into
the 5 different immunoglobulin classes (IgG, IgM, IgA, IgE, and IgD); these regions are specialized with
antigen specific receptors (Murphy et al. 2008). IgG is the only antibody that can cross the placental barrier;
IgG is also effective at phagocytosis and killing immune cells (Elgert, 2009). IgM antibodies are the first
to respond to immune threats and the largest of all antibodies. IgA antibodies are the most commonly found
antibody in secreted fluids, including breast milk and mucosal linings. The functions of IgD are less well
known (Elgert, 2009).
IgE is a monomer composed of 2 heavy chains, and 2 light chains (Wood, 2006). Receptors on the
constant region (Fc) of IgE antibodies bind to receptors (FcεRI) on mast cells, basophils, and eosinophils,
sensitizing these cells to release inflammatory mediators (Murphy et al., 2008). Those responses ultimately
trigger chemical reactions that lead to physical actions in the host aimed at expelling and/or mitigating the
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damage of extracellular pathogens (Elgert, 2009; Murphy, 2014), or responding to allergens. Elevated total
IgE levels can be used to indicate the presence of macro-parasitism, allergies, and/or atopic conditions
broadly. While antigen specific IgE levels can be used to determine present and past exposures to some
parasitic, or allergen stimulants, total IgE levels are not useful in determining exactly what type of infection
the individual has (AACC, 2016).
IgE is the least prevalent antibody produced in humans, but increases exponentially when humans
are exposed to extracellular parasites and allergic and atopic irritants (McDade 2005; Pier et al. 2004).
Through a process of clonal selection that follows a process described by McDade and Worthman (1999)
as Darwinian, exposure to specific antigens directs the replication and reproduction of identical antibodies
in daughter cell generations. Some memory cells are retained by individuals as a measure of protection
against re-exposure to that antigen. Aschatz et al. (2010) assert that fewer IgE memory cells are produced
compared to other antibodies; this is likely due to the strong—and damaging—effector functions of IgE
such as localized allergy or even anaphylactic shock.
Serum IgE (circulating IgE) has the shortest half life of all the immunoglobulin isotypes. In humans,
the half life of IgE is approximately 1-5 days (Achatz et al., 2010; Leffel et al., WHAT). However, when
IgE is bound to eosinophilic granulocytes, basophils, or the high affinity receptors on mast cells, its halflife can be extended for months. Most of the IgE in the human body is likely bound to these cells via the
FcεRI receptors. Binding with these cells stabilizes both the IgE and lymphocyte and reduces their
sensitivity to decay (Achatz et al., 2010). Chronic exposure to IgE stimulating antigens, such as macroparasites, would provide opportunities for greater numbers of IgE binding events. This could account for
maintained elevated levels of IgE in some individuals.
Greater numbers of mast cells in obese individuals may also account for elevated rates of IgE, and
higher incidences of asthma in these people (Sismanopoulos et al., year). Increased numbers of mast cells
are produced in inflamed white adipose tissue (WAT) that is characteristic of obesity Adipose tissue is also
a site of mast cell production and development. More mast cells can provide greater numbers of binding
sites for IgE. Therefore, obese people exposed to IgE stimulating antigens may have greater opportunities
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for IgE binding, and longer-lived IgE antibodies, within their bodies compared to their leaner peers exposed
to the same triggers. However, ecological exposures, rather than body size alone, are better indicators of
IgE levels in populations as evidenced by the very high IgE levels of many indigenous populations living
in conditions of endemic macro-parasitism and characterized as having very low BMI values (Blackwell et
al., 2010).
While the role of chemokines, dendritic cells, CD8+ cells, complement, and the many other
essential components of the immune system play important roles in fighting macro-parasitism, other
infections, and stress-related pathologies, this dissertation is limiting its focus on IgE antibodies, and to a
lesser extent on Eosinophils and C-reactive proteins. Discussed in the following section are the major causes
of IgE production in humans: macro-parasitism, hypersensitivity, and reproduction. Additionally, brief
overviews of eosinophils and C reactive proteins are provided.

Parasitism and humans
Despite the successful implementation of mass drug administration and preventative chemotherapy
programs, macro-parasitism still exists at epidemic rates in many regions of the world (WHO, 2016).
Macro-parasitic diseases include: Soil-transmitted helminths infections (e.g. Roundworm, Hookworm,
whipworm), schistosomiasis, lymphatic filariasis, onchocerciasis, leishmaniasis, African sleeping sickness
and Chagas disease. Roundworm, hookworm, whipworm, and some forms of schistosomiasis infect the
intestinal tract. Urinary schistosomiasis infects the urinary and genital tracts. These parasites can live for
years within the host, and produce thousands of eggs daily that can be excreted via urine or feces, only to
infect and re-infect other hosts (Bethony et al., 2006).
Known as the Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs), these conditions have been historically
marginalized in terms of recognition and funding by multinational health and development organizations,
NGOs and health practitioners (Manderson et al. 2009). Reasons for this neglect include: the ‘relative’
reduced instance of death caused directly by these pathogens, heavy stigmatization of the diseases due to
their disabling pathogenesis and disfiguring consequences, and the concentration of these diseases among
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impoverished populations. Many individuals also suffer from poly-parasitism and are infected with multiple
species (Brooker et al., 2008). However, these infections are major causes of: childhood morbidity
throughout the world and lead to: malnutrition, Vitamin A deficiencies, lactose intolerance, anemia, stunted
growth, cognitive malfunctioning, and cyclical impoverishment (Bethony et al., 2006).
Proponents of the Helminth hypothesis (Dunne and Cook, 2005; Hurtado et al., 2008), assert that
human populations were exposed to and infected by macroparasites throughout human evolution. This long
co-evolutionary history has maintained selection for IgE in our species (London & Hruschka, 2014).
However, very high, and very low IgE levels found in some populations do not reflect this evolutionary
history. Instead, the magnitude of macro-parasitism, and hypersensitivity reactions are phenomenon of the
last millennium and not the 150 million years of mammalian life.
Overly parasitized and under parasitized populations are not the evolutionary norm. The rates of
macro-parasitism in populations viewed as living a more ‘traditional’ lifestyle—such as modern day
foragers are likely not representative of parasitic prevalence rates in ancient human populations. Modern
day forager populations are deeply impacted by global pressures that are reflected in their health statuses
(London and Hruschka, 2014). High rates of macro-parasitism in other populations are also often due to
larger macro-social forces. Political conflict, environmental degradation and economic collapse are
associated with outbreaks of visceral and cutaneous leishmaniasis, lymphatic filariasis, soil transmitted
helminths, and many other infectious diseases (Sow et al., 2002). For example, the construction of the
Diama dam in Senegal in the 1980s led to over 90% of the population of the Senegal river basin to become
infected with schistosomiasis (Sow et al., 2002). Additionally, the high rates of IgE due to hypersensitivity
conditions is proposed to be a response to recent improvements in sanitation and hygiene in developed
countries (Rook, 2009).

IgE and parasitism
The immune responses to extracellular parasites including intestinal helminths such as Ascaris
lumbricoides (roundworm) Necator americanus (hookworm), and intestinal and urinary Schistosomiasis
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are biased towards the production of Th2 cells that direct IgE and eosinophil production, but also include
some Th1 inflammatory responses (Anthony et al., 2007). In hookworm infections alone, IgE production
is increased 100-fold (Jarrett and Bazin, 1974 in Brooker et al., 2008). IgE binds to mast cells and leads to
mast cell degranulation that releases cytotoxic inflammatory mediators that can attack the pathogens
(Anthony et al., 2007). These IgE-directed responses are similar to those engaged in atopic and allergic
reactions. However, in parasitic infections, these responses have sometimes been associated with relative
immunity or further resistance to re-infection (Klion and Nutman, 2003).
It is important to note that not all extracellular parasitic infections elicit the same types of immune
responses. The deployment of similar lymphocytes to differing parasitic infections can lead to different
immune and physiological outcomes. For example, a similar Th2-biased response is engaged in
individuals exposed to hookworm infections, and other individuals exposed to schistosomiasis infections.
The immune response to hookworm infection leads to the death and expulsion of the worm pathogens.
However, the Th-2 biased response to schistosomiasis infections leads to a mitigation and downregulation
of the initial inflammatory Th-1 responses to the pathogen. The impetus is not on expelling the pathogen,
or the pathogen’s eggs, from the host. Rather, the Th-2 responses engaged in schistosomiasis often lead to
encapsulation of the eggs within the body through fibrous growths (Anthony et al., 2007). Additionally,
activation of mast cells in roundworm and hookworm infections leads to the expulsion of those parasites
from the host, but not in whipworm infections (Bethony et al., 2006).

IgE and hypersensitivity
Hypersensitivity occurs when antibodies attack antigens (which are often innocuous) and
manifests into disease (Wood, 2006). Type 1 hypersensitivity conditions are IgE mediated and include:
asthma, allergies, and atopic conditions. Atopy is defined as having IgE hyperreactivity but not
necessarily expressing an allergy (Wood, 2006). In 2010, asthma was estimated to affect 25.7 million
people in the United States (Akinbami et al., 2012). The disease is characterized by airway obstruction,
and symptoms can include wheezing, coughing, shortness of breath, and chest tightness (Akinbami et al.,
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2012). The condition can be fatal and can be triggered by multiple factors including: exercise, allergic
exposures, stress, and airborne irritants (Akinbami et al., 2012).
Allergies are estimated to affect over 50 million people in the U.S. each year (ACAAI, 2014).
Common sources of allergens include: pollens, insects, animal dander, birds, drugs, and food (Wood,
2009). Symptoms of allergic reactions can manifest as: asthma and airway constriction, rashes, eczema,
rhinitis, diarrhea, conjunctivitis, and systematic reactions leading to anaphylaxis, a life-threatening
reaction that can involve rashes, loss of consciousness, and trouble breathing (Wood, 2006).
Type 1 hypersensitivity reactions are initiated by IgE sensitization to allergen exposure. IL-4 is
instigated to produce IgE that binds with mast cells. Subsequent exposures cause the allergen to bind with
the IgE antibodies on the mast cells which ultimately activates mast cell degranulation. Cytotoxic
inflammatory mediators such as histamines are released and cause: vasodilation, vascular permeability,
and smooth muscle contractions (Wood, 2006). Degranulation also instigates the release of proteases that
can weaken the endothelial membranes of blood vessels. Eosinophilia and neutrolphilia are also
increased, and the release of TNF-α causes inflammation (Wood, 2009). Further consequences of mast
cell activation include: increased platelet aggregation, mucus secretion, and further vascular permeability
and inflammation (Wood, 2006).

IgE and human reproduction
For a pregnancy to be viable and brought to term it is necessary for the maternal immune system
to tolerate and not reject the fetus. However, the fetus is composed of at least 50.0% foreign antigens
derived from the paternal parent. The maternal immune response is tempered at different stages during the
pregnancy to supports the preservation and viability of the fetus (Sacks, et al., 1999). Maternal immune
defenses during pregnancy follow a pattern of early bias towards Th1 responses followed by a bias
towards Th2 type responses in the later stages of pregnancy and in the early post-partum period
(McFadden et al., 2015; Parry et al., 2009). IgE levels are increased during the 3rd trimester, and remain
elevated for at least 1-2 years’ post-partum (Perry et al., 2009). Notably, the role of IgE during
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pregnancies is not well understood; the possibility exists that IgE production during this period may just
be a consequence of the Th2 biasing of late gestation, rather than IgE having a specific role in protecting
pregnancy viability.
Th1 biased responses during pregnancy are positively associated with poor reproductive
outcomes (Raghupathy, 1997; Sacks, et al, 1999). Unconstrained, maternal Th1 immune defenses, such as
IFN-γ and TNF, have been demonstrated to severely impact the fetus to the point of pregnancy loss and
instigating conditions such as preeclampsia (Redman et al., 1999). Preeclampsia jeopardizes the viability
of the pregnancy and can cause poor reproductive outcomes such as: deaths of the mother and infant, birth
defects, and low infant birth weight (Xiong et al., 2002).
Kwak-Kim et al. (2006) found in a study examining Th1 to Th2 response ratios in fertile women
and women with a history of recurrent spontaneous abortions (RSA), those with RSA were found to have
greater Th1 to Th2 responses than the fertile women. Th1 cytokines such as TNF and INF-γ have also
been linked to damaging trophoblasts and inhibiting the development of embryos and fetuses in vitro
(Halmovici et al., 1991 in Raghupathy, 1997). Chaouat et al. (1990) also found that when injected into
mice, TNF-α, INF-γ, and Th1 produced cytokine interleukin 2 (IL-2) terminated pregnancies
(Raghupathy, 1997). Wegmann and colleagues (1993), also found that healthy and to term pregnancies in
mammals are dominated by Th2 responses (Raghupathy, 1997). Th1 responses are necessary for
implantation to occur; nonetheless, it is apparent that viable pregnancies are contingent upon these
responses being mitigated and downregulated by subsequent Th2-type responses.

Epidemiology of IgE
IgE levels are expected to be very high in some populations—notably those suffering from
macro-parasitism—compared to others. In the U.S. population, IgE levels are expected range from 1-200
kU/l for individuals that are not suffering from atopy or allergies (Martins et al., 2014). IgE levels above
200 kU/l are an indication that the individual is suffering from hypersensitivity (Amarasekera, 2011;
Carosso et al., 2007; Wittig et al., 1980). However, in populations suffering from macro-parasitism, IgE
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has been measured at averages levels much higher than in the U.S., including over 10,000 kU/l on
average for some indigenous populations in Venezuela and Ecuador (Lynch et al., 1983; Kron et al.,
2000; Blackwell et al., 2010).
IgE is naturally expected to decline with age in both men and women in the absence of
stimulation. Longitudinal studies conducted by Jarvis et al. (2005) following participants in the European
Community Respiratory Health Survey as well as Tanaka et al. (2014)’s study of patients at Showa
University Hospital in Tokyo both demonstrated declines in total IgE levels with time. IgE levels in
populations living in areas of endemic macro-parasitism do not generally follow the pattern of decline
with age. Blackwell and colleagues (2011) showed that the declines of IgE in Shuar populations in
Ecuador and Tsimané populations in Bolivia were negligible compared to IgE levels recorded from U.S.
populations in NHANES. In fact, the patterns of the Shuar and Tsimané show slight increases at various
times with age progression. Chronic exposure and re-infections are argued to be maintaining IgE levels at
elevated rates throughout the lifespan (Dunne et al., 1992, Black et al., 2010).
Peak levels of IgE antibodies occur during early life, but vary in different populations. Blackwell
and colleagues (2011) determined that the peak IgE levels for both sexes in the NHANES sample occurs
at approximately the age of 17 and is followed by a slow decline. In regions endemic for parasitism, IgE
levels for both sexes peak at earlier ages than in the United States. Data from the Tsimané of Bolivia and
the Shuar of Ecuador show that peaks occur for both sexes at 7 years and 12 years of age respectively
with both populations (Blackwell et al., 2011).
Many researchers have found that males have overall higher levels of IgE antibodies than females
in parasitic endemic and non-endemic areas (Blackwell et al., 2011; Omenaas et al., 1994). For example,
in Norwegian populations, men experienced slight increases in specific and total IgE levels with age;
however, the major mitigating factor in directing the increase for males was smoking. Very slight
increases were experienced by non-smoking males, whereas very dramatic increases were observed in
male smokers with age (Omenaas et al., 1994). Women in this population experienced declines of specific
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and total IgE levels with age. Smoking did not alter the direction or slope of total IgE levels with age in
women (Omenaas et al., 1994).
Additionally, IgE levels due to parasitic exposure often vary based on gender and age in many
populations. Exposure potential is often context-dependent, with children often having higher behaviorassociated exposure risks. Gender-biased occupations are often associated with higher exposure risks to
schisotoma parasites in some populations as well (Maizels et al., 1993). Additionally, older individuals
are reinfected with parasites more slowly due to the gradual accumulation of IgE-associated resistance to
reinfection, and partly due to exposure avoidance behaviors (Maizels et al., 1993).

Eosinophils
Eosinophils also increase in prevalence within the blood in response to helminthic and allergen
exposures (Anthony et al., 2007). Triggered by the production of IL-5, eosinophils are recruited by IgEbonded mast cells to the site of pathogen invasion within the body (Klion and Nutman, 2003). Eosinophil
degranulation occurs and eosinophil secondary granule proteins (ESGPs) are released (Anthony et al.,
2007). ESGPs can kill helminthic worms through antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (Wood,
2006). In mice model’s depletion of eosinophils and their accompanying proteins, enzymes, and
cytokines, led to greater susceptibility to some parasitic infections (Anthony et al., 2007). The role of
eosinophils in parasitic responses may also include promoting tissue remodeling and wound repair
(Anthony et al., 2007). However, eosinophilia can cause inflammatory tissue damage and eosinophil
cationic proteins can cause tissue death (Klion and Nutman, 2003). Eosinophils are responsible for
granuloma formation in the liver, and lungs, during roundworm infections (Bethony et al., 2006). For the
latter, pneumonia can result. Eosinophilia, like the other Th2-type responses, is a delayed response. Peak
eosinophil counts usually do not occur until weeks or months after parasitic infection. For example, peak
levels of eosinophils in humans infected with lymphatic filariasis occurred between 11-30 weeks
following infection (Klion and Nutman, 2003).
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C-reactive Protein
C-reactive protein (CRP) is produced as a response to infectious and psychosocial stresses, and
chronic inflammation (McDade et al., 2008). Triggered by pro-inflammatory cytokines, liver cells
instigate the production of CRP, an innate immune effector. In turn, CRP initiates opsonization and
phagocytosis of pathogens (McDade et al., 2006). Heightened levels of CRP are associated with increased
risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, metabolic syndrome and morbidity (McDade et al., 2008). CRP is
also positively associated with visceral adipose tissue (Saijo et al., 2004) and production of CRP can be
instigated by adipocytes (Calabro et al., 2005). CRP levels between 3 mg/l and 10 mg/l are considered to
increase the likelihood of cardiovascular disease, whereas levels above 10 mg/l are an indication of acute
infectious disease (McDade et al., 2008). Elevated CRP levels have been associated with higher socioeconomic status in the United States, and with increased body fat, and pathogen exposure in the
Philippines (McDade et al., 2008).

Section three: Hygiene and the Old Friends hypotheses
IgE, the biomarker analyzed in this dissertation, was chosen due to the likelihood it would be
elevated both in the U.S. and Brazilian populations, and is presumed to be energetically costly to produce.
The increased prevalence of IgE in two populations facing vastly differing ecological conditions can be
explained by the principles of the Hygiene and Old Friends hypotheses.

Evolutionary mismatch
The selection, maintenance and over-reactivity of IgE antibodies in modern populations have
heretofore been explained under the auspices of the Hygiene, and the Old Friends, hypotheses popularized
by Strachan (1989), Bach (2002) Yazdanbakhsh et al. (2002), Rook (2009) and a growing number of
other researchers. These hypotheses posit that evolutionary mismatches are occurring that produce
unexpected health outcomes in humans in modern ecological conditions. The lifestyle and ecological
interactions of humans with pathogens for most of their evolutionary history enforced both the co42

evolution of immune responses to parasites and pathogens, and the co-evolution of parasites and
pathogens. Mammalian evolution in general, is characterized by the coevolution of immune responses
with macroparasites, commensal organisms, and infectious disease (Van Valen 1973, 1974; Rook, 2009).
The Hygiene Hypothesis proposes that improved sanitation, improved vaccination coverage,
absent infectious diseases, and improved hygiene in modern industrialized populations produced
evolutionary mismatches in human immune functioning. The relative recent improvement of healthcare,
hygiene and sanitation practices in the United States and other more affluent developed/industrialized
countries over the last few hundred years, which accelerated since the 20th century, stymies early immune
interactions with infectious agents that stimulate Th1 type responses (Maizels and Yazdanbakhsh, 2003).
The focus of the Hygiene Hypothesis is that Th1 responses stimulate Th2 responses and the resulting
balance between Th1/Th2 immune reactions reduces the opportunity for the polarization (extreme bias) of
either response. However, in modern environments, there is an absence of Th1 stimulating infectious
agents, and Th2 polarization occurs. Thus, populations living in cleaner and ‘healthier’ conditions have
higher prevalence rates of hypersensitivity conditions (e.g. allergies, asthma, and eczema) (Yazdanbakhsh
et al. 2002, Rook, 2009).
The Old Friends hypothesis builds upon the principles of the Hygiene Hypothesis but proposes
slightly different mechanisms, causes, and outcomes, associated with the evolutionary mismatches
humans experience in modern environments. The Old Friends hypothesis asserts that the absence of
specific infections with commensal organisms and/or macro-parasitism is spurring the high level of
hypersensitivity and autoimmune diseases impacting Western populations (Rook, 2009). Therefore, the
onus is no longer on stimulation by all possible infectious agents, including viral infections. Rook (2009)
argues specifically that childhood infections such as measles, mumps, rubella, or chickenpox that have
since been eradicated, could not have been the main causes of human-pathogen co-evolution. There has
been far less time to co-evolve with these pathogens as they require larger population sizes and density to
be transmitted and supported; those conditions in human populations are relatively recent innovations and
thereby do not provide substantial co-evolutionary timeframes for human-pathogen immune associations
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(Rook, 2009). Rather, organisms that would have been regularly encountered by hunting and gathering
populations, such as lactobacilli, actinomycetes, and parasitic helminths, have been the basis of human –
pathogen immune co-evolution (Rook, 2009).
Parasitism as a form of predation is one of the strongest evolutionary pressures experienced by all
organisms with fossil evidence of parasitism dating to 570 million years ago, (Vermeij, 1987). Defense
mechanisms were instrumental in ensuring organisms’ survival and adaptation to various predatory
parasitic threats. While some organisms may have developed armor (e.g. gastropods), others relied more
on internal defenses and developed complex interacting networks of immune responses towards general
and specific threats (Vermeij, 1987). IgE antibodies are specific to mammal lineages only. Vernersson
(2002) estimates that an ancestral form of IgE appeared 170 million years ago and that modern isotypes of
IgE first occurred approximately 150 million years ago. Approximately 170-130 million years ago,
placental and marsupial mammal lineages split (Richman and Naftolin, 2006) and the selection and
retention for IgE’s structural integrity along with the rest of the recently evolved mammalian immune
system that was maintained in both lines indicates IgE may have held an important role in the radiations
of these lineages. Selection for IgE was likely directly related to the long co-evolutionary history of
humans with macro-parasites (London and Hruschka, 2014; Hurtado et al., 2008).
The Old Friends’ hypothesis has also been able to address problems that arose when researchers
attempted to test the principles of the Hygiene Hypothesis. While the Hygiene hypothesis held that
unbalance between Th1 and Th2 responses would lead to Th2 proliferation (e.g. without Th1 stimulation,
asthma must be an inevitable consequence), subsequent research has been unable to strongly support that.
Th1 responses have not been found to be instrumental instigators of all Th2 responses, and Th1 responses
do exist in asthmatic conditions (Rook, 2009). Therefore, the absence of one type of response does not
necessarily dictate the overreaction of the other (Rook, 2009). It is proposed that tolerance of commensal
organisms and macro-parasites maintained continuous activation of multiple components of the immune
system aimed at tempering inflammatory processes (Rook, 2009). Chronic exposure to these pathogens
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drove the production of Treg cells that provided protective measures and suppressed disease and
pathology (Rook, 2009).
In the absence of these chronic exposures, the Old Friends hypothesis asserts that the polarization
of Th1 and Th2 responses can lead to pathological outcomes. Th1 response polarization is associated with
increasing rates of many types of inflammatory conditions such as: autoimmune diseases, colitis,
inflammatory bowel disease, atherosclerosis, some forms of cancer, and Crohn’s disease, in many
Western populations (Rook, 2009). As with the Hygiene hypothesis, Th2 polarization is associated with
the epidemic rates of hypersensitivity conditions in industrialized populations (Rook and Stanford, 1998;
Rook, 2009).
Immunopathology occurs when the adaptive immune system over-responds to infection, such as
in severe Th1 or Th2 response polarizations. Defenses should theoretically only be expressed “…near the
optimum needed to protect against a threat” and yet somehow many seemingly are expressed ‘too readily’
and ‘too intensely.’ (Nesse 2001). Following the ‘smoke detector principle,’ defenses will produce many
false and/or exaggerated alarms when the defenses have been selected to protect against even greater
dangers (Nesse 2001). In macro-parasitic infections, Th2 biased responses, which downregulate Th1
responses, can lead to severe fibrosis; however, these consequences are still less harmful than allowing
the Th1 responses to go unchecked. The polarization of the Th1 response would cause massive tissue
damage, cachexia and even death. It is evident that the immunopathology caused by the excessive Th2
response is harmful, yet the over-response still does not cross that optimum threshold which in this
situation is death. Therefore, only slight-to-moderate selection against Th2 responses has resulted in
hyperreactivity and hypersensitivity of the response in the absence of expected stimuli (parasites), and in
the presence of sanitized environments.

Evidence in support of the Hygiene and Old Friends hypotheses
Numerous studies have supported this association as the incidence of allergic sensitivity and
asthma is high in industrialized countries, and lowered in individuals infected with parasites (Rook and
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Stanford, 1998). Th2 polarization is expected in populations that are no longer at threat of infectious
diseases but rather are living in areas of high sanitation, hygiene and vaccination (Yazdanbakhsh et al.,
2002; Rook and Stanford, 1998). Devenney and colleagues (2004) found that rates of atopy have
increased by 300-500% in the last 50 years in Westernized countries (McFadden et al. 2015).
The Hygiene and Old Friends hypotheses also propose that allergic and atopic conditions can be
mediated by the (re) introduction of Th1 stimulating agents (Maizels and Yazdanbakhsh, 2003). This
proposal has implications for the implementation of immunotherapy for individuals suffering from
hypersensitivity and inflammatory conditions. Rook (2009) notes that in clinical trials, the introduction of
co-evolutionary commensal organisms successfully treated allergies, autoimmunity, and inflammation in
some individuals. Additionally, deficiencies of Treg cytokine IL-10 is associated with the development of
atherosclerotic plaques in mice (Ait-Oufella et al., 2002 in Rook, 2009). Infection with Schistosoma
mansoni parasites impeded further plaque development in mice (Doenhoff et al., 2002 in Rook, 2009).
Rook (2009) also argues that connections may be made to pro-inflammatory/anti-inflammatory
imbalances and IL-10 deficiencies, and depressive disorders. Many types of anti-depressants increase the
production of IL-10, which may support these assertions (Rook, 2009).
However, other studies have shown that hypersensitivity conditions are not always cured or
reversed with the introduction of immune stimulators. The relationship between incidence of parasitism
and hypersensitivity conditions are not always diametrically opposed. For example, Palmer et al. (2002)
found that active roundworm (Ascaris lumbricoides) infections in children were associated with increased
risks of childhood asthma, and allergic sensitivities, in China. Furthermore, that study proposes that
infection with Ascaris may be responsible for instigating Th2 responses that lead to asthmatic conditions,
and/or that the lung stage migratory route of the pathogen larvae could be causing respiratory
hypersensitivity (Palmer et al., 2002). Other studies have shown additional correlations between helminth
infections and increased allergic sensitivities (Lynch et al., 1999). It has been proposed that light to
moderate helminthic infections could stimulate asthmatic/allergic conditions, whereas heavier pathogen
loads cause immune suppression against the helminthic antigens. Crossing this pathogen burden46

associated threshold, causes the individual to be less sensitive to allergic conditions, and less likely to
experience asthmatic conditions (Lynch et al., 1999; Godrey and Gradidge, 1976).
Results from numerous studies have supported the association between lack of immune
stimulation and hypersensitivity conditions. Larger families and the presence of more siblings have been
found to be positively associated with decreased prevalence of these chronic conditions. These
associations are strongest in individuals who have older siblings (Strachan, 1989; Matricardi et al., 1998).
The increased exposure of multi-sibling households to a greater number of pathogens, and increased
infection transmission, are the major rationales explaining this phenomenon. The younger siblings are less
likely to develop hypersensitivity because they are facing microbial exposures from the older siblings
(whereas the older siblings had no opportunity for sibling-related microbial exposures at younger ages).
However, this same trend is not observed globally in less affluent populations (Strachan et al., 2015).
Instead, Strachan and colleagues (2015) report that there is increased likelihood of these conditions with a
high degree of severity in larger families in less affluent nations.
The presence and absence of immune stimulation in populations located in lesser developed and
less affluent countries also show associations with hypersensitivity that support the auspices of the
hypotheses. Studies by Elliot et al. (2005) and Mpairwe et al. (2011) have demonstrated that children born
to women who were treated for helminths (pre-pregnancy) are more likely to experience greater rates of
childhood eczema than those born without exposure to maternal anti-helminthic treatments. Additionally,
it has been found that maternal helminthic infection during pregnancy even provides a protective effect
against the development of allergic eczema in children (Maizels et al., 2014).
In conclusion, the data in support of these hypotheses provides the foundations for this study. IgE
should be prevalent, and at higher than expected levels in many individuals in both populations. The
Kalunga suffer from macro-parasitism and an expected absence of hypersensitivity, and the United States’
population suffers from higher than expected rates of hypersensitivity conditions, and expected absences
of macro-parasitism. Therefore, it is possible to control for the presence and absence of each condition,
and measure how IgE is impacted by fertility and growth in these populations.
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Section four: Syndemics Theory
Syndemics Theory is useful to understand how diseases: affect other diseases, exacerbate
deleterious social conditions, and perpetuate poverty transmission cycles. Singer (2011) defines syndemic
as a label applied to the “…synergistic interaction of two or more coexistent diseases and resultant excess
burden of disease.” Syndemic frameworks can explain why diseases are maintained and/or increasing in
specific locales. Singer asserts that syndemics may also be understood as “…the concentration and
deleterious interaction of two or more diseases or other health conditions in a population, especially as a
consequence of social inequity and the unjust exercise of power” (Singer 2009b in Singer et al. 2011).
Syndemics theory explores diseases as continuous bodies that not only are derived from multiple causative
agents, but interact within multiple spheres to produce a litany of responses (Singer and Clair, 2003).
Diseases are not regarded as ‘disjunctive entities’ that exist within a vacuum, but are embodied by the
sufferer and may be mitigated, transformed, or aggravated by socio-economic, political, genetic, biological
and cultural forces.
Singer and Clair (2003) state that “…syndemic points to the determinant importance of social
conditions in the health of individuals and populations.” A syndemics framework coupled with a critical
biocultural approach is the only useful medium to understand why neglected tropical diseases, social
inequities, and poverty, have not been eradicated throughout the world. Ultimately, conditions exist that
cause the interaction of diseases, poverty, environmental degradation, and marginalization, to worsen health
outcomes and perpetuate infection and lowered socio-economic status (SES) among vulnerable and high
risk groups. A more abstracted interpretation of syndemics also illuminates how societal conditions and
economic forces can be pathologized and perceived as disease entities that interact with biological
conditions to create cycles of structural violence that perpetuate poor health outcomes, inequality and
poverty (Farmer 2001 in Pfeiffer and Chapman 2010). The present investigation applies a syndemics
approach by examining how socio-economic and environmental factors in Brazil and the USA have
increased co-infections and co-morbidity of vulnerable individuals within the study populations.
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Furthermore, a syndemics perspective illustrates how constructed conditions are directing the perpetuation
of disease, poverty, and potential life history trade-offs, within these locales.
The critical bio-cultural approach is the overriding theme of this investigation. Infectious and
chronic diseases are maintained in the U.S. or Brazilian populations due to larger socio-economic, political
and cultural forces within these locales. Especially for the Kalunga, infectious diseases are still problematic
due to impoverishment and the population’s existence at what Dressler (2011) calls the ‘margins of social
space’ (Singer, 2011). Ultimately, these infections, as well as the disparities in chronic conditions observed
in U.S. populations, are and continue to be biosocial entities that exist in confluence with human behaviors
and adaptations; only with this larger and more nuanced understanding may researchers comprehensively
study the evolutionary, biological and social implications of disease (Janes and Corbett in Singer 2011).
The following sections examine the syndemic interactions expected to be observed in the studied
populations in two ways. First, the syndemic interactions between poverty and infectious diseases, and how
certain infectious diseases increase the transmission risks and incidence of other poor health outcomes, are
discussed. These are the types of interactions expected to be found in the Kalunga. Second, an examination
of how syndemic interactions between chronic conditions (e.g. hypersensitivity and obesity), and
biocultural factors (e.g. stress, income, ethnicity, etc.), create cycles of ill health and poor economic
outcomes is provided. These are the types of interactions expected to be found in the U.S. women.

Syndemic infections of poverty
Parasitic diseases, and many other infectious diseases, would not exist in the epidemic rates that
they do but for the perpetuation of social and ecological inequities. The eradication of epidemic rates of
macro-parasitism in the United States is evidence of this. The ecological conditions of the Southern US can
maintain the vectors necessary for parasitic disease transmission; historically, these infections were major
public health concerns for the U.S. population (Cutler and Miller, 2005; Tomlinson and Hodgson, 2005).
However, through the installation of public health measures, improved sanitation, and healthcare, these
infections occur rarely. However, in many impoverished places around the world, parasitism is still a major
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concern. The morbidity of parasitism is exacerbated as these infections often facilitate co-infection with
other pathogens, and the loss of socio-economic wellbeing within many populations.
Macro-parasitic infections cause direct pathology to the affected. Outcomes can include tissue
damage (both from the pathogen and the immune reaction to the pathogen), edema, tissue and venous
obstruction, and inflammation. Other health and social outcomes are also indirectly associated with
parasitism. Burke and colleagues (2009) assert that in schistosomiasis, blood loss in the urine accompanied
by malnutrition, and Schistosoma-produced hemolytic factors are likely a major cause of anemia. The
micronutrient demands of immune responses exacerbate iron loss (McDade et al. 2003). Anemia can lead
to wasting in adults; growth stunting in children and cognitive impairment (Burke et al. 2009). Other
parasitic diseases, notably hookworm is also associated with anemia (Smith and Brooker, 2010).

Malaria
The threat of infection, morbidity and mortality from malaria is highest in impoverished and
developing countries that lack the infrastructure to provide adequate healthcare and vector control
measures. While malaria was not a major focus of this investigation, it was found to impact the Kalunga
historically and presently. Therefore, a brief overview of the syndemic consequences of malaria provides
insight into the possible health conditions faced by the Kalunga women.
Both Plasmodium falciparum and Plasmodium vivax induce anemia. Malaria-associated anemia is
the cause of at least 1/3 of all deaths attributed to malaria (Haldar and Mohandas, 2009). Other pathological
outcomes of malaria include: cyclical fevers, renal failure, hypoglycemia, enlarged spleens, seizures, coma,
and death (Abrams and Meshnick, 2009). Overall, it is estimated that 630,000 people die globally from
malaria every year and there were over 207 million cases in 2012 (Mulamba et al., 2014; WHO, 2014).
Malaria also disproportionately impacts vulnerable populations (e.g. children and pregnant women)
(Mulamba et al., 2010).
It is estimated that pregnant women have a 2-3 times higher risk of contracting malaria compared
to non-pregnant individuals (Fried and Duffy, 1996, 1998; Ibhanesebhor and Okolo, 1992 in Abrams and
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Meshnick, 2009). In areas that are not endemic for malaria, pregnant women with malaria are less likely to
be immune to the disease and suffer greater morbidity and mortality rates (Abrams and Meshnick, 2009).
This has implications specifically for this investigation as the Kalunga live in an area not considered
endemic for malaria. Congenital malaria for infants is also a possible outcome of maternal infection, though
it occurs relatively rarely (Fischer, 1997 in Abrams and Meshnick, 2009).
Malaria directly impacts the reproductive fitness of women. Women infected with malaria during
pregnancy are more likely to have low birth weight babies (Desai et al., 2007 in Abrams and Meshnick,
2009). As these infants have likely experienced intrauterine growth retardation, they are also likelier to die
before birth, shortly after birth, or be born prematurely (Abrams and Meshnick, 2009). Maternal morbidity
and mortality are also increased when infected. Higher risks of preeclampsia, and eclampsia are associated
with younger pregnant women with malaria (Muehlenbachs et al., 2006 in Abrams and Meshnick, 2009)
Most malaria cases in Brazil (99.5%) occur in the Amazonian region (Pina-Costa et al., 2014).
Approximately 145,000 cases of malaria were reported in Brazil in 2014 (Lorenz et al., 2015). Notably,
disparity exists within Brazil concerning malarial treatment. An estimated 19% of malaria cases are
diagnosed and treated within 48 hours of transmission outside of Amazonia compared to 60% of cases
within Amazonia (Lorenz et al., 2015). Therefore, people living outside of Amazonia (such as the Kalunga)
are less likely to be treated for malaria, and cases for these regions are likely to be underreported.

A syndemic view of macro-parasitism and reproduction
Macro-parasitism in humans has been linked to infertility and pelvic inflammation (Sklyarova,
2015). In a study conducted with Ukrainian women with primary infertility, parasitic infections with
roundworm, Giardia, pinworm, and Toxocara were found in 58% of the women (Sklyarova, 2015).
Additionally, the women with helminthic infections also had a higher prevalence of vaginal mycoplasmosis
(bacterial infections), and higher occurrence of E. coli, Klebsiella sp., and E. faecalis coliforms in their
vaginal tracts (Sklyarova, 2015).
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Hookworm is a major cause of anemia during pregnancy in women in Latin America and Africa
(Larocque et al., 2005 in Hotez, 2009). It is also estimated to cause 54% of anemia cases in pregnant women
in Nepal (Dreyfuss et al., 2000 in Hotez, 2009). In a study analyzing pregnant Ecuadorian women, 93%
had some form of parasitism (Weigel et al., 1996). Of those women, 88% were infected with Entamoeba
histolytica. These women had low hemoglobin levels, higher likelihood of iron deficiency anemia, and
diminished intrauterine growth that indicated malnourished fetuses (Weigel et al., 1996). Pregnant women
with schistosomiasis have been found to have a greater probability of: being anemic; having ectopic
pregnancies; having low birth weight babies, extra uterine pregnancies and increased maternal and infant
mortality rates (Nour 2010; des Ligneris, 1921, Okonofua et al. 1990, Ville et al. 1991 in Kjetland et al.
1996). Poggensee and colleagues (1999) assert that between 30-75% of all females with urinary
schistosomiasis will also experience Female Genital Schistosomiasis (FGS), which is characterized by the
appearance of immunopathology in the cervix, vagina and fallopian tubes and can increase the likelihood
of ectopic pregnancies and miscarriage (Poggensee and Feldmeier 2001; Poggensee et al., 1999; Bailey et
al. 2011). Hookworm infections have also been found to be associated with amenorrhea and sterility (WHO,
1996 in Hotez, 2009).

Syndemic transmission risks
FGS is correlated with increasing transmission rates of HPV and HIV infection (Bogaert 2010).
Because many females are getting infected with schistosomiasis before initiating sexual activity, the vaginal
and cervical epithelium lining is damaged when activity starts, and transmission risks increase (Leutscher
et al., 1997). This may be a major reason for increasing rates of HIV and STD transmission in
schistosomiasis endemic regions (Feldmeier et al. 1995; Poggensee et al. (1999); Swai et al (2006);
Ramarakoto et al. 2008; Leutscher et al. 1997). Bacterial vaginosis associated with cases of FGS has also
been demonstrated to increase the probability of HIV-1 transmission (Sevankambo et al. 1997 in Poggensee
et al. 1998). The recruitment of T cells, eosinophils and chemokines such as CCR5 (targets for HIV binding
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and infection) to the source of Schistosomiasis granulomas also facilitates virus transmission (Weiss 2000;
Helling-Giese et al. 1996; Weinstock et al. 1999 in Poggensee and Feldmeier 2001).
Bentwich (2000) found that HIV viral loads were significantly higher in individuals in Ethiopia
that were infected with helminths. Treatment for the helminths infections subsequently reduced HIV viral
loads (Poggensee and Feldmeier 2001). Down-regulation of the Th1 response—characteristic of the
polarized Th2 response to macro-parasites—has also been found to quicken the transition from HIV to
AIDS (Poggensee and Feldmeier 2001).
Parasitism may cause immunosuppression that aggravates and intensifies other infections (Swai et
al. 2006). El-Awady and colleagues (2006) found that the egg antigens of urinary schistosomiasis
stimulated viral replication of Hepatitis C virus (HCV). Individuals infected with both urinary
schistosomiasis and HCV experience higher levels of morbidity than individuals only infected with one of
the diseases (El-Awady et al. 2006). Infection with HPV, urinary schistosomiasis, and HIV infection also
exacerbate HPV infections (Swai et al., 2006; Poggensee and Feldmeier 2001).
Facilitation of HPV transmission through the damaged cervix epithelium is likely a major factor in
the increased rates of cervical neoplasias also found throughout the world (Swai et al., 2006; Bogaert, 2010).
In Brazil, cervical cancer prevalence is highest in the Northeast of the country—an area endemic for
schistosomiasis, and regarded as the most impoverished region within the country (Feldmeier et al., 1999).
Infection with chronic parasitism may offer protection against co-infection with some infectious
agents. Elevated Th2 responses have been found to provide resistance to the intestinal nematode Trichuris
muris (Curry et al. 1995 in Pearce 2002). Infection with Ascaris has a protective effect against the
development of cerebral malaria (Nacher et al., 2000).

Syndemics of infectious diseases and the political economy
Soil transmitted helminths are the leading cause of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) of all the
neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) causing 5.19 million DALYs in 2010 (Hotez et al., 2014). These
infections were also the top-ranking cause of years lost to disability (YLDs) with an estimated 4.98 million
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in 2010 alone (Hotez et al., 2014). Manderson and colleagues (2009) assert that more than 70.0% of lowincome and lower middle-income countries are affected by NTDS. 100% of low-income countries are
affected by at least five of these diseases. 25.0% of the world’s poor are infected with STHs; 10% with
schistosomiasis; and 5% with lymphatic filariasis and trachoma (Hotez 2009).
Infections often causes social stigmatization, loss of employment, school-leaving, disability,
disfigurement, and lowered socio-economic status within societies (Hotez, 2009). Infected women are often
at greater risk for the loss of social standing due to gender disparities, and the exacerbation of disease within
the sex (Hotez, 2009). For example, women are more likely to suffer from lymphatic filariasis (LF) induced
lymphedema than men (Allotey and Gyapong, 2005 in Hotez, 2009); women with LF in Sri Lanka were
more likely lose their jobs, and be abandoned by their families compared to infected men (Perera et al.,
2007 in Hotez, 2009). Stigma, and shame, associated with helminthic infections can also prevent affected
individuals from seeking treatment, and perpetuate disease and transmission cycles (Nwaorgu, 1992;
Mwanga et al., 2004).
Transmission risks for many infectious diseases are often beyond the control of individuals.
Lengeler and colleagues (1999) argue that the three main reasons for increased rates of urinary
schistosomiasis globally are: increased numbers of irrigation systems; increased construction of dams and
man-made lakes for hydroelectric power production; and war and displacement. Singer and Bulled., (2012)
points out that tropical diseases syndemics pose a growing threat for global populations due to global
climate change and growing socio-economic inequities. These conditions will increase the number of
people living in poor sanitary conditions conducive to infections.

Syndemic interactions and social vulnerabilities in transitioning populations
Additionally, stresses characteristic of living in impoverishment and conditions of low sanitation
can exacerbate infections, fuel new poor health outcomes, and perpetuate poverty. Workman and Ureksoy
(2017) found that food and water insecurity increased psychosocial stress in people living with HIV in
Lesotho. These stresses were associated with feelings of depression, anxiety, and broadened senses of
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vulnerability. Mendenhall et al. (2015) also found that concurrent diabetes in patients living in a hospital in
Kenya fueled feelings of psychosocial stress, financial burdens, physical suffering, and co-morbidities.
Food insecurity in South African pregnant women has also been associated with intensified feelings of
depression that had lowered social support (Tsai et al., 2016).
The Kalunga are at high risk for the multiple poor health outcomes associated syndemic interactions
between neglected tropical diseases, infectious diseases such as: influenza, hepatitis and malaria,
impoverishment, food insecurity, and social vulnerability. Deforestation and climate change in Brazil are
considered to the major causes of increased transmission risks of infectious diseases in recent years and in
the future (Patz et al., 2005; Chen and Gottwalt, 2015). As noted by Singer and Bulled (2012), the
bidirectional nature of poverty and neglected tropical diseases will likely perpetuate the cycle of ill health
and impoverishment for future generations of Kalunga and other marginalized populations.

Syndemic interactions with growth
Syndemic interactions are also useful for identifying how social conditions impact growth. Food
insecurity (i.e. lack of available food, lowered access to high quality foods) is a major factor influencing
body size, and is often directed by changing and/or marginalized social conditions (Oh and Hong, 2003;
Olson, 1999). In both transitioning and post-transitional populations. Himmelgreen et al. (2013) found that
changing to a market-based economy, declines in locally produced foods, and fluctuating income status in
Monteverde, Costa Rica was associated with greater rates of food insecurity, depression, anxiety, and
growing rates of overweight and obese status in the population. Household food iinsecurity has also been
associated with higher rates of anemia, shorter stature in Ecuador (Weigel et al., 2016). Addtionally,
household food insecurity’s influence on growth is context dependent. Acute episodes of household food
insecurity are associated with wasting, and severe undernutrition (Weigel et al., 2016; Institute of Medicine,
2011); whereas chronic household food insecurity has also been associated with the promotion of weight
gain, obesity, and increased inflammation (Weigel et al., 2016; Institute of Medicine, 2011; Franklin et al.,
2012; Laraia, 2013; To et al., 2014). Olson (1999) found that household food insecurity was associated with
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higher BMI values in adult women, as well as compromised psychosocial functioning and higher BMi
values in low income school-age children in urban areas of the U.S.

Stress and disease: syndemic interactions in the U.S.
Psychological stress exacerbates infectious diseases and contributes to the manifestation of chronic
diseases. Stresses are anything that disrupts the normal functioning of an individual. This can include
infection, injury, food insecurity, and social pressures. Stresses in mammals are associated with
enhancement or weakening of immune reactions. In rats, exercise stress increased parasitic loads and
infections of Trichinella spiralis (Ahmad and Harpur, 1982 in Bohus and Koolhaas, 1996). While family
stress in humans was found to enhance immune responses to Giardia lambia infections (Herrera et al., 1992
in Bohus and Koolhaas, 1996), stressful events have been found to increase the reoccurrence of Herpes
Simplex Virus type-2 (genital herpes) (Taylor, 1978; Watson, 1983; in Kennedy, 1996). Additionally,
Epstein-Virus antibodies were found to be higher in students that reported high degrees of loneliness
compared to students with low levels (Henle and Henle, 1982 in Kennedy, 1996). Food insecurity in people
living with HIV in San Fransisco was also found to be associated with increased depression symptoms,
reduced adherence to anti-retroviral therapies, and worse clinical health outcomes (Whittle et al., 2016).
The body responds to stress through two pathways: the automatic nervous system, and the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The two engage in reactions that can produce three types of
behaviors: fight, flight, or lose (Bose et al., 2009). The latter is characterized by a non-engagement of an
active response (fight/flight). Directed by the HPA axis, this passive type of response is asserted to be the
most utilized by humans in modern societies and can lead to poor health outcomes (Bose et al., 2009). A
review conducted by Bose et al. (2009) found that chronic stress contributes to an increased risk of obesity
by disrupting the HPA axis. Dysregulation of the HPA axis can lead to increased production of
inflammatory markers, and cortisol which has found to be associated with upper body obesity and the
metabolic syndrome (Bose et al., 2009).
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The physiological outcomes of stress may disproportionately impact women and thereby influence
offspring (Shivipuri et al., 2012). Women with stress-related obesity were found to have higher urinary free
cortisol levels compared to people with non-stress related obesity and non-obese people (Vicennati et al.,
2009). Malnutrition during pregnancy, a stressor, is associated with multiple poor health outcomes in
subsequent offspring including increased likelihood of obesity, shorter stature, smaller head circumference
at birth, and increased cortisol levels as adults (Barker, 1997; Power et al., 2006, in Bose et al., 2009)

Stress and inflammation
Stress increases inflammation and is associated with increased risks of cardiovascular diseases,
metabolic disease, Type II diabetes, disability, and mortality (Shivpuri et al., 2012; McDade et al., 2008).
While the causality mechanisms are still not entirely explained, it is likely that chronic inflammation
increases and enlarges atherosclerotic plaques (Ross, 1999; Lind, 2003 in Shivpuri et al., 2012). While
women have also been found to produce greater amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines in reactions to
stress compared to men, it is unknown if these reactions significantly increase their likelihood of CVD
compared to men (Miller et al., 2005; Nijm et al., 2007 in Shivpuri et al., 2012).
Elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) levels, a pro-inflammatory response to stress, in Filipino women
from the Cebu Longitudinal Health and Nutrition Survey were associated with increased waist
circumference, infectious disease presence, and pathogen exposures (McDade et al., 2008). Interestingly,
McDade et al. (2012) also found that elevated CRP levels were indirectly related to increases in SES in the
Filipino women. This suggests that pro-inflammatory reactions may be heightened in higher status women
in transitioning populations. McDade et al. (2006) also found waist circumference to be a predictor of
elevated CRP in U.S. women. In that study, women were found to have higher CRP levels compared to
men and levels were also higher in individuals with low levels of education (McDade et al. 2006).
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Syndemics of non-communicable diseases and poverty
Those affected by non-communicable diseases are at increased risk for additional poor health
outcomes and lowered socio-economic conditions. Non-communicable diseases such as obesity and the
metabolic syndrome disproportionately impact poor and marginalized communities in the United States
(Skelton et al., 2010). Additionally, low-income status and length of time in the United States (a proxy for
acculturation) in Puerto Rican populations was also found to increase the likelihood of obesity
(Himmelgreen et al., 2003). Households that are food insecure are also at greater risk for obesity in America
(Casey et al., 2005). Politically and economically disadvantaged communities are more likely to have less
access to heathy and fresh food. Residing in food deserts, and only being able to access cheaper unhealthier
options, increases one’s risk for obesity (Schafft et al., 2009; Walker et al., 2010).
In the United States, the leading cause of years of live lost (YLLs) in 2010 was ischemic heart
disease, with diabetes ranking 7th. (JAMA, 2013). Economic burdens also face obese individuals. Obese
men were found to have 36% higher annual healthcare costs than healthy-weight individuals. Obese men
also had 105% higher prescription drug costs, and spent 39% more on primary care (Thompson et al., 1999
in Hammond and Levine, 2010). Furthermore, in 2008 10% of all medical costs were incurred by obesityrelated healthcare issues. It is also estimated that Medicare and Medicaid costs would be significantly lower
(8.5%, 11.8%) in the absence of obesity as a major public health concern (Finkelstein et al., 2009 in
Hammond and Levine, 2010). Bhattacharya and Bundorf (2009) found that health care costs of obese people
with employee healthcare plans were mitigated by the employers through lower wages (Hammond and
Levine, 2010) Additionally, Dall et al. (2010) argue that in 2007, the epidemic rates of diabetes in the U.S.
ended up costing the population (not just those with diabetes) an extra $700 a year in medical costs
(Hammond and Levine, 2010).
Asthma also disproportionately impacts low-income and marginalized populations and promotes
syndemic interactions between poor health and economic outcomes. Between 2008-2010 asthma
prevalence was higher in children, and many ethnic minority populations compared to White and Asian
populations in the United States (Akinbami et al., 2012). Prevalence rates were also higher among females,
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and individuals with family income levels below the federal poverty line (Akinbami et al, 2012). Asthma
related deaths disproportionately impact females, Blacks, and adults (Akinbami et al., 2012).
Sullivan et al. (2011) found that in a study of over 47,000 U.S. adults, people with asthma were
less likely to be employed; employed asthmatics took 1.4 more sick days than their non-asthmatic
colleagues. Asthmatic adults were also likely to spend over $1900 more on healthcare each year than nonasthmatics (Sullivan et al., 2011).
These diseases are harming health, but are also perpetuating economic hardships. As treatment of
these diseases is expensive, ultimately those affected are often not able to experience economic or health
recovery. These non-communicable diseases are maintained at epidemic rates in the United States due to
social conditions of inequity and ensure continued poor health, social, and economic outcomes for the
affected.

Section five: Brazil
Brazilian health
The largest country in South America, Brazil has a population of 207,270,808 people (IBGE,
2017), with 85% of Brazilians living in urban areas (WHO, 2015). The World Bank Income classification
lists Brazil as an upper middle income country, with a gross national income per capita at $14,750. The
country is the largest economy in South American and the largest producer of coffee and sugarcane in the
world (International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), 2015). Brazil reflects other developed
country in terms of many health outcomes. Life expectancy at birth is 72 and 79 years of age for males
and females respectively; the main causes of death are chronic diseases such as: ischemic heart disease,
stroke, and diabetes (WHO, 2015). The adult obesity prevalence rate was at: 20.1% in 2014 (CIA, 2015).
The maternal mortality rate is relatively high at 44 deaths/100,000 live births, and the infant mortality rate
is 18.6 deaths/1000 live births (WHO, 2015). Brazil is also experiencing a declining fertility rate with the
largest proportion of its population over the age of 25 (CIA, 2015).
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Infectious diseases are still a major issue in the country. Brazil has a very high rate of HIV/AIDS
deaths, and over 726,000 people in 2013 were known to have the virus (WHO, 2015). Risk of malaria
infection is also very high in parts of the country and endemic in the Amazon. Over 4 million people live
in areas of high risk, with 37 million living in areas with low risk of infection (WHO, 2015). Zika virus is
also a recent infectious threat in the country. The vector-borne disease has been associated with birth
defects and brain damage in newborns (WHO, 2015). Tuberculosis, leprosy, Chagas, Dengue and
parasitic diseases impact many in the country and often disproportionately the poor and rural populations
(WHO, 2007; Webster et al., 2014).
The South American continent is endemic for many types of parasites including: Chagas,
schistosomiasis, soil-transmitted helminthes (STHs), leishmaniasis, and lymphatic filariasis. STH
infections commonly occurring in Brazil include parasitic infections from roundworm Trichuris trichiura
(whipworm) and hookworms. Roundworm and whipworm are transmitted through the ingestion of eggcontaminated soil while hookworm larvae may penetrate directly through the skin. STHs may cause:
diarrhea, abdominal pain, fatigue, weakness, blood loss, nutrient deficiencies and anemia (WHO 2012).
Schistosomiasis is also a major issue along the North and South eastern coastal regions.
Schistosoma pathogens are found in freshwater and pass through intermediate snail hosts before direct
entry through human skin. Infections may lead to splenomegly and egg accumulation within the liver,
bladder, reproductive organs (WHO, 2011). Symptoms include: blood in urine, inflammation, nutritional
deficiencies, myalgia, internal scarring, cervical and vaginal lesions and bleeding, painful intercourse, and
nodules in the vulva (WHO, 2011; Swai et al. 2006; Hall et al. 2008).
The WHO also found that poor people in Brazil are more likely to be impacted by malnutrition,
food insecurity, and obesity. In 2004, approximately 72 million people (34.8% of households) faced
nutritional insecurity (WHO, 2007). Female headed households led by women of African descent were
the most affected (WHO, 2007). Approximately 35 million people do not have access to potable water
(Basic Sanitation Portal, 2017) and in rural areas, only 32.8% of households have access to safe and water
distribution (Basic Sanitation Portal, 2017). The North and Central-West regions of Brazil have the
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lowest rates of drinking water supply (Basic Sanitation Portal, 2017). It is estimated that 49.8% of the
country has no access to sewage collection, and only 26.3% of rural households have access to solid
waste management (Basic Sanitation Portal, 2017). The greatest proportion of the poor lives in the
Northeast of the country; over a quarter of the children under the age of five years old in this region are
chronically malnourished (World Bank, 2015).

History of Brazil
Brazil was a Portuguese colony for over 300 years until independence in 1822. Following
independence, the country maintained a monarchy until declaring itself a republic in 1889. A military
dictatorship ruled the country after a coup in 1964 and lasted until 1985. Since then, the country
transitioned and stabilized into democratic governance.
Slavery started in Brazil during the 16th century with the onset of Portuguese colonization and
mining activities in the country (Thorkildsen, 2016). The Portuguese were heavily involved in the
transatlantic slave trade since the 1440s along the coast of Africa; enslaved peoples were brought to
Brazil upon colonization in the 16th century, and the Portuguese continued to bring slaves to Brazil until
1888 (Rupert, 2015). Over 40% of all enslaved people during the trans-Atlantic slave trade were brought
to Brazil (Rupert, 2015). The number of enslaved peoples brought to Brazil was over 10 times the number
brought to the United States (Rupert, 2015). After the abolition of slavery in 1888, the Brazilian
government ordered the burning of all records about the slave trade to avoid compensatory actions on the
part of the slave owners (Lacombe et al., 1988; Araújo, 2013). Therefore, the historical records about
slavery in Brazil is incomplete.
Many existing records were compiled by the Catholic Church (Araújo, 2013). Complicit with the
enslavement of millions of Africans, the Catholic Church established regulations and guidelines
specifically for the catechism and baptism of enslaved peoples brought to Brazil (Carvalho Soares, 2015).
The Catholic Church and the Portuguese crown worked under their premise of ‘resgate’ a term that meant
an act of rescuing and redeeming people from ‘savage’ land and practices (Carvalho Soares, 2015).
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Ultimately, slavery and conversion were viewed by the crown and church as a form of rescue and
therefore conceived to be valid and justified for over 300 years in Brazil. In tandem, the crown and
church presumed that African and indigenous peoples of the Americas needed and deserved rescuing
because they were presumed to be naïve to the practices and teachings of Christianity (Carvalho Soares,
2015). These rationales ignored the fact that Christianity existed in many parts of Africa long before it
reached Europe. The religious indoctrination of slavery in Brazil helped to keep the practice alive for a
much longer period than in North America. It also justified the practice to many colonizers as well as
helped to force social and cultural alienation of enslaved individuals from their past religious and cultural
practices.
As the centuries progressed, there were growing numbers of freed Black Brazilians living in the
country. However, these individuals faced severe marginalization, and a lack of political or social power.
Thorkildsen (2016) argues this is the one of the major factors behind the growth of quilombos. In addition
to providing places of refuge for peoples that had escaped slavery, these remote locations provided a
social space for liberated Black people away from the discrimination of the Portuguese and White
Brazilians. Even today, while Brazil presents itself as a racial democracy, the complex realities of race
and social inequities it faces calls into question the accuracy of this claim (Htun, 2004). Skin color—
measured on a multi-level gradient—still influences social and self-perceptions of individuals (Telles,
2014). Large degrees of disparity exist within the country and revolve around racial lines. Greater than
expected levels of poverty are found in Brazil compared to other middle income countries (World Bank,
2015) and in 2004, people identifying as Black make up 64% of those living below the poverty line
(Htun, 2004). While improvements have been made, people identifying as Black disproportionately have
lower monthly family incomes compared to White Brazilians (PNAD-microdados, 2014). Htun (2004)
also reports that people identifying as Black had less schooling, and greater rates of illiteracy than their
White counterparts).
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Quilombos
Quilombos are rural Brazilian communities formed through shared ethnic, historical, and cultural
identities. The inhabitants of quilombos, quilombolas, identify as descendants of enslaved peoples of
African descent who gained their freedom through resistance including: fighting, escaping, being
abandoned or freed by slavers, or being liberated by other quilombolas. The communities were often
located in the interior of the country, secluded from the major cities and the coast. The most famous
quilombo was the kingdom of Palmares; approximately 20,000 inhabitants lived in Palmares and the
community lasted for over 100 years in the 17th and 18th century. Located in northeastern state of
Pernambuco, the destruction of Palmares, and the assassination of its leader, Zumbi, by colonial troops in
the 1700s has been a unifying force behind the quilombo identity (Kent, 1965; Silberling, 2003).

Quilombo genetic ancestry
African ancestry is found extensively throughout Brazil. It is estimated that 45% of the
population has some African ancestry, with greater concentrations in individuals found in the Northeast
(Oliveira et al., 2002). However, the genetic make-up of the general Brazilian population is still
dominated by European ancestral contributions (Gontijo et al., 2014).
Quilombo communities are primarily recognized by their African ancestry and culture, however,
recent studies have shown that quilombos are heterogeneous in their genetic make-up, and vary
significantly from each other in frequencies of African, European and Amerindian genes (Ribeiro et al.,
2011; Amorim et al., 2011; Maciel et al, 2011; Kimura et al., 2013). The genetic contribution of Africanderived ancestry still maintains the highest frequencies within many groups (Gontijo et al., 2014). The
distribution of genetic contribution of the three ethnic groups within the quilombos is also sex biased
(Ribeiro et al., 2011). In Kalunga males studied by Ribeiro et al. (2011), 52.6% of the Y-haplogroup
contribution of males came from European ancestry and 44.8% originating from African ancestry
(Ribeiro et al., 2011). In that study, the Kalunga were also found to have the highest African contribution
of the three quilombos studied; this was hypothesized to be due to the greater isolation of this community
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compared to the others studied (Ribeiro et al., 2011). The high percentage of European contribution of the
Y-haplogroup does not contradict the assumption that quilombos are dominated by African ancestry. In
fact, these findings help to validate historical accounts that admixture between the three ethnic groups
largely occurred between European males, and African and Amerindian females (Ribeiro et al., 2011).
Gene flow in this direction has also been documented in many descendants of formerly enslaved Africans
in the New World (Madrigal, 2006).
The African ancestry of quilombo populations itself is largely heterogeneous compared to peoples
of African descent in other locales in the Western hemisphere (Kent, 1965). The extended length of
slavery within Brazil, and the overall massive number of people forced to the country, meant that
enslaved people brought to Brazil came from many locales within Africa including: Angola, Congo
(inclusive of present-day Republic of Congo and Democratic Republic of Congo), and the Gulf of Benin
(Degler, 1975; Gontijo et al., 2014; Verger, 1968, Reis and Gomes, 1996, Oliveira et al., 2002). In the
waning days of slavery in the 19th century, West Africa became the main locale of origin for enslaved
peoples arriving in Brazil (Nishida, 1993 in Gontijo et al., 2014). The quilombos therefore are said to
have an overall ‘African’ identity—one that encompasses the complex ties to multiple African languages,
histories, and cultural beliefs –that has also adopted local and indigenous ways of life to translate into a
unique Brazilian identity (Reis and Gomes, 2001).

Constructing Quilobomo identities
Integral to the quilombos’ identities are ties to agricultural land and the communities have
become mobilized in land struggles across the nation (Bowen, 2010). The 1988 constitution guaranteed
land rights to descendants of slave-era quilombos in Article 68 of the Transitory Disposition of the
Brazilian Constitution (ADCT); however, the article was not codified for over a decade. Actual landgranting legislation was not passed until 2003 when President Lula (Luiz Ináci Lula da Silva) enacted
presidential decree 4.887/2003. This decree laid out the steps for how quilombos should be: identified,
recognized, and which lands received quilombo land titling designation (Bowen, 2010). These steps
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dictate that communities must self-identify as being a quilombo, and construct a quilombola association
for the community. If the community receives official recognition, then their community lands must be
defined and identified, and an anthropological assessment must be made that evaluates the quilombo
ancestry claims. This arduous and heavily bureaucratic process is finalized by the community receiving
registration of the land title (Thorkildsen, 2016).
The process of achieving these steps has been difficult for many groups. The nature of Brazilian
law-making is argued to be a major obstacle in enacting the quilombo clause; the multiple interpretations
of the law that can be made have been manipulated by numerous parties to either accept or deny
community land titles (French, 2002). Relying only on historical evidence to support a quilombo identity
has severely limited the numbers of quilombos recognized and excluded many people. In 2003, President
Lula expanded the definition to include all rural black communities that could meet the requirements, not
just those that were historically known as quilombos. However, this expansion may be partly to blame for
the reticence of the government to efficiently grant land titles.
Thorkildsen (2016) asserts that the ethnic identity of quilombola has greater political power and
social capital than socio-economic class in Brazil. Because the quilombo ethnicity is officially recognized
by the state, it provides “…strategic political spaces to negotiate with the state (Penna-Firme and
Brodizio, 2007)” whereas identifying oneself by skin color or as poor does not. The presumption that
groups may appropriate the term quilombo for political power and social capital may factor into the
government’s reluctance to officially recognize and grant the rights promised. It is argued that the
Bombas quilombo in the state of Sao Paulo initially took interest in garnering official quilombo
recognition due in part to re-gaining rights to use their land, and then later in the process recovered their
“…social memory of ancestry and the history of slavery” (Thorkildsen, 2016). Nevertheless,
anthropological assessment showed that the Bombas community met the requirements necessary for
recognition as the group had an established ethnic identity, territory, and shared history of repression.
Additionally, the group still maintained traditional cultural practices that related to their African descent
(Silveira 2003 in Thorkildsen, 2016).
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Modern quilombo identify construction is also largely representative of late 20th century political
and social movements in Brazil that aimed to restore the socio-political and land rights of Black people
(Bowen, 2016). The institutionalization of quilombo land rights in the 1988 constitution was in part a
product of the global black power and consciousness movements, and the Brazilian black movement of
the 1960s and 1970s (Bowen, 2016). Gomes and Yabeta (2016) argue that:

“Quilombos became ethnic symbols in the black activists’ struggle against racism. The
activism of social movements-particularly the black movement—appropriated quilombos
as a political representation of the fight against racial discrimination and appreciation of
‘black culture.’”

Quilombo activist Josilene Brandão da Costa, a former senior advisor and current member of the
National Coordination for the Articulation of Rural Black Quilombo Communities, disagrees with this
sentiment. While the Black movement and the quilombo movements are intricately connected, it is one of
mutual support. Furthermore, she is adamant that the Black movement did not create the quilombo
movement (Bowen, 2010).

Quilombos recognition in modern Brazil
The Palmares Cultural Foundation (PCF) has been responsible for formalizing quilombo
recognition, and helping the communities’ access programs and rights (www.palmares.gov.br). Over 2600
quilombo communities are officially certified and recognized in Brazil today (www.palmares.gov.br);
however, few have rights to agricultural lands. Rampant discrimination, land theft, and deep socioeconomic disparities cause many quilombolas to face poor living and sanitation conditions, few economic
and educational opportunities, and poor health outcomes (Bowen, 2010). By 2002, even though the PCF
had officially identified 724 quilombo communities, only 29 had received land titles (French, 2002). The
lack of land ownership and tenure is one of the main causes of poverty in the country (IFAD, 2015). Strict
authentication of quilombo identify has prevented many groups from accessing land, and government
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projects on quilombo lands often remove inhabitants and provide little recourse for them to maintain land
rights (Bowen, 2010; Silberling, 2003). Furthermore, the PCF gave land titles to communities but did not
compensate landowners who lost their land. In some instances, land was never formally taken away from
the previous owners. Land struggles occurred between the quilombos and the landowners, as both legally
owned the land. President Lula’s government transferred the authority to grant land titles in 2003 to the
National Institute of Colonization and Agrarian Reform (INCRA) in part to provide government oversight
to the process (Bowen, 2010).
Indigenous and quilombola peoples still face difficulty in accessing ancestral lands that were
encapsulated into national parks. People remain on the lands because little funding or infrastructure was
provided to relocate them. However, they are viewed by the government as illegally occupying the parks
and the inhabitants are fined for using the land. Thorkildsen (2016) asserts this has led to people,
including the Bombas quilombo, to perform “everyday forms of resistance” and to continue to live on the
land but hide their agricultural practices and to live in constant fear of discovery by authorities (Scott,
1985).
These types of policies and living conditions have led many people to leave their communities
and seek better opportunities in the cities. The Bombas quilombo experienced a rapid emigration of their
youth population during the 1990s (Thorkildsen, 2016). Because the government continued to view the
community as living illegally in the area, the Bombas quilombo along with many other quilombos, remain
virtually inaccessible by road and without basic utilities, sanitation, and health and education services
(Thorkildsen, 2016).
Per Jo da Costa, most of the leaders of the quilombo movement are affiliated with the Partido dos
Trabalhadores (PT/Worker’s party); however, the movement had, as of 2010, yet to effectively influence
Party decisions and policies (Bowen, 2010). Worryingly, the biggest problem Costa states in 2009 is that
many of the right-wing parties in Brazil are against PT’s racial equality policies (Bowen, 2010). The
recent impeachment of President Dilma Rouseff, a member of the PT party, suggests future declines in
the support for not only the PT party, but the movements it supports.
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As the Brazilian political system has turned sharply in opposition to the policies of the Worker’s
Party, the continued use and enforcement of the governmental decree recognizing quilombos could
become tenuous. Additionally, the land and social welfare rights—including government assistance Bolsa
Familia funds--received by quilombos under this decree are also at risk for being rescinded.

Quilombo formation
There are over 2600 government recognized quilombos in Brazil, and the number of quilombos
varies by region. In 2016, 354 and 1804 quilombos were in the North and Northeast regions respectively.
Thirty-three quilombos are in the central west region where the Kalunga live. This region is known as the
Chapada dos Negros (Black people highland) (Oliveira, 2017 personal communication). Four hundred
and two exist in the Southeast and 172 in the South regions (Fundacão Cultural Palmares, 2016; Oliveira
personal communication). The states of Maranhão, Bahia, Pará, and Minas Gerais have the largest
number of quilombos (Bowen, 2010; Fundacão Cultural Palmares, 2016). The quilombos were
concentrated along the Eastern coast of Brazil, and most in marginalized areas that historically were
inaccessible by the army (Paiva, personal communication).
Historically, groups as little as 2-5 individuals could be defined as a quilombo, even though the
term is more regularly associated with entire communities of escaped slaves (Gomes, 2004). Because of
this fluidity in definition, Gomes (2004) argues that there existed no one singular quilombo experience.
Gomes and Yabeta (2016) argue that part of the difficulty quilombos have in gaining formal
recognition by the Brazilian government is the expectation by those deciding (often social scientists,
legislators, and other scholars) that the modern communities must maintain themselves as some sort of
living fossil (Bowen, 2010). These communities are not only expected to be re-enacting their past cultural
traditions and lifestyles daily, but also must be able to provide the concrete documentation of their
existence during slavery (Exaltação and Gomes 2005b, Gomes 2005, Gomes and Yabeta, 2016).
Historical interpretations of the term quilombo have also complicated various groups’
recognition. As Gomes and Yabeta (2016) assert, the culturalist perspective that dominated the early to
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mid-20th century dictated that quilombos during the slavery period were the only cultural forms of
resistance by enslaved peoples. As such, quilombos were the only place where maintained African
identities were preserved. This perspective dictates that quilombos must maintain accurate ethnic African
cultural traditions. The perspective also ignores other forms of resistance such as pervasive syncretism
among enslaved peoples. As most of the escaped slaves that joined quilombos were male, this perspective
also unfairly accuses enslaved females as not retaining forms of cultural traditions or expressing
resistance. The materialist perspective of the latter half of the 20th century asserts that quilombos are the
main form of resistance; however, it allows for the people and practices of the quilombos to be more
dynamic and heterogeneous, rather than essentialized communities of ‘mini-Africa’ (Gomes and Yabeta,
2016).
The lack of a standardized definition has led to contrasting views on what constitutes a quilombo,
and which groups should be recognized. Furthermore, there is complexity concerning the historical
formation of many modern-day remnant of quilombo communities. While many are the result of inherited
land from escaped slaves, some of the communities were formed via donations of land by former slave
owners or religious orders, land bought by freed slaves, or land inhabited by the many freed peoples after
abolition that moved into unoccupied rural areas (Gomes and Yabeta, 2016, Bowen, 2010). Because the
popular perception is that quilombos were only founded by run-away slaves, many modern remnant of
quilombo communities are excluded from official recognition (Bowen, 2010).
The marginalization and isolation of quilombos is argued by Gomes (2004) to be 20th century
cultural productions that invoked essentialism to promote quilombos as the only form of resistance to
slavery. While arguable, Gomes (2004) brings up a good point that not all quilombos were totally
isolated; historically and presently, quilombo members have interactions with neighboring communities
and the larger Brazilian society as well. Gomes (2004) provides the example of the Moquim River
quilombo located near Rio de Janeiro in the mid-19th century. While the community of over 200
individuals housed many escaped slaves that chose to remain hidden from nearby settlements, creole
members of the community (those individuals that had been born in the quilombo and had no history of
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enslavement) would venture out of the quilombo to trade with nearby communities. Additionally, many
historical quilombos were essential to the formation of a rural black peasantry that continuously had
access and links to local economies via trade (Gomes and Yabeta, 2016). Nonetheless, modern quilombos
are still perceived publicly as isolated, but have various forms of connection with the larger Brazilian
society and political forces that shape the everyday lives of quilombolas.

Kalunga geography: life in the Cerrado
The Kalunga population live within the cerrado biome in the Central Brazilian states of Goíás and
Tocantins. The cerrado covers approximately 2 million km2 in the Central Brazilian plateau, is renowned
for its rich biodiversity, and is Brazil’s second largest biome (Klink et al., 2005; Mattos et al., 2016).
While most commonly described as a savannah, the cerrado also contains gallery and dry forest,
woodlands, and grasslands (Klink et al., 2005). The cerrado is characterized by high species richness of
plants, birds, fish, reptiles, amphibians and insects, with relatively fewer species of mammals (Klink et
al., 2005). Many species are threatened due to ecological degradation and destruction by large scale cashcropping, burning, and deforestation. Only 2.2% of the cerrado is protected (~33,000 km2), and the
continued use of the land for large-scale agriculture (grain, soybean production, and cattle ranching)
means many of the cerrado specific-species may face extinction (Klink et al., 2005). Degradation of the
biome has also resulted in many other consequences including: increased soil erosion, water pollution,
invasive species penetration, changes to the carbon cycle, and climate change (Klink et al., 2005; Mattos
et al., 2016). Estimates in 2005 were that 55% of the cerrado had been transformed for human use
(Machado et al., 2004b; Klink et al., 2005). The deforestation rates of the cerrado are also higher than
those experienced in Brazil’s largest biome, Amazonia (Klink et al., 2005). Additionally, the large-scale
transformation of cerrado lands into pasture (~500,000 km2) replaces endemic grasslands with grass of
African origins that destroys local biodiversity, and increases the destruction and duration of fires (Klink
et al., 2005). Approximately half of the lands for pasture (~250,000 km2) are now unusable due to low
biodiversity (Klink et al., 2005). The conversion of this land is also argued to be likely responsible for
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future climatic changes including increased temperatures and longer dry seasons that will be further
detrimental to species diversity and utilization of the land.
The Kalunga population is widely dispersed into small villages in valleys called Vãos. The three
main centers of the population are: Vão de Moleque, Vão de Almas and Engenho 2 (appendix B: Figures
A4-A5). The nearest small cities to these villages are Cavalcante, Teresina de Goías, and Monte Alegre
(Mato et al., 2009). In 1991, Kalunga lands were officially recognized by the Brazilian government as a
quilombo and formally named the Historical and Cultural Heritage Site of the Kalunga (Lima et al.,
2016). The land stretches over 237,000 hectares and is part of the Biosfera Goyaz Reserve (Lima and
Kumble, 2015; Lima et al., 2016). The population of the Kalunga is approximately 3000-6000
individuals, and is thought to be the largest isolated community of Afro-Brazilians (Mato et al., 2009).
Most inhabitants are small-scale farmers; however, agricultural production on the land does not
adequately produce an abundant or nutritious diet.

The Kalunga and industry
Recently, there is an increasing need, and demand, to expand into other sectors such as tourism to
increase income and agency within Kalunga society (Lima et al., 2016). Kalunga involvement in ethnic,
but especially ecological/nature-based, tourism is facilitated by their communities’ proximity to the
waterfalls of Chapada dos Veadeiros. This UNESCO world heritage site is a major tourist site that is
visited by up to 500 people a day during the high season. Many of the waterfalls (cachoeira) are difficult
to access due to terrain and require the expertise of a local Kalunga guide. The city of Cavalcante and the
village of Engenho 2 in Goiás state are major departure points for guided tours led by the Kalunga.
Engenho 2 is the most accessible quilombo center for tourists and has a higher percentage of Kalunga
involved in the tourism industry (Lima et al., 2016). However, acting as a tour guide is not a very
lucrative position, and Kalunga guides are still actively involved in farming and other income generating
endeavors. Guides only make $R5-$R10 per customer (~$1.50-3.00USD) (Lima et al., 2016). In focus
groups conducted with 30 Kalunga that worked in the tourist industry in Engenho 2, Lima et al. (2014)
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found that tourism-related work was only thought to contribute to 30% of monthly incomes. Most
participants interviewed (80%) by Lima et al. (2014) only made a monthly salary equivalent to the
Brazilian minimum wage (R$788.00/$220.00 USD), and 15% of participants received a monthly salary
that was 50% lower than minimum wage. Therefore, most participants had to rely on farming-related
activities and government welfare programs for most of their monthly incomes (Lima et al., 2014).
Welfare programs include the Bolsa Familia program that is part of Brazil’s Fome Zero (zero hunger)
campaign. Bolsa Familia provides money to families under the conditions that school-age children stay in
school and receive regular health checks (World Bank, 2016).
Bowen (2016) argues that for many quilombolas, “…ethnic tourism is an opportunity to diversify
their revenue-generating activities by selling their culture as well as a chance for self-determination and
self-making.” Because ethnic tourism allows agency, income generation, and empowerment—if
somewhat limited--of the community, it is promoted and actively engaged by quilombos for economic
survival and development (Bowen, 2016). However, ethnic tourism has also been argued to be a shortterm solution without real contributions to social capital for marginalized communities (Comaroff and
Comaroff, 2009, Bowen, 2016). Ethnic tourism as a development and economic scheme makes
communities dependent upon outside sources for obtaining necessary foodstuffs, and material items.
Often, the profits from these endeavors end up in the hands of outsiders, rather than those of community
members or investment within the community (Bowen, 2016). For quilombos, Bowen (2016) agrees that
ethnic tourism is not a sustainable development strategy for building agency within Brazilian society and
it is a strategy that is largely inaccessible to many community members due to their lack of official
recognition as quilombos. Furthermore, it is a strategy that allows the Brazilian government to continue
their historical appropriation of Afro-Brazilian culture and make it into a generalized marketed
commodity (Bowen, 2016). Lima et al. (2016) cites the study of Almedia (2014) who found that visitors
to the Kalunga territory expected an Afro-Brazilian experience, rather than specifically learning and
enjoying the culture of the Kalunga.
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Even though the research by Lima et al. (2014) showed that tourism has not yet provided a large
financial windfall for the Kalunga, it was still viewed positively by the participants as a vehicle for
capacity building, income generation, and cultural preservation and valorization. Therefore, there is a
demand by the Kalunga for governmental funding to build and develop a visitor hotel, homestay options,
visitor cottages, to expand the growing tourism sector within their region (Lima et al., 2016). Research
conducted by Lima et al. (2016) found that the Kalunga want to develop Kalunga restaurants, and
authentic ‘Kalunga experiences’ specifically for Kalunga-centric tourists to the area.
For the Kalunga, and other quilombos, it may be that ethnic and eco-tourism is the best solution
in a socio-environment of few choices. Quilombos have turned to ethnic and eco-tourism as economic
strategies due to a shortage of jobs and restrictions on their use of the land (Bowen, 2016). As the
Kalunga’s lands are in proximity to Chapada dos Veadeiros, they are unable to live or use the lands that
are designated as part of the park. Furthermore, the lands on the periphery of the national park are
designated as Human-Inhabited Protected Areas (HIPAs) that carry many restrictions on land usage and
habitation (Santilli, 2010). The Kalunga occupy a complex legal space in terms of land usage. As
Quilombo land rights are protected, restrictions on their use of the land should theoretically be
unconstitutional. However, the laws governing the protection of biological diversity cannot exclude
quilombo lands (Santilli, 2010). Because of their unique location in proximity to the National Park, and
their partial inhabitance on HIPAs, the Kalunga face some restrictions in how they use and treat their
land. On the parts of their lands that are designated as an Area of Environmental Protection (APA), the
Kalunga are only allowed to use 30% of the land for farming, ranching, deforestation and/or industry
(Lima et al., 2016). These restrictions impact Kalunga living outside the tourism-heavy Engehno 2
community most heavily.
Overall, the lives of the Kalunga, and quilombos, are characterized by poverty, and few socioeconomic opportunities. As asserted by Bowen (2016),
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“Although socio-economic differences exist within and between quilombos, studies have
shown that the majority of quilombolas live in abject poverty…More recently, a 2014
government report, based on 80,000 quilombola families…confirmed that these families
continued to have less access to basic services than the rest of the population: 48 percent
lived in houses with dirt floors, 55 percent had no running water, 36 percent did not have
a bathroom, and 22 percent were without electricity (SEPPIR 2013, 9).”

Kalunga health
The Kalunga territory in Goiás, is argued by Rangel et al. (2014) to suffer from social
vulnerability due to having the lowest human development index in the state; the residents have been
found to have low levels of access to: education, basic sanitation, and clean drinking water (Rangel et al.,
2014). Illiteracy rates were found to impact 51.0% individuals, and 59.5% of people recorded monthly
income less than Brazilian minimum wage (Rangel et al., 2014). This study also found that these
conditions result in heightened risk for a variety of health issues (Rangel et al., 2014). Additionally,
Kalunga are also pre-disposed to certain genetic-based health conditions. The following section provides
a brief synopsis of some of the health-related issues known to be impacting the Kalunga.
Previous work has identified that quilombo populations in Brazil suffer from sickle cell
hemoglobinopathies (Oliveira et al., 2002). Oliveira and colleagues (2002) studied the rates of
hemoglobinopathies in eleven quilombo populations including the Kalunga. Both hemoglobin S (HbS)
and hemoglobin C (HbC) alleles are found within the studied populations, with HbS occurring at a higher
prevalence rate (Oliveira et al., 2002). The weighted average of HbS alleles across all quilombos studied
was 3.7% and the weighted average of HbC alleles was 0.9% (Oliveira et al., 2002). The presence of the
HbS allele reached 13.0% in some populations, and as low as 0.0% in other quilombo communities. The
HbC allele was absent in most communities Oliveira and colleagues (2002) studied, but was present in the
Kalunga at 0.7% frequency. The HbS allele was present in 1.3% of 76 Kalunga people tested (Oliveira et
al., 2002).
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Hepatitis variants are also endemic in much of the Kalunga population. In 878 Kalunga
individuals, Mato and colleagues’ (2009) found a prevalence rate of 80.9% anti-hepatitis A virus
antibodies, reflecting exposure to the virus. The authors note that this prevalence rate is similar to those of
other isolated Afro-descendant communities in the nearby state of Mato Grosso do Sul (Mato et al.,
2009). The presence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) was also detected in the Kalunga population (Mato et al.,
2009). HBV surface antigens were present in 1.8% of people sampled, and the prevalence of hepatitis
core antigen was 35.4%. Mato et al. (2009) also found that higher risk of hepatitis exposure was
associated with: male sex, increased age, illiteracy, and greater numbers of sexual partners. Genetic
analyses of the observed virus antibodies and antigens suggest that some of the Hepatitis B infections
were likely a result of intrafamilial transmission (Mato et al., 2009). The higher rates of hepatitis B in
older individuals also indicates that horizontal transmission via intercourse is likely a main mode of
exposure (Mato et al., 2009). The presence of Hepatitis A virus antibodies in young children also
indicates likely vertical transmission from mothers (Mato et al., 2009). The presence of hepatitis C was
also found within the studied population but at a much lower prevalence at 0.6% (Mato et al., 2009).
Intestinal parasitism is a major issue in Kalunga populations. Rangel et al. (2014)’s study of the
Kalunga found that all participants obtained their water via the river, and 49.7% of participants did not
treat their drinking water. Heat tolerant coliforms (colonizing organisms) were detected in 42.5% of all
water samples tested (Rangel et al., 2014). Overall, 88.2% of participants reported episodes of diarrhea
within the last 2 months, and 64.7% reported episodes within the last month (Rangel et al, 2014). The
prevalence of intestinal parasites was found to vary amongst the Kalunga populations that were studied.
The prevalence rates of participants from Cavalcante, Teresina de Goías, and Monte Alegre was 13.3%,
26.0%, and 10.2% respectively (Rangel et al., 2014). While Cavalcante residents were found to only be
infected with Endolimax nana, Teresina de Goías and Monte Alegre participants were found to have a
variety of different protozoan parasitic infections including Endolimax nana, Entamoeba coli, Entamoeba
hystolitica and hookworm (Rangel et al., 2014). Amoeba infections in particular are a major public health
importance. These pathogens are estimated to infection over 50 million people a year and cause 100,000
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deaths annually (WHO, 2015). There is also a high morbidity suffered from these infections including:
abdominal pain, diarrhea, colonic lesions and perforations, toxic megacolon, hemorrhage and
rectovesicular fistula among other symptoms.
The Kalunga’s living spaces encourages the perpetuation of poor health. As argued by Rangel et
al. (2014),
“This situation of absence of toilet in most homes, accumulation of solid waste and
disposal of human waste and household animals, favors not only the proliferation of
vectors and microorganisms that cause endemic diseases and parasites, but also
contamination of surface water sources.”

Chronic diseases and food insecurity in the quilombos
Recent work has also demonstrated the growing rates of chronic diseases and conditions
impacting the health of quilombolas. Rates of high blood pressure in adults have been recorded at 41.6%,
and the frequency of being overweight is 41.9% (Cordeiro et al., 2014). Food insecurity is also a problem
in quilombo communities. Children under the age of five often suffer from malnutrition due to food
insufficiency; malnutrition in older children is increasing and is often associated with being overweight
(Cordeiro et al., 2014). In a study of 214 quilombo families in Goías state by Cordeiro et al. (2014),
45.1% were found to be mildly food insecure, 21.6% were found to be moderately food insecure, and
8.5% were found to be severely food insecure.
In the study conducted by Cordeiro et al. (2014), of 226 quilombola students analyzed, 17.2%
were classified as overweight or obese (Cordeiro et al., 2014). Female sex, food secure households (in
contrast to US populations), and attending an urban school increased the likelihood of being classified as
overweight or obese. Programs such as Bolsa Familia are argued to be a factor in the developing
nutritional and epidemiological transitions of younger quilombos. As families go to the city to obtain the
money, they now have more access via the actual monetary amount and their location, to access
processed, high-fat foods that are causing higher rates of: overweight/obesity but also malnutrition,
diabetes, and high blood pressure in younger generations (Cordeiro et al., 2014).
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Chapter three: materials and methods
Section one: materials and data collection
Materials
This dissertation utilized multiple methods and data sets to test for the presence of reproduction,
growth, and immune interactions in adult women. This section is divided into 2 parts. Firstly, an overview
of the sampled populations of Brazilian women, and U.S. women, are presented. This is accompanied by
a description of the field methods engaged, and the pertinent data collected. Secondly, the statistical
analyses of the dissertation are described.
Ethnographic data of the Kalunga were collected through the administration of a semi-structured
interview. These interviews were conducted in Portuguese by present and former graduate students from
the University of Brasilia’s Department of Genetics and Morphology (UnB) and accompanied by the
researcher. These data were analyzed alongside a larger data set compiled from a 2015 study of the
Kalunga population by the UnB students. Led by graduate student Sabrina Paiva and Dr. Silviene
Oliviera, this earlier study collected ethnographic and biological data from over 200 male and female
Kalunga participants. Most of the UnB students that assisted the data collection for this dissertation were
actively involved in the earlier study.
Analysis of women from the United States was also included in this dissertation to provide
comparisons to the Kalunga, as well as to explore whether any associations or trade-offs observed
transcended cultural and/or geographical boundaries. The data from the U.S. women were obtained from
the National Health and Nutritional Examination Survey (NHANES) 2005-2006.
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Ethics statement
Ethical approval for the study undertaken in this dissertation was obtained by the University of
South Florida’s Institutional Review Board (Pro00025929). Verbal informed consent was obtained from
the Brazilian participants due to high illiteracy rates in the sample (a waiver of written informed consent
was obtained by the USF IRB office).
The data collected from the Kalunga was also approved by the University of Brasìlia’s committee
of ethics in research with human beings of the School of Health and Sciences. The data collected were
added as an addendum to Project 214/13: Quilombolas in the Northern state of Tocantins, Brazil: genetic
make-up, demographic history, and health, PI: Silviene Fabiana de Oliveira.
The NHANES data are exempt from local IRB approval; however, the use of these data is
documented on the approved USF IRB for the project. NHANES data are publicly available and deidentified for secondary analysis, and informed consent was obtained from participants during initial data
collection. The NHANES study was approved by the National Center for Health Statistics Research
Ethics Review Board and is held under the requirements of: The Public Health Service Act (42 USC
242k) and the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 USC 552A) to conserve the privacy of participant identities unless
their consent is given for reveal. Data analyzed in this study was funded by the University of South
Florida’s Creative Scholarship Grant, and the Coorenacão para Aperfeicoamento de Pessoal de Nivel
Superior, Brazil (CAPES).

Sampled population: Kalunga
Data from this population were gathered from 2 field seasons. I used data collected by Sabrina
Paiva, and the UnB’s team initial study conducted during the summer of 2015. The UnB team collected
health, biological, socio-economic, demographic, and genetic data from over 200 male and female adult
Kalunga individuals from Vão de Moleque and Vão de Almas communities. Following that season, Paiva
came to USF (2015-2016) to collaborate with Dr. Lorena Madrigal to analyze those data.
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That collaboration provided me the opportunity to conduct follow-up surveys with the population.
I traveled to Brasìlia in the Spring of 2016 to collect primary data from a follow-up sample (Kalunga
subset sample) of women from the initial study (Kalunga large sample). Eligible participants for the
Kalunga subset sample were ≥ 30 years old, female, had no cognitive or health impairments, were
residents of either Vão de Moleque, or Vão de Almas, and had participated in the medical and interview
portions of the previous UnB study. Due to time and financial constraints, 50 individuals were initially
chosen for attempted recruitment. It was only possible to administer semi-structured interviews to 38
women (n=38) due to difficulties in locating some of the women, and financial and time limitations.

Fieldwork
I worked with graduate and post-doctoral students from UnB who conducted the interviews in
Portuguese and were accompanied by myself. Most of these students had participated in the initial study
as researchers; furthermore, all were students of Dr. Silviene Oliveira. After choosing potential
participants, we contacted the local health agents of the two quilombos. The health agents meet monthly
in the town of Cavalcante at the public health center. We discussed with them the feasibility of the study
and asked for their help in notifying potential participants.
We conducted two sets of interviews: first with the women from Vão de Moleque, then with the
women from Vão de Almas. We traveled to Vão de Moleque to interview selected women at a school in
the community. Due to difficulties in accessing the area, and with limited to no access to cell phone
coverage, the number of semi-structured interviews was severely limited. Many women were either not
notified or were unable to meet at the school. The researchers also found out that many women at that
time were at their homes in Cavalcante. With the help of our driver, a well-known figure within the
Kalunga community, we went door-to-door in Cavalcante and found many of the women. We provided a
clear and direct synopsis of the study to the women, informed them of their rights in participating in
Portuguese, and gained their informed verbal consent.
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We met the women from Vão de Almas at the Kalunga Association community house in
Cavalcante. Interviews were scheduled for days when the women would be in Cavalcante to receive their
Bolsa Familia funds. We were unable to travel to Vão de Almas due to heavy flooding that made roads
and rivers impassable. Notably, the women from Vão de Almas were also delayed in traveling to
Cavalcante due to the flooding-related inaccessibility. Once again, the interviews were translated into
Portuguese by the UnB graduate students, and the women provided verbal consent for the interviews. In
both locales, the women were provided a private space for their interviews. Some women were
accompanied by their young children, but no other adults, other than the interviewee, and researchers
were present.

Semi-structured interview
The semi-structured interview gathered data concerning reproductive and immune health,
demographics, socio-economic, and ecological variables from the women (Appendix A: Tables A13A14).
The first section of the interview asked the women for basic demographic data and reproductive
histories. Included in this section were the number of pregnancies had, the number of children born, the
locations of the births, descriptions of the pregnancy and birthing experiences, length of breastfeeding,
and timing and description of weaning. The women were also asked subjective questions concerning their
perspectives on the number of children had, and if they perceived to have any hardships in their lives.
The second section asked the women about their health, infection, and symptom histories. A list
of symptoms and diseases were provided for the women, and they answered whether they had
experienced any of them. This section also asked the women’s perspectives on infection issues within
their community, and how they perceived their own health status.
The third section concerned the livelihoods and lifestyles of the women. They were asked to
describe their houses, water sources, and behaviors concerning water treatment and sanitation. The
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women were also asked to determine whether a specific list of issues were problems in their communities
(e.g. sanitation, education, transportation, etc.).
The last section focused on the education history of the women, their children, and their partners.
The women were asked to free list items/issues they would like to be improved both for their households
and their communities. We also recorded whether the women perceived if they had access to specific
health services. The interviews lasted approximately one hour.

Sampled population: NHANES
NHANES surveys are regularly conducted through the Department of Health and Human
Services and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to obtain information concerning the health,
nutrition, and socio-economic status of the United States population using a representative sample. Data
collected provides a range of demographic, socio-economic and health information, but respondents may
not participate in all parts, leading to considerable missing data. This study was limited to adult females
(18+) who participated in both the interview and the medical exam (n = 2419). Though many younger
women were also likely to be reproductively mature, this subpopulation was chosen to provide a better
comparison to the adult Kalunga women. Statistical correction was included for analyses where nonfinalized fertility could confound the results obtained. Due to the increased production of IgE during late
gestation, but with no means of determining gestational stage, actively pregnant women were excluded
from the sample and analysis. Additionally, NHANES 2005-2006 was chosen specifically because IgE
was collected and recorded

Data points collected
Described below are the major variables chosen for testing the life history trade-offs hypothesized
to be occurring within these populations. The variables of the biocultural variance analyses, and odds
ratios are also provided. Immunoglobulin E (IgE) was the main biomarker chosen to analyze immune
functioning. This was due to IgE’s prevalence in areas of parasitism and allergy exposures, as well as its
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role in reproduction. These factors made it likely to be present in both populations. The biomarkers,
disease diagnoses, and anthropometrics analyzed were collected during the first field season (2015).

Immunoglobulin E and other biomarkers
Immunoglobulin E (IgE) in the Kalunga was collected from blood draws by trained members of
the UnB team. Blood samples were collected in Vacutainer® (BD Bioscience, Franklin Lakes, NJ) tubes
at a central examination site and building association in the villages. The blood samples were placed
immediately on ice and transported to the laboratory in Brasília (the largest city close to Kalunga). All lab
analysis were performed by Sabin Labatório clínico Brasilia DF. The samples were processed and
analyzed. Blood test parameters were measured using commercially available reagents adapted to an auto
analyzer (SIEMENS/ADVIA 120). IgE specifically was measured using Immunocap Florescent enzyme
immunoassay (Phadia Laboratory Systems, Uppsala).
IgE from the NHANES sample was collected via serum samples using the Pharmacia
Diagnostics ImmunoCAP 1000 system (Kalamazoo, MI), and analyzed via Enzyme-linked immuneassay.
IgE is expected to be elevated due to exposure to macro-parasitism, hypersensitivity, and past
reproductive events (Murphy, 2014). Serum levels of total IgE are expected to be very low in most
individuals; as such, elevated concentrations have been used as proxy measures for diagnosing
hypersensitivity, atopic status, and parasitic infections (Carosso et al., 2006; Sanz et al., 1996; Dunne et
al., 1992, Sunyer 2001; Murphy, 2014). In the analyses, high/low IgE for the U.S. and Kalunga,
womenwere based on the sample means obtained from the populations. Some analyses incorporated USA
standards of high IgE (≥ 214 kU/l) based on reference values of IgE levels in U.S. adults used by the
Mayo Clinic (Martins et al., 2014).
Eosinophils, C-reactive protein (CRP), and leukocytes were also analyzed. Eosinophil
percentages, and counts, were available for both the Kalunga and U.S. populations. Eosinophils and
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Leukocytes were collected from the Kalunga women via the blood draws by the UnB students and sent
for analysis by technicians in the Sabin laboratório clínico in Brasilia DF.
Eosinophil percentages were collected from the NHANES sample via a complete blood count
based on, and using, the Beckman Coulter MAXM instrument in Mobile Examination Centers.
Eosinophil counts were derived from the eosinophil percentages multiplied by the number of white blood
cells (NHANES, 2007).
CRP was only available for the U.S. population. CRP is an inflammatory immune response and
has been used by anthropologists to measure risks of cardiovascular disease often associated with social
stressors (Dressler et al., 2016). Therefore, it can be useful as an indicator of psychosocial stress. CRP
was quantified by latex-enhanced nephelometry (NHANES, 2007).
Other popularly used biomarkers for identifying stress and compromised immune health were
considered such as cortisol and Epstein-barr virus (EBV) antibodies. However, these EBV antibodies
were only collected on sub-adults in the NHANES 2005-2006 assessment, and cortisol was not collected
in the NHANES. Funds were not available to collect either biomarker in the Kalunga population.

Infectious diseases
In the large Kalunga sample study, the UnB researchers recorded presence of malaria, viral
hepatitis, parasitism, and protozoan infections. The women self-reported their diagnoses of malaria and
viral hepatitis. It is important to note that self-reported infections, along with the diagnosed parasitism,
were recorded during the first, (Summer 2015) study. Therefore, these infections may have been absent
during the follow-up study. However, there is reason to presume, due to the homogeneity of lifestyle,
living conditions, and limited access of the women to healthcare, that infections were still an issue during
the second field season.
The Kalunga subset sample only recorded infection and symptom verbal histories because the I
was unable to provide diagnostic tests to the women. The aim of asking about recent symptom histories
was to capture potential infections/stressors impacting the women at the time of interview.
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Parasitism
Prevalence of parasites, both metazoan and protozoan, were collected by the UnB team during the
initial study (Summer 2015). Feces samples were colleted and analyzed using COPROPLUS technique.
This method is optimal for field site cytological examinations. Minimizing contact with the feces, the
system incorporates mulitple filters that facilitates the identififcation of parasitic eggs, larvae, and cysts.

Hypersensitivity
Analyses of the U.S. women also included variables for the presence of hypersensitivity
conditions of: asthma, eczema, allergies, and hay fever. The individuals represented in the study were told
by a doctor that they had these conditions. Additionally, self-reported diagnoses of allergies and asthma
were collected from the Kalunga women in the small subset. However, the very limited presence of these
conditions in the smaller Kalunga subset precluded extensive analysis.

Anthropometrics
Anthropometrics including stature and body mass index (BMI) in the Kalunga were measured
during the earlier study. A health professional team collected the anthropometric data using a standard
protocol (PNS, 2012). Weight was measured using a calibrated scale, and height was measured using a
stadiometer. BMI was obtained after dividing the weight in kilograms by the square of the height in
meters (kg/m2). An individual was considered overweight when the BMI was equal to or greater than 25
kg/m2 and obese when the BMI was equal to or greater than 30 kg/m (WHO, 2016). Standing height, and
weight were measured in NHANES using a stadiometer and DECA digital scale. Stature (cm) was used to
measure trade-offs between growth, immune functioning, and reproduction in both populations. Height
and BMI (km/m2) were analyzed in both populations.
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Table 1: Reproductive variables measured for both populations

Variable

Kalunga (large)

Kalunga (subset)

NHANES

Numbers of
pregnancies

X

X

X

Numbers of live births

X

X

X

Ages at first menarche

X

X

X

Ages at first live birth

X

Pregnancy loss

X

Ages at first pregnancy

X

X

Number of
miscarriages

X

X

Number of stillbirths

X

X

Reproductive groups:
Constructing reproductive groups for analysis presented a problem for the two populations.
Because of the extensive differences in total fertility rates between the two populations, it was not
practical to group fertility in the Kalunga and the NHANES data in an identical manner. However, to
provide a more accurate comparison of life history trade-offs by parity, all three samples were divided
into two groups when analyzing differences between numbers of pregnancies and live births (≤ 4, and ≥ 5
pregnancies, and ≤ 4, and ≥ 5 live births). The clear majority of the U.S. women sampled though had
fewer than four pregnancies and live births; likewise, the majority of the Kalunga sampled had more than
four pregnancies and live births. Therefore, I first present the findings of analyses conducted with the
populations divided by two reproductive groups. I then present analyses, when applicable, that further
divided the populations into more population-specific, and population-appropriate, reproductive groups.
In the NHANES, this further division resulted in splitting numbers of pregnancies, and live births into 4
groups (1, 2, 3, and 4+ pregnancies). In the Kalunga (large) sample, this further division resulted in
splitting numbers of pregnancies, and live births, also into 4 groups (4 or fewer, 5-7, 8-9, and 10+
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pregnancies and live births). These additional analyses allowed for more nuanced observations of how
varying degrees of fertility impact health, and life history trade-offs.
Ages at menarche were grouped into 3 categories for both the U.S. and the large Kalunga sample
(12 years old, 13-14 years old, and 15 years+). However, the U.S. sample had a much greater range of
menarcheal ages. Therefore, for some analyses in the NHANES, more categories were included to allow
for observations of interesting outcomes in individuals with very young menarcheal ages. For those
NHANES analyses 6 categories were used: less than 10 years old, 11 years old, 12 years old, 13 years
old, 14 years old, and 15 years and older. The Kalunga subset only used 2 categories: 13 years and
younger, and 14 years and older due to the low sample size and relative homogeneity of reported
menarcheal ages
The pregnancy loss variable in NHANES was constructed by the researcher based on the
differences between numbers of pregnancies and the numbers of live births. Therefore, pregnancy loss
may include: miscarriages, abortions, and stillbirths.
Length of breastfeeding, length of pregnancy, experience during pregnancy, experience during
birth, use of traditional medicine for reproductive purposes, types of birth control used, and locations of
births, were captured in the Kalunga subset sample. The women were also asked whether they were
satisfied with the number of children they had. This question aimed to capture how the women felt about
their control/lack of control over their own fertility.

Biocultural variables: NHANES
In the U.S. women, ethnicity, income, education levels, and household size were analyzed.
NHANES 2005-2005 combines ethnicity and race and only provides 5 categories: Mexican American,
Other Hispanic, Non-Hispanic White, Non-Hispanic Black and Other Race-including multi-racial. Due to
the small sample size of Other Hispanic, it was combined with the Mexican American classification to
create the Hispanic variable. The ethnicity variables were dichotomized (yes/no) based on using Non-
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Hispanic White as the reference sample. For the rest of the dissertation, non-Hispanic White is referred to
simply as White.
NHANES records household sizes between 1-6 peoples, with a 7th category representing 7 or
more people residing in the household. For analysis in the dissertation, this variable was divided in to 5
categories: 1-2 people, 3, 4, 5, and 6+ people in the house.
NHANES records family income and household income. This dissertation used household
income divided into 5 categories: $14,999 or less, $15,000-$24,999, $25,000-$44,999, $45,000-$74,999,
and $75,000+

Biocultural variables: Kalunga
Socio-economic status in the large Kalunga sample was measured through an index variable
created by the UnB team that included: level of education, income, types of housing, number of people in
their residence, access to electricity, access to sewage systems, water treatment, health services, and
vaccinations. Lower values were associated with poorer socio-economic status, the values of the index
ranged from: 3.3-18. The larger Kalunga study also recorded the family income of the women.
In the Kalunga subset sample, numerous socio-economic and ecological variables were collected
to obtain greater socio-cultural depth. Listed below are the major ones analyzed in this dissertation (Table
2).
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Table 2: Selected socio-economic, ecological, and perspective, variables collected from the Kalunga women (subset sample)

Socio-economic

Ecological

Housing

Perceptions

Education (y/n)

Water source

Types of walls

Major issues
impacting health

Length of education (years)

Distance to water
source (time)

Types of ceiling/roof

Major issues
impacting community
(health)

Children educated (y/n)

Water treatment (y/n)

Types of flooring

Major issues
impacting community

Length of children’s education
(years)

Type of water
treatment

Rooms in house

Stresses impacting
individual and family

Occupation

Type of toilet

Number of people in
house

Improvements wanted

Relationship status

Distance to toilet

Indoor/outdoor kitchen

Access to medical and
dental service

Proximity to animals

The Kalunga subset data captured the participants’ opinions and perceptions on community and
individuals needs and stressors. The women were first asked if they thought specific health
issues/symptoms were prevalent in their community. Secondly, the women were asked what they thought
the biggest issues were currently in their communities. They were asked if they agreed, disagreed, or had
no opinion on specific issues including: transportation, education, health services, and sanitation. At the
end of the interview, the women were also asked, if they had the resources, what issues/materials/services
they would most like to improve their own lives, the lives of their families and the lives of those in their
communities. The women provided free-listed responses. Subsequently, they were asked to free-list, if
hypothetically they had the resources, what issues/materials/services they would most like/obtain to
improve their communities.
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Section two: methods
All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS 9.4. Analyses were conducted separately on the
NHANES and Kalunga (large and subset) samples. Analyses conducted on the U.S. women as a whole
incorporated the complex survey design of the NHANES 2005-2006 data set. To be representative of the
entire U.S. population, NHANES collections use 3 different weights, and over-samples specific
populations (e.g. pregnant women). By incorporating the complex survey design in the analyses, the
results are representative of the population as a whole, and not just the data set.
Fortunately, missing data for the NHANES analyses was not a major issue, and did not need to be
addressed through multiple imputation. This is likely due to the specific subset studied (adults) and the
variables assessed. For example, between 96.3-99.9% of all data recording numbers of pregnancies, live
births, and ages at menarche were present; over 98.0% of all anthropometric data were present, and over
96.1% of all biomarker data analyzed were present. For data with larger amounts of missing data, the
nomcar (not missing completely at random) option was used. Because the Kalunga variables were chosen
specifically for these analyses, missing data was also not a major issue.

Descriptive statistics and significance testing
Descriptive statistics were computed. Descriptive statistics were utilized to showcase the majority
responses and characterizations of the studied populations. As argued by Weller (2007), a simple majority
response “…provides a reasonable estimate of answers that is easy to understand and statistically sound.”
Additionally, aggregating responses helps to showcase the central tendency of the question at hand
(Weller, 2007). PROC SURVEYMEANS and PROC MEANS commands were used for the NHANES
and Kalunga data sets respectively to find the means. PROC SURVEYFREQ and PROC FREQ
commands were used to obtain frequencies for the samples. For all analyses of significance testing,
statistical significance was set at α ≤ 0.05.
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Normality testing
For all parametric analyses, assumption testing was conducted through determining normal
distribution patterns, independence of variance, and homogeneity of variance with Levene’s statistic. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p≤0.05) for normality was used when possible; however, its use was
complicated by the complex survey design of NHANES. When necessary, variables were checked for
normal distribution through visualization of plotted raw data and residuals. Log-transformations were
computed on variables that failed to meet normal distribution assumptions.

Independent sample T tests
To test the hypotheses of whether life history trade-offs were occurring between stature,
reproduction, and immune functioning (IgE, eosinophils, CRP, and leukocyte values), tests of mean
differences were conducted. These tests were also used to determine whether the life history traits differed
between the collected biocultural variables including: income, household size, ethnicity, residence,
protozoan infections, and education. Independent samples T tests were conducted to test whether
differences in mean IgE, stature, or reproductive fitness values, existed between dichotomous variables.
The dichotomous variables were either constructed as high/low based on the sample means obtained from
each variable (e.g. high/low IgE,) or to match grouping variables of the other population analyzed).
Reproductive fitness variables included: numbers of pregnancies, live births, and ages at menarche and
age at first reproductive event (i.e. intercourse, pregnancy, live birth). T tests were conducted using the
PROC TTEST and PROC SURVEYREG commands in the Kalunga and NHANES samples respectively.
The survey regression command in SAS allowed for the inclusion of weighting in the analysis.

ANOVA and non-parametric test of variance; multivariate analyses
One way analysis of variance (ANOVA), two way ANOVAs, simple linear regression, and nonparametric tests were used to further determine whether significant differences in immune functioning,
stature, or reproductive fitness, existed among multi-categorical variables including: reproductive,
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incomes, ethnicities, or age. Life history trade-offs were tested by analyzing if different values of IgE,
corresponded with different values of stature, or fertility. The other life history traits (stature, and
reproduction) were tested in a similar manner. For analyses that showed statistical significance (and
others of interest), means were presented to showcase the differences between analyzed categorical
variables. This was essential to determine if the significant differences obtained in an analysis suggested a
life history trade-off. For example, lower values of IgE corresponding to higher rates of fertility is
suggestive of a life history trade-off, whereas fluctuating values of IgE with differential rates of fertility
may be suggestive of other variables influencing immune function. Because this was not a longitudinal
study under laboratory control conditions, it is impossible to determine with complete certainty if a life
history trade-off occurred. However, the patterns of differences between the life history traits, observable
through analyses of the variables’ means, support the likelihood that life history trade-offs occurred.
A wider range of ages was included in the NHANES sample. This was due to their availability,
and the important information that could be offered from analyses of these individuals. However, the
inclusion necessitated statistical adjustment for some analyses. The numbers of pregnancies (r=0.34, p ˂
0.0001) and the numbers of live births (r =0.37, p ˂ 0.0001) were relatively correlated with age. It is
likely then that many of the younger cohort had not finalized their fertility. Without accounting for this
association, age may be confounding some of the fertility-related results obtained. To determine how
immune functioning, along with BMI, were associated with levels of fertility, I adjusted the analyses for
age. This correction was possible by regressing the parity variables with age and obtaining the studentized
residuals (Tracer, 1991). These residuals, now a proxy variable for age-adjusted parity, could then be
regressed with the immune and BMI variables to obtain analyses that virtually removed the confounding
effect of age with the analyses.
I had to make three distinct changes to some analyses to accommodate this statistical correction.
Firstly, I was only able to correct for this confounding effect using linear regression, rather than
ANOVAs. Additionally, I was unable to perform this correction with consideration of the complex survey
design of NHANES. Therefore, the analyses using an age-adjusted parity variable analyze the NHANES
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sample only, and the results are not representative of the wider U.S. population. These analyses reference
the population as the NHANES sample rather than U.S. women. Finally, I only used age-adjusted parity
variables when analyzing fertility in association with immune, and BMI, variables. Since stature could be
practically assumed to be finalized in all the NHANES, non-finalized fertility was not considered to be a
confounding effect when analyzing variation in stature.
Ages at menarche, and ages at first live birth had low correlations with age in the sample, and
therefore these variables were not adjusted for age. Additionally, T tests showed that there was no
variation between ages at menarche and ages at first live birth between older and younger NHANES
women. These two variables were also finalized by the time of data collection. Fertility variables in the
Kalunga did not have to be adjusted for age due to a selective sampling that was biased towards postreproductive aged women.
ANOVA tests were conducted using: PROC ANOVA and PROC SURVEYREG commands for
the Kalunga and NHANES samples respectively. As with the T Tests, the survey regression command in
SAS allowed for the inclusion of weighting in the analysis. Linear regressions were conducted using the
PROC REG command in the NHANES sample.

Odds ratios
Odds ratios analyses were conducted for the NHANES, large Kalunga, and smaller Kalunga
subset datasets. These analyses helped to identify risks for health outcomes within both populations. Odds
ratios analyses were particularly useful in identifying health and reproductive disparities within the
populations (e.g. differential socio-economic outcomes between the U.S. ethnicities). Additionally, odds
ratios were useful in identifying syndemic associations within the populations (e.g. additional infectious
disease presence in women with malaria in the Kalunga). Odds ratios were computed through the PROC
SURVEYLOGISTIC and PROC LOGISTIC commands. Only statistically significant odds ratios are
presented, unless the lack of significance also proved instrumental in understanding health outcomes
within the populations.
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Cronbach’s alpha
Cronbach’s alpha was produced for the survey responses collected from the Kalunga subset
sample concerning their individual, and community, concerns. Cronbach’s alpha measures the internal
consistency of a test (Tavakol and Dennick, 2011), and helps to determine the relatedness of items to each
other in a survey. However, due to the short length of the test examined, the value obtained should likely
be reduced further (Tavakol and Dennick, 2011). Overall, the design and brevity of the questionnaire are
not well suited for the obtainment of larger reliability assessments. Nonetheless, the values obtained can
inform the research as to whether the answers correlate to cultural ‘normative’ beliefs and perceptions.
Reliability analyses therefore can help to identify how the shared knowledge of the community reflects
upon perceptions of material and relative disparities (Weller, 2007). As an outsider to the culture, it was
unknown to the researcher if respondents’ data were normative or unexpected; obtainment of the
Cronbach’s alpha value helped provide insight into the cultural beliefs of the Kalunga population.

Figures
All figures produced for the dissertation were either created with Microsoft Excel.
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Chapter four: results
Section one: select descriptive statistics of Kalunga and NHANES populations
Table 3: Select descriptive statistics including residence, age, health, and socio-economic status of the Kalunga (large) sample

Kalunga women
Vão de Moleque
Vão de Almas

n
58
40

Frequency
59.18%
40.82%

Kalunga women

N

Mean

Age
BMI
Height
SES

116
115
115
114

54.56
24.714
158.67
9.506

Total
98
40
Standard deviation
11.2065887
4.1273534
6.4218948
3.2552800

Minimum,
maximum
24.0, 87.0
16.63, 39.05
145.00, 176.00
3.33, 18.0

Table 4: Select descriptive statistics of the health of the Kalunga (large) sample

Kalunga women

n

Mean

Standard deviation

IgE
Eosinophils
Leukocytes

168
106
120

264.153
150.594
5640.83

420.5450227
131.7155505
1971.92

Kalunga women
Malaria
Viral hepatitis
Protozoa infection
Sickle cell carrier AS
Sickle cell carrier AC
Hypertension

N
32
11
17
6
1
68

Frequency
19.16%
6.59%
20.73%
3.53%
0.59%
64.76%
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Total
167
167
82
169
170
105

Minimum,
maximum
4.90, 3549.00
0.0, 840.0
2600.0, 13000.0

Table 5: Select descriptive statistics of the fertility of the Kalunga (large) sample

Kalunga women

N

Mean
7.364

Standard
deviation
4.0852024

Minimum,
maximum
0.0, 22.00

Number of pregnancies

159

Number of live births

160

6.525

3.5677627

0.0, 19.00

Age at menarche

109

13.541

1.5427975

10.0, 18.0

Age at first intercourse

89

16.719

2.5449985

10.0, 23.0

Kalunga women

n

Frequency

Total

Ever miscarry

72

46.15%

156
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Table 6: Select descriptive statistics including: demographics, health, reproduction, socio-economic, and ecological, variables for the
Kalunga (subset) sample

Kalunga (subset)
Health-related variables
Age
Height
Weight
BMI
IgE (kU/l)

N

Mean or frequency

Standard deviation

37
37
37
37
36

54.30
158.24
60.66
23.99
244.87

10.90
7.40
10.38
3.94
437.56

36
35
38
37
37
35

72.22%
5.3%
5.3%
2.6%
37.8%
15.8%

35
29

78.9%
42.1%

37
38
33
37

7.84
6.66
13.64
19.35

Proximity to water source
Close (less than 15-minute walk)
Far (greater than 15-minute walk)

34
34

47.4%
36.8%

Bathroom type
Bushes ‘mato’
River
Government built/indoor

38
38
38

78.9%
5.3%
5.3%

Bathroom distance
Close to house
Far

38
38

42.1%
44.7%

Presence of infections during
lifetime
Parasites
Chagas
Dengue
Hepatitis B
Malaria
Parasites during a pregnancy
Health services
Access to medical care
Access to dental care
Reproduction Variables
Number of pregnancies
Number of children born alive
Age at menarche (years)
Age at first pregnancy (years)
Socio-ecological variables
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3.24
3.07
1.319
2.90

Table 7: Select descriptive statistics including demographics, fertility, socio-economic, and health data from adult women in the
NHANES 2005-2006 sample
History of
pregnancy
(n= 1705)
Variables

Total sample
(n=2419)

N

Mean or
frequency

Standard
error of Mean
or percent

N

Mean or
frequency

Standard
error of
mean or
percent

Ever been pregnant

1705

100.0%

*******

2319

76.616%

1.2520

One pregnancy

1703

14.8460%

1.3605

Two pregnancies
Three pregnancies

1703
1703

24.8388%
23.1187%

1.2656
1.2357

Four or more pregnancies

1703

37.1965%

1.4666

Age at menarche (years)

1670

12.691

0.0680

Age at first live birth† (years)

1243

22.20304

0.1794

Pregnancy loss

1654

46.3673%

1.8405

1563

12.52%

1.2055

Demographic and socio-economic
variables
Age (years)

1705

50.215

0.8776

2419

47.206

0.7610

Height (cm)

1683

161.949

0.2314

2375

162.0489

0.1796

2

BMI (kg/m )

1683

28.8658

0.2546

2372

28.424

0.2785

Income above $45,000

1661

55.6649%

2.4633

2273

55.0096%

2.4543

Reproductive variables

Low birth weight infant

†

Health and immune functioning variables
IgE (kU/l)

1640

100.1777

7.3846

2260

102.4652

8.000

Eosinophil percentage

1645

2.6949

0.0470

2267

2.6592

0.0395

C-reactive protein (mg/L)

1640

0.4736

0.02542

2260

0.4724

0.0225

Presence of Asthma

1705

14.9772%

1.0426

2419

15.1855%

0.7333

Presence of allergies

1705

40.6914%

1.5306

2419

40.8395

1.0854

White

1705

72.4623%

3.0162

2419

71.3087%

2.8808

Black

1705

11.99%

2.1691

2419

12.3314%

2.2230

Hispanic

1705

10.4824%

1.2243

2419

10.4313%

1.2117

Other

1705

5.0635%

0.7956

2419

5.9286%

0.8810

Ethnicity variables
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Section two: life history trade-offs in both populations
This section addresses research questions one by assessing whether life history traits are
occurring in either population between growth/stature, reproduction, and immune functioning (Research
question One, hypotheses 1A-1C). This section also addresses research question two by determining the
degree to which life history traits are being expressed in either population based on their differing socioecological contexts (hypothesis 2A).

Life history trade-offs between growth and reproduction
This sub-section tested hypotheses 1A: increased energy directed towards reproduction and
reproductive effort (e.g. numbers of pregnancies, numbers of live births, ages at menarche, and ages at
first reproductive events) will result in trade-offs in growth.

Height and pregnancies
Independent sample T test results show that stature significantly varied based on numbers of
pregnancies in the U.S. population (p=0.0114), as well as the Kalunga (large) sample (p=0.0254). Women
with higher fertility were shorter than women with lower fertility (Figure 1). The same trend was
observed in the Kalunga subset sample though the variation in stature was not statistically significant
(p=0.2821).
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Stature (cm)

163
162
161
160
159
158
157
156
155
154

Numbers of pregnancies
NHANES

Kalunga (large)

Kalunga (subset)

Figure 1: Mean stature (cm) by numbers of pregnancies for both populations

Upon further division of the reproductive groups, ANOVA results demonstrated that stature
significantly varies by numbers of pregnancies in the U.S. population (p=0.0002), and was nearing
significance for the Kalunga (large) population (p=0.0561). In both populations, taller women had fewer
pregnancies (Figure 2). While not statistically significant, the same trend was observed in the Kalunga
subset sample. In-depth statistics for the analyses provided in this section are in the appendix (Table A1).
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Stature (cm)

164
163
162
161
160
159
158
157
156
155
154

Numbers of pregnancies
NHANES

Kalunga (large)

Kalunga (subset)

Figure 2: Mean stature (cm) by population-specific pregnancy groups for both populations

Height and live births
A similar relationship was observed between stature and the number of live children that were
born to both populations. Independent sample T tests showed that stature significantly varied based on
numbers of live births in the Kalunga (large) sample (p=0.0160) and the U.S. population (p˂0.0001).
Women with fewer live births were taller than women that experienced more live births (Figure 3). In the
U.S., women that experienced four or fewer live births were close to 3 cm taller than women with higher
fertility. Likewise, in the Kalunga (large) sample, women with higher fertility were over 3 cm shorter than
women that experienced fewer live births (Table 8). Once again, while the trend was observed in the
Kalunga subset sample—women with more than four live births are almost 4 cm shorter than women with
fewer than five births--the variation in stature was not statistically significant (p=0.3941).
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Stature (cm)

163
162
161
160
159
158
157
156
155
154

Numbers of live births
NHANES

Kalunga (large)

Kalunga (subset)

Figure 3: Mean stature (cm) by numbers of live births for both populations

When divided into more population-specific reproductive groups, ANOVA results also showed
significant variation in the women’s stature by the number of live births (Table 9) by both the U.S. and
the Kalunga (large) sample.
Additionally, due to the very low frequency of women with four or fewer pregnancies and live
births in the Kalunga (subset) sample, sample-specific reproductive groups (6 or fewer vs. 7 or more)
were constructed and analyzed against stature. However, stature still did not significantly vary by the
numbers of pregnancies (p=0.1896) or numbers of live births (p=0.3988).
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Table 8: Variance in stature by numbers of live births for both popualtions

Variables:
Height by
number of live
births

Degrees
of
freedom

Sum of squares

Mean square

F value

P ˂ 0.05

NHANES
Kalunga (large)
Kalunga
(subset)

3
3
2

54292098
381.2404762
125.1130086

18097366
127.08015
62.5565043

8.83
3.32
1.15

<.0001
0.0229
0.3275

By constructing population-specific reproductive groups, it is possible to observe the degree of
differences between the lowest and highest fertility groups of each sample (Figure 4). The U.S. women
that experienced only one live birth are on average 2 cm taller than their peers with 4 or more
pregnancies. Similarly, in the large Kalunga sample, women that experienced three or fewer live births

Height (cm)

were almost 6 cm shorter on average than women that experienced 10 or more live births.
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Figure 4: Mean stature (cm) by numbers of live births for both populations (population-specific groups)
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The NHANES data was checked to ensure that age was not confounding the associations between
pregnancies, live births, and stature. Fertility, independent of age, was still significantly associated with
stature, and the same trends in stature by parity level were observed (Appendix A: Table A2 and A3,
Figures 1A and 2A).

Growth and parous status: NHANES
Height differentials were also tested in the U.S. population between women with a history of
pregnancy (n=1685), and women without a history of pregnancy (n=607). These tests were not possible in
the Kalunga population where all but one individual reported having at least 1 pregnancy. Interestingly,
the results of the T test conducted showed that no significant variation existed in height between
nulliparous and parous women (p=0.1635). However, the same trend was observed in mean heights
between the two groups—though with a smaller degree of difference. Nulliparous women had a mean
height of 162.80 cm, and parous women had a mean height of 161.95 cm.

Growth and ages at menarche
The U.S. and the Kalunga (large) samples’ ages at menarche were divided into three groups and
tested to determine if variation in stature corresponded to differing menarcheal ages. In the U.S. women,
stature did not significantly vary based on these menarcheal groups (p=0.3441). Similarly, stature did not
significantly vary based on menarcheal ages for the Kalunga (large) sample (p=0.2131), and the Kalunga
(subset) sample (p=0.0675). The latter only contained two age categories due to the small sample size and
non-events of many younger ages at menarche. A trend, though non-significant, was observed in both
populations. Women with the youngest ages at menarche were shorter than women that experienced
menarche at older ages (Table 9).
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Table 9: Variance in stature by ages at first menarche for both populations

Height
(NHANES 20052006)
12 years and
younger
13-14 years old
15+ years old

n

Mean (cm)

Standard error of
mean

95% confidence
levels

799

161.73

0.338

161.01, 162.46

634
219

162.22
162.17

0.2815
0.6889

161.62, 162.82
160.70, 163.63

Height (Kalunga
large)
12 years and
younger
13-14 years old
15+ years

n

Mean

Standard deviation

21

156.90

6.9707

Minimum,
maximum
147.00, 171.00

34
23

160.29
159.35

6.4598
7.5112

146.00, 176.00
146.00, 176.00

Height (Kalunga
subset)
13 years and
younger
14+ years

n

Mean

Standard deviation

16

156.00

6.7082

Minimum,
maximum
146.00,171.00

17

160.88

7.7207

151.00, 176.00

The U.S. women not only had a greater range of menarcheal ages than the Kalunga, but also
experienced much younger ages at menarche compared to those recorded in the Kalunga. Due to these
differences, I constructed six age groups (10 years and younger, 11 years, 12 years, 13 years, 14 years,
and 15+ years old) and analyzed whether this wider range of menarcheal ages were associated with
stature. In fact, stature did significantly vary based menarcheal age (p=0.0006). Women that experienced
very young ages at menarche (10 years old or younger) were 2 cm shorter than women that experienced
menarche at 12 years old or older (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Mean stature (cm) by population-specific ages at menarche for NHANES women

Growth and reproductive ages
I also analyzed whether height differed by the ages at first major reproductive event.
Unfortunately, the data sets used in this project did not have a uniform variable measuring first
reproductive event. NHANES 2005-2006 only recorded ages at first live birth; the large Kalunga set
captured ages at first intercourse, and the smaller Kalunga subset captured ages at first pregnancy. This
assortment of variables was used to analyze likely ages at first major (pregnancy/birth) reproductive
event.
U.S. women that experienced their first live birth at younger ages were significantly shorter than
women who experienced their first live birth at older ages. Similarly, Kalunga women that first engaged
in intercourse at younger ages were also significantly shorter than Kalunga women who first experienced
intercourse at later ages (Table 10; mean values found in Appendix A, Table A4). The smaller subset of
Kalunga women did not show significant variation in stature based on their ages of first pregnancy. This
discrepancy could possibly be due to the homogeneity of ages at first pregnancy in this smaller sample.
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Table 10: Results for variance in stature based on age at first major reproductive event

Height based on
age at first live
birth

Degrees of
freedom

Sum of
squares

Mean square

F value

P<0.05

NHANES

3

32433743

8108436

3.86

0.0040

Height based on
age at first
intercourse

Degrees of
freedom

Variances

T value

Pr>[t]

Kalunga (large)

85

Equal

-2.47

0.0154

Height based on
age at first
pregnancy

Degrees of
freedom

Variances

T value

Pr>[t]

Kalunga (subset)

34

Equal

0.50

0.6211

Reproductive-related causes of higher fertility
Ages at first menarche, and first reproductive event, were tested to determine if earlier ages of
these events were associated with higher fertility within the populations. This analysis was conducted to
clarify two issues. First, if women could reproduce at an earlier age, was that automatically associated
with higher fertility rates? If so, were associations between shorter stature and higher fertility indirectly
reflecting associations between ages at lower ages at menarche and shorter stature?
The number of pregnancies, adjusted for age, did not significantly vary based on the age of
menarche of the women in the NHANES sample (p=0.1805). The numbers of live births, adjusted for age,
did significantly vary based on ages at first menarche (p=0.0029), and ages of first live birth of the
NHANES sample (p<0.0001). The model constructed shows that women in the NHANES sample with
earlier ages at menarche had fewer live births than women with older ages at first menarche; however,
women with younger ages at first live birth had more live births, adjusted for age, than women with older
ages at their first live birth (Appendix B: Figure A3). These results show that the associations between
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short stature and early ages of menarche, and short stature and higher numbers of pregnancies and live
births, are independent of each other.
Significant variation was found in the number of pregnancies experienced by the Kalunga women
when considering age at first menarche (Table 11), but not in the number of live births experienced
(p=0.6044). Significant variation in the number of pregnancies (p=0.6044) and live births (p=0.2780) by
Kalunga (large) sample was not associated with ages at first intercourse (Appendix A, Table A6).

Table 11: Variance in the numbers of pregnancies by ages at first menarche for both populations

Numbers of
pregnancies by age
at first menarche
NHANES 20052006
Kalunga (large)

Degrees
of
freedom
2

Sum of
squares

Mean square

F value

Pr>F

3.244259

1.622129

1.71

0.1805

2

90.870006338

45.43503169

4.30

0.0161

Numbers of
pregnancies by ages
at first menarche
Kalunga (subset)

Degrees
of
freedom
31

Variances

T value

Pr>[t]

Equal

0.72

0.4774

A contrasting trend was observed between the Kalunga, and the U.S., women, in the associations
between ages at menarche with fertility. In the Kalunga, younger ages at menarche were associated
(significantly) with slightly higher numbers of pregnancies. In contrast, in the NHANES sample, younger
ages at menarche were (non-significantly) associated with slightly lower fertility (Table 12).

Table 12: Mean numbers of pregnancies by ages at first menarche for both populations

Number of pregnancies n
by age at first

Mean

Standard deviation
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95% confidence
levels

menarche: NHANES
SAMPLE 2005-2006
12 years and younger
13-14 years old
15+ years old
Number of pregnancies
by age at first
menarche: Kalunga
(large)
12 years and younger
13-14 years old
15+ years

807
640
223

3.39
3.46
3.90

2.1948
2.103
2.5407

1.00, 17.00
1.00, 12.00
1.00, 15.00

n

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum,
Maximum

34
44
31

8.2647
6.0910
6.9333

3.2595670
3.1313730
3.4132938

2.00, 16.00
0.00, 14.00
1.00, 14.00

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum,
maximum

8.25
7.41

3.8035
2.8517

2.00, 15.00
3.00, 14.00

Number of pregnancies n
by age at first
menarche: Kalunga
(subset)
≤13 years old
16
≥14 years old
17

Growth and poor reproductive outcomes
Shorter stature was significantly associated with having delivered at least 1 low birth weight
infant (p=0.0007) in U.S. women. Shorter individuals were more likely to have had at least 1 low birth
weight infant compared to their taller peers (OR: 1.9777, CL: 1.06, 3.66). Pregnancy loss (miscarriage,
elective abortion, or stillbirth) was not significantly associated with stature (p=0.0946).
In the large Kalunga sample, only the number of miscarriages was recorded. Significant variation
was approached in the stature of the women based on whether they had experienced at least 1 miscarriage
(p=0.0555). Like the U.S. women, those individuals that had experienced a miscarriage were shorter than
those who had never experienced a miscarriage (Appendix A, Table A6). For the Kalunga subset sample,
the number of miscarriages and stillbirths was recorded. There was no significant variation in the number
of miscarriages had by the height of the women (p=0.2300). Additionally, height did not significantly
impact whether the women ever experienced at least one miscarriage (p=0.8333). Height also did not
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significantly vary based on the number of stillbirths experienced (p=0.9153), or the incidence of ever
experiencing at least one stillbirth (p=0.4709) in the small Kalunga sample.

Life history trade-offs between immune responses and reproduction
This sub-section addresses hypothesis 1B: energy directed towards immune responses to extrinsic
ecological stimuli (parasites or allergens) will result in trade-offs to reproduction and growth.

IgE and pregnancies
Analyses were conducted on 4 biomarkers of interest: IgE, eosinophils, leukocytes, and Creactive protein (CRP). IgE, eosinophils, and leukocytes were available for Kalunga analyses; whereas,
NHANES recorded IgE, eosinophils, and CRP. IgE was log-transformed to meet normality assumptions.
The displayed values are back-transformed IgE values displayed as the geometric means.
IgE levels were significantly associated with the numbers of pregnancies (p=0012) adjusted for
age, in the NHANES sample (Table 13). The model shows that IgE increases with greater numbers of
pregnancies (Figure 6). Odds ratio analysis also showed that higher numbers of pregnancies (based on the
sample mean) significantly increased the likelihood of having high IgE values (OR: 1.262, CL: 1.01,
1.58) in the NHANES sample No significant variation was found in the IgE values between nulliparous
and parous women, adjusted for age in the NHANES sample (p=0.6232).
In contrast, the Kalunga women did not show significant variation in their IgE levels based on the
numbers of pregnancies they experienced. Additionally, those women with the most pregnancies also had
the lowest IgE levels of the sample (Figure 7). This pattern of lowered IgE and higher fertility is also
observed in the smaller Kalunga subset data.

Table 13: Regression result of variation in IgE based on numbers of pregnancies, adjusted for age, in the NHANES sample. Independent
samples T test results of variation in IgE based on numbers of pregnancies in the Kalunga samples
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IgE based on Degrees of
numbers of
freedom
pregnancies
(ageadjusted)
NHANES
1
sample

Geometric means IgE (kU/l)

IgE based on
numbers of
pregnancies
Kalunga
(large)
Kalunga
(subset)

Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

P˂ 0.05

0.11838

0.03644

0.0012

Degrees of
freedom

Variances

T value

P˂ 0.05

154

Equal

0.81

0.4181

5.10

Unequal

1.69

0.100

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Parity numbers
Age-adjusted numbers of pregnancies
Age-adjusted numbers of live births
Figure 6: Mean IgE values by age-adjusted for the NHANES sample
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Figure 7: Mean IgE by numbers of pregnancies for Kalunga samples

While the T test results from the Kalunga subset data show that IgE values do not significantly
differ between the numbers of pregnancies the women experience, significant variation is found in the
number of pregnancies had by women classified as having either high or low IgE values based on US
standards (≥214 kU/l) (Table 14). Higher IgE values were associated with close to 3 fewer pregnancies in
the Kalunga subset (Table 15).

Table 14: T test results for variance in IgE based on number of pregnancies for Kalunga (subset) sample

IgE

Variances

Number of
pregnancies

Equal

Degrees of
freedom
33

T Value

Pr>[t]

2.09

0.0444

Table 15: Mean IgE based on numbers of pregnancies in Kalunga (subset) sample

Number of
pregnancies
(Kalunga subset)

N

Mean
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Standard deviation

Low IgE (US)
High IgE US

28
8

8.50000
5.71428

3.29421
2.42997

IgE and live births
Significant variation in IgE was also associated with the numbers of live births, adjusted for age,
in the NHANES sample (p=˂0.0001) (Table 16). Again, mean IgE values increase with parity (Figure 7
above).
Once again, the Kalunga women did not significantly vary in their total IgE values based on the
number of live births experienced (Table 17). Women with the highest numbers of live births had the
lowest IgE levels (Figure 8).

Table 16: Regression result for variation in IgE based on numbers of age-adjusted live births for NHANES sample. Independent samples
T test results for variation in IgE based on numbers of live births for the Kalunga samples

IgE based on
numbers of
live births
(age-adjusted)
NHANES
sample
Variables
tested: age/IgE
Kalunga
(large)
Kalunga
(subset)

Degrees of
freedom

Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

P˂ 0.05

1

0.15523

0.03749

˂ 0.0001

Degrees of
freedom
155

Variances

T value

P˂ 0.05

Equal

0.45

0.6521

10.07

Unequal

1.10

0.4582
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Figure 8: Mean IgE values by numbers of live births for Kalunga samples

IgE and ages at first menarche
No significant variation in IgE was observed in the U.S. women based on ages at menarche
(Table 17). However, when the ages of menarche are delineated into more categories, the variation in IgE
approaches significance (p=0.0511). Those individuals with the lowest ages of menarche have the highest
IgE values (Appendix A, Table A7). Significant variation in IgE was observed in the large Kalunga
sample (p=0.380). The homogeneity of menarcheal ages in the Kalunga subset likely explains the lack of
significance found in the sample (p=0.8899). In contrast to the U.S. sample, the highest IgE values in
Kalunga were from women who had experienced their first menstrual cycle later in life (Figure 9).
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Table 17: Variance in IgE based on ages at first menarche in both populations

Degrees of
freedom
2

Sum of
squares
56107.7

Mean square

F value

p<0.05

28053.84

0.30

0.7406

2

10.6468438

5.3234219

3.37

0.0380

IgE by ages at
first menarche
Kalunga
(subset)

Degrees of
freedom
29

Variances

T value

Pr>[t]

Equal

0.35

0.7279

IgE (kU/l)

IgE by ages at
first menarche
NHANES
2005-2006
Kalunga (large)

450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

NHANES
Kalunga (large)
Kalunga (subset)

Ages at menarche

Figure 9: Mean IgE values based on ages at menarche for both populations

IgE and reproductive ages
Significant variation in IgE values were also associated with ages at first live birth (p=0.0122) in
the U.S. population. Higher IgE values were found in women that had experienced live births at an earlier
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age than women that had experienced their first live births at older ages. IgE did not significantly vary
based on when the women first experienced intercourse (p=0.5202) in the large Kalunga sample or based
on the age women experienced their first pregnancy (p=0.6318) in the Kalunga subset sample.

IgE and poor reproductive outcomes
Higher IgE values were significantly associated with increased incidence of pregnancy loss in the
U.S. women (p=0.0295); however, the differences in IgE were very negligible. Higher IgE values was not
associated with an increased or decreased incidence of ever giving birth to a low birth weight infant
(p=0.8177). Results from the Kalunga (large) sample show that IgE levels did not significantly vary based
on the numbers of miscarriages experienced by the women; IgE also did not significantly vary based on
whether the women ever experienced a miscarriage (p=0.4545) or stillbirth (p=0.3955) in the Kalunga
subset.

Eosinophils
Eosinophils were measured in both the NHANES sample and the Kalunga (large) samples. In the
NHANES sample, eosinophil percentages did not significantly vary based on the number of pregnancies
(p=0.9686), or live births, adjusted for age (p=0.6918). There was also no significant variation in
eosinophil percentages associated with ages at first menarche (p=0.5338), or age at first live births
(p=0.9250) observed in the U.S. women as a representational sample (Table 18).
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Table 18: Regression results for variation in eosinophil percentages based on numbers of pregnancies and live births, adjusted for age, in
the NHANES sample

Age-adjusted numbers
of pregnancies
NHANES 2005-2006
Eosinophil percentages
(log-transformed)

Estimate

Standard error

P˂0.05

-0.0006

0.01544

0.9686

Age-adjusted number
of live births NHANES
2005-2006
Eosinophil percentages
(log-transformed)

Estimate

Standard error

P˂0.05

0.00636

0.01605

0.6918

Similarly, eosinophil counts in Kalunga (large) women did not significantly vary based on
number of pregnancies (p=0.5807), numbers of live births experienced (p=0.4583), or ages at first
menarche (p=0.3923). However, women that experienced intercourse at earlier ages had significantly
higher eosinophil counts than women who experienced intercourse later (p=0.0195) (Table 19).

Table 19: Variance in Eosinophils based on ages at first intercourse for the Kalunga (large) sample

Kalunga (large)

n

Mean
190.53488

Standard
deviation
165.9697834

Minimum,
Maximum
0.00, 840.00

16 years and
younger
17+ years

45
44

128.69047

99.6277188

0.00, 552.00

Leukocytes and C-reactive protein
Leukocytes were not found to significantly vary based on the numbers of pregnancies (p=0.3844),
numbers of live births (p=4328), ages at first menarche (p=0.6837), or ages at first menarche, in Kalunga
women. C-reactive protein (CRP) significantly varied in the NHANES sample based on numbers of
pregnancies (p=0.0082) and the numbers of live births (p=0.0021) adjusted for age. Individuals with more
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pregnancies, and those with more live births had higher values of circulating CRP (Figure 10). While only
approaching statistical significance, CRP varied by ages at first menarche (p=0.054) in the U.S. women.
Those that experienced younger ages at menarche had higher CRP values than women that experienced
older ages at first menarche. However, when menarcheal age groups were expanded, CRP varied
significantly (p=0.0091), but showed various increases and declines between the age groups. Ages at first
live birth (p<0.0001) also significantly impacted CRP levels in the women. Women that experienced
menarche at the youngest and oldest ages had higher CRP values than women who experienced their first
menstrual cycle between the ages of 12-15 years old. Similarly, women that experienced their first live
birth at younger ages had generally higher CRP values than women that were older at their first live birth

Geometric means CRP (mg/l)

(Figure 11).
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Figure 10: Mean CRP levels based on age-adjusted numbers of pregnancies and live births, for NHANES sample
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Figure 11: Mean CRP values based on ages at first live birth in NHANES women

Life history trade-offs between growth and immune functioning
This section addressed hypothesis 1C: Hypothesis 1C; it was hypothesized that increased energy
directed towards growth will result in trade-offs in immune functioning.
Significant variation occurred in the stature of the U.S. women based on having low or high IgE
(p<0.0001); women with lower IgE were on average 1.5cm taller than women with high IgE. Likewise,
significant variation in IgE occurred in the U.S. women based on whether they were shorter or taller than
the sample mean (p=0.0179); shorter individuals had an average 6 more kU/l of IgE than their taller
counterparts. Shorter women are also significantly likelier to have higher IgE (OR: 1.41, CL: 1.09, 1.93).
However, significant variation in eosinophil percentages were not based on stature in the U.S. women
(p=0.5675) but differences in the amount of CRP just approached significance (p=0.0524) between taller
and shorter women.
In the Kalunga, stature was not found to significantly vary based on having either low or high IgE
values, based on the sample mean (p=0.3972). Similarly, IgE did not significantly vary based on whether
an individual was designated as either taller or shorter (p=0.9659). Leukocytes (p=0.6004), and
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eosinophils (p=0.5899) were also not found to significantly vary based on the stature of the Kalunga
women.

Section three: health and reproduction in the Kalunga
This section addresses the second objective, and research question two (hypotheses 2A-2B) by
analyzing and identifying the biocultural factors impacting health, reproduction, and immune functioning
in the Kalunga.
Select descriptive statistics of the variables discussed in this section for the large Kalunga sample
collected in 2015 and the Kalunga subset sample gathered by the research team during fieldwork in AprilMay 2016 are provided (Tables 3-5, Section 1). Expanded descriptive statistics from the Kalunga subset
sample are provided in appendix A (Table A11).

Constructing life in the Kalunga Quilombo: subset sample n=38
Vão de Moleque and Vão de Almas are two of the 3 main communities for the Kalunga peoples.
Life in both communities share many similarities in terms of habitation, lifestyle, health outcomes, and
community needs. Vão de Almas is located approximately 2 hours away from Cavalcante (the closest
city). Vão de Moleque (Appendix C, Figures A6-A10) is located approximately 5-6 hours from
Cavalcante (Appendix C, Figure A11-A15). The journey to Vão de Moleque takes place on a single road
that at times is wide enough just for 1 car. It is necessary to use a 4 by 4 truck, though some people used
motorbikes, to transverse the dirt, and very rocky road. The path climbs into heavily forested hills that in
the mornings are covered with thick fog severely limiting visibility. There are general communal spaces
within the Vão including schools, and small shops/bars. However, most inhabitants do not have
transportation and rely upon walking. For example, one participant to the school interviews in Vão de
Moleque walked approximately 10 km to reach the school from her house.
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Except for one woman who was a teacher, and another that reported being unemployed, the rest
of the women reported their profession to be farmer (Roça or Lavradora,) with some adding
housewife/mother (dona da casa) as well. All the women stated that they had animals including: chickens,
dogs, cats, pigs, donkeys, and parrots, that lived in close proximity to their houses. The average per capita
family income was R$528.07 ($154 USD) with a range from R$100 ($29 USD) to R$1400 ($409 USD).
Incomes are mainly obtained through the Bolsa Familia funds provided by the government. The amount
provided is dependent upon the number of people in the household, and the number of children in the
household attending school. The women can only collect the funds once a month in Cavalcante. While
multiple health agents are assigned to each Vão and can monitor health conditions, Cavalcante is the
closest place the women can visit a health clinic, pick up their Bolsa Familia funds, and buy consumer
goods and foods. Most of the women have family homes in Cavalcante and regularly stay at these homes
throughout the year for short periods of time. The government provides a truck to each Vão to transport
people to Cavalcante when they need to pick up their funds. However, if the truck fills up, or people want
to visit Cavalcante at other times, they must pay drivers with trucks approximately R50 ($15) per person.
Most houses within the community had straw roofs (60.53%), followed by tiled roofs (31.58%),
and a mixture of tile and straw covering (7.89%). Most houses had adobe walls (81.08%); a few
individuals had straw or brick walls. Dirt floors were also predominant within both communities
(75.68%), though some women had cement floors (24.32%). Many of the houses also had kitchen that
were located outside of the house (65.71%). Government funded indoor kitchens had been installed in
some houses providing women with 2 kitchens. However, women with both still tended to predominantly
use the outdoor kitchen.
Similarly, the government had installed bathrooms with plumbing at some of the houses.
However, only 2 women asserted that they used that type of bathroom. Instead, most women used ‘mato’
bushes for their toilet (85.71%). Three women stated they used the closest river as their toilet. Bathroom
distance was closely split between women who stated they regularly used the toilet close (44.44%) or
relatively far (47.42%) from their houses.
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Water was obtained directly from the source (usually the closest river) by the majority of the
women. Only one woman responded that she had piped water into her home. Treatment of the water also
was variable among the women; only 8 women (22.22%) asserted that they did nothing to treat their
water. The main ways to treat the water was through filtration. This type of treatment included: clay
filters, sedimentation, or gravity. One woman used chlorine tablets. However, previous research by the
UnB team, as well as comments by some of the women, indicates that many of the filters are not changed
over years of use.
Most houses, and some schools, in the Vãos do not have electricity. The field site for interviews
in Vão de Moleque was a working school with classes ongoing during the fieldwork. However, the school
had no electricity, running water, working bathrooms, and was in major disrepair. While the school did
have a large solar panel, it was broken. Children and adults were drinking river water from a large plastic
bucket with 1 communal cup. Furthermore, there was no evidence that the water had been treated since
retrieval. The school was also uncomfortably hot with few shaded areas in close proximity (Appendix C:
Figures A7-A10).

Schooling
Over half of the women (52.63%) reported having had no schooling at all. For the remaining
47.37%, the length of schooling was minimal with few series (years/courses) having been completed
(Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Length of schooling for Kalunga (subset) sample

Most of the women (70.59%) expressed dissatisfaction with the amounts of schooling they had
received. Below are some of the responses given by the women for why they were prevented from
receiving as much education as they wanted.
“Pais não deixavam (tinha que trabalhar no roça)” Father said I should work in the field
and not go to school. This response was heard from several women.
“Trabalhava na roça” Worked in the field
“Não tinha escola” “Não tinha escola nem professor” There was no school to go to;
there was no professor to teach.
“Avô não deixava” Grandmother told me I should not continue on with school.
“Começou a engrividar” Several women stated that stopped going to school once they
started getting pregnant.
“Muito dificil, 5 horas de caminhada.” She found the 5 hour walk to school very
difficult; therefore, she stopped going after the second series/grade.
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All the women (100.0%) of the women responded that they had sent their children to school.
Eighteen women reported that at least one of their children had completed their studies, and 4 women said
that at least one of their children had received or was receiving university-level education.

Perceptions of health and hardship: health in the community
Women from Vão de Moleque and Vão de Almas were asked their opinion on whether specific
symptoms were major issues in their community. Analysis of responses revealed that the most perceived
issues were: headaches (69.44%), fever (60.0%), joint pain (77.78%), and diarrhea (42.86%). Coughing
(38.24%) and stomach pain (38.89%) were also noted by the women as impacting individuals within both
communities.

Individual health as reported by the women
The women were provided with a list of illnesses and symptoms and asked whether they had ever
experienced any of them within their lifetime. No women reported ever having: Zika, Chikungunya,
yellow fever, skin infections, or scabies. Both Zika and Chikungunya had to be described to many of the
women as they had no previous knowledge of the conditions. Of note, both diseases were described via
signs at the local public health office in Cavalcante. However, literacy and access to the site are necessary
for understanding the signs (Appendix C, Figures A14-A15). Intestinal parasites (72.22%) and Malaria
(37.84%) were the most common conditions named by the women. Lumbriga (Roundworm) was the most
prevalent parasitic infection; whipworm, and giardia, infections were also reported. One woman reported
that she had previously had 7 different kinds of parasites, but was unable to name the specific species. Six
individuals (17.14%) also reported having experienced parasitism during at least 1 pregnancy. While
dengue fever was reported by only 2 women, it should be noted that dengue within Brazil is currently at
epidemic rates. The high incidence of headaches reported by the women affecting community members
lends possible suspicion that dengue may be underreported and/or underdiagnosed in the region. Rapid
tests are available for dengue fever in Goìas state, but must be obtained at hospitals.
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Individual health status was ranked by the women on a scale from 1 (excellent) to 5 (ruinous/very
poor). The mode response by the women was ‘good’, with only 1 individual asserting that she was in very
poor health. The women were then asked if they had experienced specific conditions within the last
month. The most common symptoms experienced were diarrhea (24.32%), stomach pain (26.32%), and
intestinal parasites (18.92%). Several of the women who had not experienced diarrhea in the last month
stated that it was a major issue, and regularly experienced, during the summer when it was hot. The
similarity of responses by these women “no calor” (in the heat) lends to the routinization of seasonal
chronic diarrhea experienced by the communities.
Extrinsic socio-ecological variables (e.g. distance to toilet, using the bushes as toilet, lack of
water treatment, etc.) increased the likelihood of experiencing the specified symptoms. However, only
one significant association was found. Interestingly, individuals who had piped water were likelier to have
stomach pain (OR: 17.328, CL: 1.40, 214.28), compared to women who obtained their water directly
from the river.
Only one woman reported having experienced amebiasis (amoeba infection). This statistic is
surprising considering the higher prevalence rate of amoeba infections diagnosed in the larger Kalunga
sample the year earlier. Several women said they did not know what amoeba infections were and asked
for the condition to be described. The discrepancy between reported infections, and probable infection
rates, is suggestive of under-reporting of amoeba infections and/or a lack of knowledge that correlates the
symptoms of amoeba infections with the causative agent. The researchers presumed the women had been
educated about amoebas by the local health officers after the UnB team’s research revealed the high
prevalence rates within the two communities the previous year. One woman also reported having had
schistosomiasis in the past month. Currently, schistosomiasis prevalence rates in central Brazil are very
low, and the specific ecology of the region is not supportive of many schistosomiasis vectors and
intermediate hosts. However, since the interview did not ask if the woman may have caught the infection
outside of Goìas state, the incidence of schistosomiasis may very well be accurate
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Perceived health status
As previously stated, the women overwhelmingly assessed themselves as having good to
excellent health. However, the perceptions belie what many outsiders may view as having good health.
One woman that graded her health as ‘good’ then stated that she had been hemorrhaging blood for over a
month. Another woman with reported good health was also suffering from symptoms of sinusitis. One
woman who also rated herself in good health complained of chronic fatigue, weakness, and insomnia for
over 11 years. Another who reported herself in fair health said she had been suffering from pain and
untreated Chagas disease for a period of time. She also thought that the Chagas disease could be the cause
of her secondary infertility. Even women who assessed their health as excellent were still bothered by
joint and body pain.

Worry
Women were asked if they had difficulties accessing food, goods, or worried about being able to
take care of their families. The questions intended to capture general perceptions of stress concerned with
everyday life in the quilombos. Accessing and obtaining food for themselves (25.0%), or for their families
(25.71%), was not perceived to be a particularly major issue. However, the phrase “…Não é difícil, mas
tem que pagar” was used by some of the women. Food was not difficult to obtain, but you had to pay for
it. This finding demonstrates a reliance on buying food for some rather than being able to sustain
themselves and their families from the foods grown on their farms.
Obtaining enough goods for their households was perceived to be somewhat difficult by the
women (52.78%). Generalized worry though was pervasive throughout the communities. Over a majority
of the women (68.2%) expressed worry about being able to take care of their families and households.
Unfortunately, the data collected were unable to capture direct causes of that worry. The only variables
that were found to significantly decrease the likelihood of being worried were: having 10 or more
pregnancies (OR: 7.350, CL: 1.38, 38.99), and/or having 10 or more children (OR: 8.571, CL: 1.21,
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60.72). Women with more children were much less likely to be worried about their capacity to care for
the needs of their families.

Reproduction in the Kalunga
Giving birth (Kalunga subset sample)
Most the women in the small Kalunga subset sample had given birth at home for at least one of
their children. Many stated that they were helped with the birthing process by other people, particularly
their mother, partner, or a midwife. For many of the women that had a high number of children, both
home births and hospital births were used (Table 20). The hospital births were for later-born children.

Table 20: Birth locations Kalunga (subset) sample

Birth locations
Hospital only
Home only
Home and hospital use

N
5
14
19

Frequency
13.16%
36.84%
50.0%

Cumulative frequency
5
19
38

Many women (41.67%) expressed that they had at least 1 difficult pregnancy. Difficulties were
described as: having a lot of pain, nausea, weight loss, or fatigue. Additionally, 58.33% of the women
experienced at least 1 difficult birth. Long, painful, births were the most common feature ascribed to
difficult births.
The Kalunga women had limited options to manage difficult pregnancies and births. Several
women stated that they used traditional teas to help; most were used for instigating parturition.
Approximately 58.33% (n=21) of the women had experienced at least 1 miscarriage. Additionally,
29.03% (n=9) of the women had experienced at least 1 stillbirth. Currently, the closest hospital is in
Cavalcante and is approximately 2-3 hours from Vão de Almas, and 5-6 hours from Vão de Moleque by
car. However, many of these women were pregnant 30-40 years ago, and it is unknown what, if any,
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transportation was available for the women at the time. Furthermore, the hospital in Cavalcante would not
be considered a severe trauma center. Life-threatening cases are often transferred to hospitals in Brasilia
which is located another 4-5 hours from the city.

A specific case was related to the research team by a Kalunga women helping the
team with the field site in Vão de Moleque. She had experienced a difficulty pregnancy,
and went into labor for days. She was transported in the back of a truck to the hospital in
Cavalcante in the middle of the night. The route from Vão de Moleque consists of a single
bumpy dirt road down a mountainous region. Numerous rivers (without bridges) must be
crossed. The woman spent the entire journey in labor. Once reaching the hospital in
Cavalcante, it was decided she had to be sent to the hospital in Brasilia. While the baby
girl was born alive, she had been without oxygen for a long period. We were able to
observe the child coloring at the field site. She was approximately 6 years ’old, but
cognitively acted years younger. She also was unable to walk.

Fertility
Total fertility measured in the Kalunga (large and subset samples) was high, especially compared
to the U.S. sample (Table 21).

Table 21: Mean numbers of pregnancies and live births in the Kalunga (subset) sample

Number of pregnancies
Kalunga (subset)

n
37

Mean
7.84

Minimum, Maximum
2.0, 15.0

Number of live births
Kalunga (subset)

n
38

Mean
6.66

Minimum, Maximum
2.0, 14.0

Women in the Kalunga subset sample had an average age of first pregnancy of 19.35 years old
and an average age at marriage at 17.85 years old. Only 5 women (13.16%) reported that they had ever
experienced any difficulty in getting pregnant. Eight women (21.05%) reported ever using birth control
pills; two women reported undergoing tubal ligation, and one woman reported having had a hysterectomy.
The women were asked whether they ever experienced a voluntary abortion. Previous research with this
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population by the UnB team demonstrated that the subject was not too sensitive to discuss. However, the
majority of women (93.33%) in this study provided a negative response to the question. Some of the
women that stated they did not have any abortions did say that they had taken traditional herbal teas at
times when they had suspected they were pregnant with the intention of terminating the pregnancy. As
discussed further in the limitations section, better accuracy of abortion frequencies in the population could
likely have been obtained had the researchers used more culturally appropriate language concerning and
describing voluntary pregnancy terminations.

Child mortality
Twenty-four (66.67%) of the women reported that one or more of their children had since died
following a live birth. In total, 57of the 253 (22.5%) children born alive to the women were reported to
have died since their birth. Ascertaining childhood mortality (deaths at <5 years old) was difficult as
many of the women had trouble remembering exactly how old their children were when they died.
Excluding the number of children that were stillborn, approximately 13.2% of the children born alive died
before the age of 5 years old. Unfortunately, that value may be an underestimation due to the recollection
issues. For example, one woman gave birth to 14 children and could only remember if 2 of them had died
under the age of 5 years old. However, in total, she had lost 10 of her children. Similarly, another woman
gave birth to 12 children and stated that 5 had died. She could not remember their ages, but described
them as big. Therefore, the researchers were left to assume those deaths occurred at older ages, but this
could be incorrect.

Deus não deu mais dou e o Que Deus deu tá bom
God did not give more and (what) God gives is good
The sampled Kalunga women transcended generational divides of being a natural or controlled
fertility population. A few of the younger women reported that they were on birth control pills. Other
women, including some of the older women, had surgical procedures including tubal ligations, and
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hysterectomies that controlled their fertility. However, access to birth control methods was variable and
many of the women had limited means of controlling their fertility. The women of the Kalunga subset
sample were questioned to determine if they were ultimately satisfied with the number of children they
had. Twenty-five women (69.44%) of the women expressed satisfaction at the number of children had.
The dissatisfied women were asked whether they had more or fewer children than they wanted. Six
women answered they had fewer children than they wanted. Five women responded that they had more
children than they wanted.

Too few
Below are some of the reasons provided by the women for their dissatisfaction for having too few
children:
“Deus não deu mais” God did not give more. Multiple women responded in a similar
fashion, and each was a simple, direct, and final, response.
Two women were told that more pregnancies were not recommended by the doctor;
subsequently, tubal ligation was performed. One of these women related that she was not
given specific reasons for why additional pregnancies were not recommended. She also
did not feel like she had any choice but to submit to the doctor’s surgical directives.
“Não sabe porque” Does not know why she could not have more children
“Age”
“Ela acha que foi mioma, queria 12.” One woman with 5 children had wanted 12
children. She was unable to have more children due to a growth in her uterus.
“Ruptured uterus, and subsequent hysterectomy”
Too many
A few of the woman expressed dissatisfaction about having more children than they wanted.
While most did not give a reason why, the response of one woman is provided below.

“Não tinha como evitar” It was impossible to avoid
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Breastfeeding
All of the women reported having breastfed their children. Breastfeeding length was variable, but
generally fairly short. The average minimum breastfeeding length of time was 11.8 months, with the
maximum being 16.8 months. The women were also asked whether they had ever experienced ever
becoming pregnant while they were breastfeeding. While only 35.48% of the women reported becoming
pregnant while they were still breastfeeding, the obvious difficulty in recollecting this information by
many of the women begs greater investigation into whether lactational amennorhea prevented pregnancies
in the other women. Over a quarter of the women (26.67%) also reported having trouble breastfeeding
with at least one of their children.

Community and personal life
Community problems
Cronbach’s alpha for the 8 community issue variables was 0.70. The four major issues perceived
to be impacting the communities were: access to transportation (81.08%), sanitation (71.88%), access to
potable water (58.33%), and access to personal goods (54.84%). Even though Vão de Moleque is located
over 3 hours further away from Cavalcante compared to Vão de Almas, it was surprising that agreement
on the importance of transportation was shared so widely between the two communities (88.8% from VM
and 68.4% from VA). Additionally, transportation as the major issue compared to potable water,
sanitation, or health, was also unexpected to the researchers. The issue agreed upon as the least
problematic was education. Only 3 (9.38%) of the women thought that access to education was
problematic. Considering that many of women did not have access to education during their youth, this
result showcases the vast changes in educational access in Brazil over the last few decades.

For the community
The women were asked, if they had the resources necessary, what they most would like to obtain
for their community. The results (Figure 13) were compiled from the answers provided from the women.
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Cronbach’s alpha for the 12 most common responses was 0.923. Of note, bridges were mentioned by 5 of
the women. Travel to and from Cavalcante from Vão de Moleque and Vão de Almas necessitates crossing
several rivers that do not have bridges. During the rainy season, these rivers are largely inaccessible and
transport from the Vãos to Cavalcante is dangerous, and at times impossible. This effectively prohibits the

Individual responses

populations from accessing health services and supplemental foods located in Cavalcante.
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Figure 13: Wants for the community described by the Kalunga (subset) sample

For their family, and themselves
The women were then presented with a similar scenario. If they had the resources, these are the
items/services most wanted for their individual families. Cronbach’s alpha for the 16 most commonly
provided responses was 0.897. The results (Figure 14) reiterate the overwhelming community demand for
basic subsistence needs including: access to water, improved transportation, and electricity in their homes.
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Figure 14: Individual wants described by the Kalunga (subset) sample

Section four: biocultural influences on immune functioning, reproduction, and stature in Kalunga
women

This section addresses research question two by identifying additional biocultural factors
impacting health, stature, and reproduction in the Kalunga. This section addresses hypotheses 2B:
Kalunga women will have poor health outcomes due to syndemic associations between infectious
diseases, and poverty, and 2C: biocultural factors including: socio-economic status, education, access to
resources, ethnicity, and household size may be influencing stature, health, and reproductive outcomes
within both populations. Biocultural factors may also be acting in a syndemic fashion to construct and/or
perpetuate poor health outcomes.

Immune functioning

Presence of infections with malaria, hepatitis, and or protozoas were analyzed to determine if
infection with any of these diseases, or a syndemic effect of the diseases, would influence immune
functioning, reproduction, or growth, in the women. IgE was not found to significantly vary between
women that reported malaria at the time of data collection, (p=0.1351) or with viral hepatitis (p=0.3628)
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compared to women that did not report having those infections. However, IgE did significantly vary
between women with protozoa (usually diagnosed as amebiases), and those without protozoan infections
(p=0.0010). Surprisingly, as associations between IgE and protozoan infections are not expected, IgE
levels were lower in women with protozoan infections (Figure 15). This finding indicates a possible
protective preventive influence of high IgE values against amoeba infections.
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Figure 15: Protozoa infections in the Kalunga (large) sample

Possible syndemic associations between the incidence of having malaria and viral hepatitis were
also illuminated by the analyses. Individuals with malaria were almost 4 times likelier to report having
viral hepatitis (OR: 3.981, CL: 1.11, 14.23) compared to individuals that reported having hepatitis but not
malaria.
Other interesting associations were found concerning infections in the Kalunga. Women reporting
viral hepatitis at the time of data collection were likelier to have experienced more live births (OR: 5.360,
CL: 1.09, 26.22). Additionally, women reporting viral hepatitis had a greater likelihood of ever having
experienced a miscarriage (OR: 5.857, CL: 1.19, 28.71). Hepatitis C infection (HCV) has been found to
increase the likelihood of premature birth, and 3rd trimester pregnancy loss. Additionally, miscarriages
have also been found to increase the risk of HCV infections (Al-Kubaisy et al., 2002). This is likely due
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to pregnancy interventions conducted in low sanitation environments that increase blood/fluid
transmission risks (Al-Kubaisy et al., 2002). For example, a woman that suffers a miscarriage may be
infected with HCV through contaminated medical equipment, or personnel. Infection with HCV then
increases the likelihood of more miscarriages in the future. Similarly, having more live births creates
more opportunities for possible transmission risks for the mother, either through contaminated
medical/midwifery equipment or personnel.
Almost 40% (n=15) of the women in the small Kalunga subset reported that they had allergies
(either diagnosed by a doctor, or self-diagnosed). Of note, almost all the described allergies would likely
be considered contact dermatitis/rashes. One woman stated that she had an allergy to milk; however, the
description given suggests possible lactose intolerance. Seasonal and respiratory allergies were not
described by any of the women. The only variable recorded on the interview that was found to be
associated with allergy incidence was water treatment. Women who did not treat their water were over 7
times more likely to have allergies compared to those that treated their water (OR: 7.500, CL: 1.10,
50.98). Having high IgE was not associated with reported cases of allergies (OR: 0.567, CL: 0.08, 3.85).

Household Size
Household size was analyzed to determine its influence on IgE levels in the Kalunga subset. First,
IgE was divided into high/low categories based on the sample mean. T test results show that significant
variation in IgE values approached statistical significance (p=0.0611) based on the numbers of persons
residing in the household. Interestingly, individuals with more people residing in their household (3.276)
had lower IgE levels (≤244 kU/l). Individuals with higher IgE had on average fewer numbers of people
living in their household (2.285). When considering high IgE status based on US designations (≥ 214
kU/l), significant variation in IgE was obtained based on numbers of household residents (p=0.0141).
Individuals with higher IgE were on average living with fewer people (2.125 v. 3.357) in their residence
compared to their peers with lower IgE values.
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BMI
BMI did not significantly vary based on the number of live births experienced by the women in
the large Kalunga sample (p=0.4901). Similarly, no significant variation in BMI was found when
analyzing the ages at first intercourse in the large Kalunga sample. Furthermore, significant variation in
BMI was not found when considering ages at first menarche (p=0.300) in the large Kalunga sample.
In the Kalunga subset sample, ages at first pregnancy were not found to be associated with
significant variation in BMI (p=0.6558). However, ages at first menarche did significantly vary by BMI
in the smaller Kalunga subset sample (p=0.0078). Women with higher BMI at the time of data collection
experienced earlier ages at first menarche (Table 22).

Table 22: Mean BMI vales by ages at menarche Kalunga (subset) sample

Age at menarche
≤13 years old
≥ 14 years old

N
15
17

Mean BMI
25.59
21.69

Standard deviation
4.10211
2.46602

Health outcomes by Residence
To determine if the primary place of residence—either Vão de Almas or Vão de Moleque—
influenced the health of the participant, women from both areas were compared for stature, reproductive
variables, and IgE. Stature was not found to significantly vary in either the Kalunga large sample
(p=0.9731) or the Kalunga subset sample (p=0.7992) based on primary residence. Similarly, the numbers
of pregnancies did not vary in the large Kalunga sample (p=0.2390), or the Kalunga subset sample
(0.7145) based on the primary residence of the participants. IgE values of both samples were also not
found to significantly vary based on residence in the large (p=0.5156), and the subset samples (0.2204).
In the Kalunga subset sample, significant variation in the numbers of live births (p=0.9023),
numbers of miscarriages (p=0.8956), numbers of stillborn children (p=0.2075), and number of post-natal
deaths of children (p=0.7186), based on primary residence was not observed. Women in the small
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Kalunga subset sample also did not significantly vary in their ages at first pregnancies (p=0.3145), or
BMI levels (p=0.4191) based on primary residence.
In the large Kalunga sample, women from Vão de Moleque and Vão de Almas shared an equal
likelihood of having a protozoa infection (OR: 1.125, CL: 0.36, 3.49). However, women in Vão de
Moleque were 3 times likelier to report a malaria infection at the time of data collection (OR: 3.286, CL:
1.21, 8.94). While women from Vão de Moleque were not significantly likelier to report viral hepatitis,
(OR: 3.148, CL: 0.61, 16.343), the syndemic relationship between malaria and viral hepatitis illustrated
earlier indicates that women from Vão de Moleque may be more vulnerable for potential hepatitis
infections.

Socio-ecological differences by residence
While women from Vão de Almas (less isolated) were not likelier to have higher SES than
women from Vão de Moleque (OR: 0.807, CL: 0.34, 1.89); the semi-structured interview captured some
of the differences found between the women of the two communities. Women that primarily lived in Vão
de Moleque were likelier to live in structures with straw walls rather than structures with adobe or brick
walls (OR: 9.9818, CL: 1.039, 92.774). Vão de Moleque residents were also likelier to think that housing
was a problem in their community (OR: 5.999, CL: 1.03, 34.84), and were likelier to treat their water
(OR: 10.818, CL: 1.01, 116.30) than women from Vão de Almas. The women from Vão de Almas were
likelier to live in houses with straw roofs rather than tile roofs (OR: 20.400, CL: 3.38, 123.24).

Social-economic status (SES) in the large Kalunga
Multiple biological outcomes were measured to determine the role of SES in the large Kalunga
sample. The SES variable was a combined index of multiple factors including education levels, and
income. Women with higher SES status were likelier to have received more education, make more
money, and have a presumed overall better quality of life. However, few differences were found in
immune functioning and stature in women with high or low SES. IgE levels did not significantly vary
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between women with high/low SES (p=0.2258); however, odds ratio analyses show that women with
higher IgE (based on the sample mean) were 3 times likelier (OR: 3.167, CL: 1.22, 8.19) to be classified
as having higher SES than women with lower IgE.
Stature did not significantly vary between women of high or low SES (p=0.2557). Lower SES
also did not significantly increase the likelihood of having a miscarriage (OR: 2.100, CL: 0.94, 4.69).
Similar to what will be described in the U.S. population, women with lower SES were likelier to have
higher BMI values (OR: 2.425, CL: 1.11, 5.28) (Table 23).

Table 23: Mean BMI by socio-economic index for Kalunga (large) sample

SES
SES < 9
SES ≥ 9

N
57
55

Mean BMI
25.21
24.12

Standard deviation
4.2816
3.7775

However, in contrast to the U.S. populations, no significant variation in the numbers of
pregnancies (p=0.2376), or live births (p=0.2829), were found between Kalunga women with high SES or
low SES. Women with lower SES were also equally likely to have hypertension as women with higher
SES (OR: 1.070, CL: 0.47, 2.44). Infection prevalence was sometimes associated with SES classification.
Low SES was not associated with significant increases in reported malaria (OR: 1.185, CL: 0.51, 2.76) or
hepatitis (OR: 1.443, CL: 0.37, 5.56) infections. However, women with lower SES were over 4 times
likelier to have protozoan infections (OR: 4.269, CL: 1.19, 15.25).
SES and ages at first intercourse and first pregnancy were also investigated to determine if
women who started reproducing earlier were predisposed to having lower SES. Significant differences
between SES and ages at first intercourse in the large Kalunga were not present, X2(1, N=88) =0.7326,
p=0.3921. Additionally, there was approximately equal likelihood of women with young ages at first
intercourse to have high SES as to have low SES (OR: 1.105, 0.46, 2.61).
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Section five: biocultural influences on immune functioning, reproduction, and stature, NHANES

This sub-section addresses research question two by identifying the biocultural factors impacting
health, reproduction, and stature in the U.S. population as a whole and the NHANES sample. and
hypothess 2C: biocultural factors including: socio-economic status, education, access to resources,
ethnicity, and household size may be influencing stature, health, and reproductive outcomes within both
populations. Biocultural factors may also be acting in a syndemic fashion to construct and/or perpetuate
poor health outcomes.

Stature, immune functioning, and fertility were also influenced by biocultural factors in the U.S.
women. The results presented below demonstrate that many of the biocultural variables interacted with
each other to directly and indirectly influence the reproductive, and biological, outcomes of the U.S.
women.

Age
Age was investigated to determine if generational differences—and associated secular changes to
human biology—was a factor in creating differential reproductive, growth, and immune, outcomes.
Additionally, age was investigated to determine if it had a confounding impact on fertility as previously
described. Age did significantly vary in determining a history of parity (p<0.0001). U.S. women with a
history of being pregnant were on average 15 years older than women who had never been pregnant.
Older age (based on the sample mean) did not increase the likelihood that women experienced menarche
at later ages though (OR: 1.110, CL: 0.81, 1.52). However, younger aged women were significantly more
likely to have experienced a pregnancy loss compared to older women (OR: 1.530, CL: 1.07, 2.18). No
significant difference was found in the incidence of ever experiencing a low birth weight infant between
older and younger women.
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IgE levels significantly varied based on age and parity status. (p=0.0051). Women with a history
of pregnancy have higher IgE at all ages compared to women who have never been pregnant.
Additionally, these women experience a steep decline of IgE at 70 years old. Women that have never
been pregnant have lower IgE at all ages, and do not experience the same degree of decline in IgE at 70
years old (Figure 16). Independently, IgE levels did not vary based on parity status (p=0.9781). These
results indicate that age is influencing IgE levels in women more than a history of pregnancy. However, it
should be noted that very few women in the NHANES samples were nulliparous at older ages (e.g. no
women in the sample between the ages of 50-59 years old were nulliparous), and therefore, the
associations between parity and age should be analyzed in confluence.
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Figure 16: Mean IgE by age and parity status in NHANES women

Older women (≥47 years old) were significantly less likely to have asthma (OR: 0.621, CL: 0.47,
0.81); however, their likelihood of having allergies was similar to their younger peers. Eosinophil
percentages significantly increased with age (p=0.0067) in women with a history of pregnancy. CRP
levels also significantly varied with age (p=0.0031); women in their 40s recorded the highest levels.
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BMI was found to significantly vary by age (p<0.0001). BMI values increased with age, except
for the oldest group (Table 24).

Table 24: Mean BMI values by age in the NHANES sample

BMI

n

Mean

18-29 years old
30-39 years old
40-49 years old
50-59 years old
60-69 years old
70+ years

238
254
330
265
285
310

27.062
28.482
29.568
29.563
29.954
27.546

Standard error of
mean
0.566887
0.513862
0.509700
0.473432
0.623733
0.458393

95% Confidence
levels
25.85, 28.27
27.38, 29.58
28.48, 30.65
28.55, 30.57
28.62, 31.28
26.57, 28.52

Age is also significantly associated with income status (p<0.0001). Surprisingly, the youngest age
cohort (18-29 years old) were in the highest income bracket. Age was not found to significantly increase
or decrease the likelihood of having obtained a high school diploma, or a college degree. Mean ages also
did not significantly vary between the ethnic identities.

BMI
I found that increased fertility was associated with greater BMI in the NHANES sample. Firstly,
significant variation was found in the BMI of nulliparous and parous NHANES women (p=0.005).
Women with a history of pregnancy had over a 1 point greater BMI than women without a history of
pregnancy (Table 25). However, since the analyses showed that older women were more likely to have
been parous, it was necessary to determine if the associations between increased BMI and fertility were
independent of age. Women in the NHANES sample that experienced more pregnancies adjusted for age
(p=0.0042), and those that experienced more live births adjusted for age (p=0.0040) did have significantly
higher BMI values compared to women that experienced fewer live births. The constructed models show
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that sampled women with 4 or more pregnancies or live births had an average of 1 point higher BMI than
women with only 1 pregnancy or live birth (Figure 17).

Table 25: Mean BMI values by reproductive history in the NHANES sample

Body Mass Index
(BMI)
Never been
pregnant
History of
pregnancy

N

Mean
27.09

Standard error of
mean
0.6092

95% confidence
levels
25.79, 28.38

606
1684

28.86

0.2578

28.31, 29.41

1 birth
2 births
3 births
4+ births

321
464
368
405

28.46
28.24
29.22
29.80

0.6035
0.5220
0.5072
0.3504

27.17, 29.74
27.13, 29.35
28.13, 30.30
29.05, 30.55

33
32.5

BMI (kg/m2 )

32
31.5
31
30.5
30
29.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Parity numbers
Age-adjusted numbers of pregnancies

Age-adjusted numbers of live births

Figure 17: BMI by age-adjusted numbers of pregnancies, and live births, in NHANES sample
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BMI was also found to be strongly associated to the timing of reproductive events. BMI
significantly varied based on ages at menarche (p<0.0001). To show the dramatic differences in BMI of
the women based on menarcheal age, six categories of menarcheal ages are depicted (Figure 18). Women
with higher BMI were likelier to have experienced younger ages at first menarche (OR: 1.533, CL: 1.19,
1.98). Experiencing live births at earlier ages was also associated with higher BMI values (p<0.0001).
BMI was not found to significantly vary based on whether the women had ever experienced pregnancy

BMI

loss (p=0.5709) or having a low birth weight infant (p=0.2017).

33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
10 and
younger
(n=139)

11 (n=206) 12 (n=455) 13 (n=390) 14 (n=243) 15+ (n=220)

Menarcheal Age in years

Figure 18: Ages at menarche and current BMI values of NHANES women

BMI and immune functioning
Having higher, or lower, BMI was associated with variations in IgE levels (p=0.0201). Women
with higher BMI values had a greater likelihood of also having high IgE values (OR: 1.475, CL: 1.150,
1.892). Significant variation in CRP levels (p<0.0001), but not eosinophil percentages (p=0.0757) were
also recorded when comparing women with high or low BMIs. CRP levels were higher in women with
higher BMI.
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Household size and immune outcomes
IgE was found to significantly vary based on the number of people recorded in the household of
the U.S. women (p=0.0004). Interestingly, IgE levels increased with the addition of each member up to 5
individuals. Marked decreases in IgE were recorded in households with 6 or more individuals (Appendix
A, Table A8). Eosinophil percentages did not significantly vary based on household size (p=0.3611); CRP
levels were found to approach significance (p=0.0544). CRP levels remained relatively stable except for
increases in households with 6 people, and followed by a marked decrease in households with 7 or more
individuals.

Ethnicity, Income, and Education
Ethnicity
Ethnicity and reproduction interacted to produce fertility differentials among the U.S. women.
While the numbers of pregnancies between the four categorized ethnic groups did not significantly vary
(p=0.0768), Hispanic women were more likely to have higher numbers of pregnancies than the other
ethnic groups (OR: 1.275, CL: 1.04, 1.56). The numbers of live births also significantly varied (p=0.0278)
between the ethnic groups (Table 26). Significant variation was also found in the ages at first live births
and the ethnicities (p<0.0001); however, younger ages at first live birth was not always associated with
higher fertility. The youngest ages at first live births were found in Hispanics and Blacks (appendix A,
Table A9).

Table 26: Mean numbers of live births by ethnicity in the NHANES women

Variable:
numbers of live
births
Hispanic
White
Black
Other

N

Mean

Standard error of
mean

95% confidence
levels

383
766
370
61

3.01
2.64
2.72
2.51

0.1104
0.1289
0.0749
0.1224

2.77, 3.24
2.36, 2.91
2.57, 2.89
2.25, 2.77
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Ethnicity also significantly influenced poor reproductive outcomes, and the timing of
reproductive events. Black women were likelier to have experienced at least one low birth weight infant
(OR: 1.479, CL: 1.01, 2.16) than the other ethnic groups. Identifying as Black (OR: 1.351, CL: 1.001,
1.82) or Other (OR: 1.572, CL: 1.08, 2.27), was also found to be associated with increased likelihoods of
ever experiencing a pregnancy loss. Black women were also more likely to have experienced earlier ages
at menarche than the other ethnic groups (OR: 1.358, CL: 1.04, 1.78).

Income
Income was associated with reproduction. The numbers of pregnancies (p<0.0001), and numbers
of live births (p<0.0001) experienced by the women significantly varied by income. Lower incomes were
associated with higher numbers of pregnancies, and live births in the USA (Table 27). This analysis was
also conducted adjusting for age to determine whether low fertility was attributable to income
independently of age since higher income was associated with younger individuals in the sample.
However, when adjusting for age, fewer pregnancies (p<0.0001), and fewer live births (p<0.0001), in the
NHANES sample were still significantly associated with higher income. Therefore, sampled women in
the higher income brackets, whether they were 18 or 50, had mean lower fertility than lower income
women.
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Table 27: Mean numbers of pregnancies and live births by income in the NHANES women

Number of
pregnancies by
income
$15,000 and
under
$15-$24,999
$25-$44,999
$45-$74,999
$75,000+

n

Mean

Standard error of
mean

95% confidence
levels

282

3.92

0.2262

3.44, 4.40

264
380
351
383

3.69
3.46
3.06
3.03

0.2388
0.1427
0.074
0.0849

3.18, 4.20
3.16, 3.77
2.90, 3.21
2.84, 3.21

Variable:
number of live
births by income
$15,000 and
under
$15-$24,999
$25-$44,999
$45-$74,999
$75,000+

n

Mean

Standard error of
mean

95% confidence
levels

266

3.23

0.1861

2.83, 3.63

246
358
323
308

2.96
2.86
2.48
2.34

0.2077
0.1250
0.0819
0.0694

2.52, 3.41
2.59, 3.12
2.31, 2.66
2.19, 2.48

Ages at first live births were also significantly associated with income (Table 28). Lower income
women experienced their first live birth close to 4 years younger than women in the highest income
bracket. Income was not found to be associated with significant variation in the ages of menarche of the
women. Additionally, lower, or higher, income was not found to be associated with increased, or
decreased, likelihoods of ever experiencing a pregnancy loss.

Table 28: Variance in ages at first live birth by income in the NHANES women

Age at first birth by
income
Model

Degrees of
freedom
5

Sum of
squares
78385522
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Mean square
19596380

F
value
23.04

p<0.05
<.0001

Education
Education levels were also significant in differentiating reproductive outcomes. Women without
high school diplomas (OR: 2.248, CL: 1.78, 2.83), and/or women without a college degree (OR: 1.737,
CL: 1.19, 2.54), had greater likelihoods of having higher numbers of pregnancies than women with
diplomas or degrees. Similarly, women without a high school diploma (OR: 2.253, CL: 1.80, 2.82), or a
college degree (OR: 1.637, CL: 1.13, 2.36) were likelier to experience greater numbers of live births than
women with diplomas or degrees.
Ages at first menarche did not influence whether a woman received a college degree (p=0.1033).
However, ages at first menarche did significantly vary based on whether the woman received a high
school diploma (p=0.0464). Those without high school diplomas were found to have slightly older ages at
first menarche. Ages at first live birth also significantly varied based on whether the women had received
a high school diploma (p<0.0001). Women with a high school diploma were on average 3 years older
when experiencing their first live birth compared to their peers without a high school diploma. While this
result suggests that giving birth at younger ages may be implicated in school-leaving, the mean ages of
first experiencing a live birth in those without a high school diploma, and those with (19.9 years vs. 22.7
years) is older than expected ages for receiving a high school diploma. The age of first live birth also
varied based on whether the women had received a college degree (p<0.0001). Women with college
degrees were older (25.4 years old) when they experienced their first live birth compared to women
without a college degree (21.4 years old), indicating that college graduates delayed having children
compared to non-college graduates.
While, the likelihoods of experiencing a pregnancy loss were not influenced by having or lacking
high school diplomas or college degrees, women without a college degree were more likely to experience
a low birth weight infant (OR:2.261, CL: 1.35, 3.77). The obtainment, or failure to obtain, a high school
diploma was not found to influence the likelihood of ever experiencing a low birth weight infant.
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Intersections between biology and social pressures
The results indicate that many of the reproductive, growth, and immune, outcomes observed in
this study may be indirectly caused by interactions between biology and culture in the U.S. population.
This section examines how connections between social and cultural forces may be interacting with each
other to influence the observed health differentials and disparities.
Ethnicity greatly influences the likelihood of whether the America women had received a high
school diploma or college degree. Only White women were found to have significantly greater
likelihoods of having received a high school diploma and/or college degree. Black and Hispanic women
were found to be significantly less likely to have received a high school diploma and/or college degree
(Table 29).

Table 29: Odds ratio of education levels by ethnicity in the NHANES women. Statistically significant likelihoods are demarked with an
asterisk.

Effect

Degrees of freedom

Point estimate (Odds)

95% confidence limits

College grad if Black
High school diploma if
Black
College grad if
Hispanic
High school if Hispanic
College grad if Other
High school if other
College grad if white
High school if White

15
15

0.621
0.610

0.42, 0.91*
0.43, 0.86*

15

0.1710

0.08, 0.37*

15
15
15
15
15

0.168
1.271
1.649
2.165
3.263

0.12, 0.22*
0.69, 2.34
0.68, 3.95
1.53, 3.06*
2.30, 4.62*

Ethnicity was also integral in creating significant variation in BMI values (p<0.0001). BMI
values in women identifying as Black were over 4 points higher than the lowest BMI values of women
identifying as Other. Hispanic, and White, women ranked 2nd, and 3rd, respectively in high to low BMI
values. Odds ratios demonstrated that Black women were over twice as likely to have a high BMI value
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compared to the other ethnic groups (OR: 2.224, CL: 1.33, 3.71). Hispanic ethnicity also increased the
likelihood of having a high BMI compared to other ethnic groups (OR: 1.566, CL: 1.02, 2.39).
Ethnicity was also significantly associated with income, X2 (n=1580) =85.6274, p<0.0001 (Figure
19).

250

Frequency

200
150
100
50
0
less than
$15,000

$15-24,999

$25-44,999

$45-74,999

$75,000+

Income
Hispanic

White

Black

Other

Figure 19: Frequency of incomes by ethnic group in the NHANES women

BMI was also found to be strongly associated with income status (p<0.0001), and education
levels, among the women. Lower incomes were associated with higher BMI values (Figure 20)
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BMI

32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25

Income levels
Figure 20: Mean BMI values by income in the NHANES women

BMI values also varied based on whether the women received a college degree (p=0.0012).
Women without a college degree were likelier to have higher BMI values compared to women with a
degree (OR: 1.844, CL: 1.28, 2.64) (Table 30). Having a high school diploma was not associated with
significant variation in BMI levels (p=0.8567).

Table 30: Mean BMI values based on education in the NHANES women

BMI

n

Mean

College degree
No college degree

252
1303

26.98
29.36

Standard error of
mean
0.557761
0.208983

95% Confidence
levels
25.79, 28.17
28.92, 29.81

Non-biological impacts on immune functioning
IgE values varied significantly between the ethnic groups (p<0.0001). Black women had the
highest IgE levels, and were over twice as likely as the other groups to have high values of IgE (OR:
2.318, CL: 1.77, 3.02). Hispanic (OR: 1.643 CL: 1.20, 2.24), and women identifying as Other (OR: 2.609,
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CL: 1.62, 4.19) also had significantly elevated likelihoods of having high IgE (Table 31). However, White
women had significantly decreased likelihoods of having high IgE (OR: 0.382, CL: 0.32, 0.45).

Table 31: Mean IgE (kU/l) based on ethnicity in the NHANES women

Ethnicity

n

Mean IgE (kU/l)

Hispanic
White
Black
Other

385
808
383
64

108.2597
81.3403
185.9756
160.4483

Standard error of
mean
13.4968
9.1970
19.1347
33.3700

95% confidence
levels
79.69, 137.23
61.74, 100.94
145.19, 226.76
89.32, 231.57

Determining the causes behind the elevated IgE levels in the NHANES women was not readily
identified. While higher IgE was likelier in women with asthma (OR: 2.203, CL: 1.31, 3.71), or allergies
(OR: 1.611, CL: 1.12, 2.30), the results were unable to directly correlate these findings to the elevated IgE
levels of specific ethnic groups. Odds ratios demonstrated that none of the 4 ethnic groups had significant
increased or decreased likelihoods of having asthma. Additionally, allergies were only found to have an
increased significant likelihood in White women (OR: 1.425, CL: 1.05, 1.92), and a decreased significant
likelihood in Hispanic women (OR: 0.562, CL: 0.40, 0.81).
The presence of asthma (OR: 1.033, CL: 0.66, 1.61) or allergies (OR: 0.834, CL: 0.67, 1.03) was
also not found to be associated with high numbers of pregnancies. This lack of association indicates that
fertility may not promote or prevent allergy sensitivities or asthma susceptibilities. Similarly, having
higher numbers of live births did not increase the likelihoods of having allergies (OR. 0.923, CL: 0.74,
1.15), or asthma (OR: 0.811, CL: 0.50, 1.30).
IgE did not vary based on income status in the U.S. women (p=0.4394). IgE also did not
significantly vary based on whether the women had a college degree (p=0.6432), or high school diploma
(p=0.7887). Similarly, eosinophil percentages did not vary based on having received a high school
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diploma (p=0.9484), or college degree (p=0.5151). Surprisingly, CRP levels did significantly vary based
on whether the women had a college degree (p=0.004) and/or a high school diploma (p=0.0065). For both
college degrees and high school diplomas, CRP levels were found to be lower in women with diplomas
and/or degrees (Table 32).

Table 32: Mean CRP values based on education levels in the NHANES women

CRP

n

Mean (mg/l)
0.3747
0.5024

Standard error of
mean
0.026081
0.026243

95% Confidence
levels
0.28, 0.47
0.44, 0.56

College degree
No College degree

245
1272

High school
diploma
No high school
diploma

1081

0.4668

0.026998

0.41, 0.52

436

0.5116

0.032812

0.44, 0.58

CRP was significantly variable when analyzing the income statuses of the women. (p<0.0001),
though eosinophil percentages were not (p=0.4189). The highest CRP levels were found in women of the
lowest income bracket. The rest of the income brackets remained relatively stable, though those with the
highest income ($75,000+) recorded distinctly lower CRP levels than the rest of the women (Appendix A,
Table A10). These results are not surprising considering the high correlation between CRP, psychosocial
stress (often attributable to low income), and obesity (Calabro et al., 2005; McDade et al., 2006; McDade
et al., 2008).
Eosinophil percentages did not vary based on the women’s ethnicity (p=0.9756). CRP did
significantly vary based on the ethnic identity of the women (p<0.0001). Black women had the highest
levels of the CRP inflammatory biomarker; this was followed by, White, Hispanic, and Other, identifying
women. The average CRP levels of Black women (0.69 mg/l) were over twice the average CRP levels of
Other identifying women (0.31 mg/l).
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Stature beyond biology
Stature was also found to be influenced by variables beyond immune functioning and
reproduction. Stature significantly varied by ethnicity (Figure 21), education, and income (Table 33).
Those with high school diplomas were on average over 3 cm taller than women without high school
diplomas. College graduates were also found to be over 1 cm taller than women without a college degree.
As viewed below (Figure 22), increased height was positively associated with increased income in the
sampled women.

Table 33: Variance in stature based on ethnicity, income, and education, in the NHANES women

Height
Ethnicity
Income
Height
College
degree
High School
diploma

Degrees of
freedom
3
3

Sum of
Squares
2.43318
1.55728

Mean square

F value

p<0.05

81102152
38929978

42.07
19.77

<0.0001
<0.0001

Degrees of
freedom
15

Estimate

t value

Pr>[t]

-1.4687

Standard
error
0.3275

-4.48

0.0004

15

-3.5947

0.5460

-6.58

<0.0001
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164
163
162

Stature (cm)

161
160
159
158
157
156
155
154
153
Black (n=364)

Hispanic (n=380)

White (n=756)

Ethnicities
Figure 21: Mean stature (cm) by ethnicity in the NHANES women

164

Stature (cm)

163
162
161
160
159
158
157

Income
Figure 22: Mean stature (cm) by income in NHANES women
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Other (n=60)

Chapter five: discussion

The findings of this dissertation demonstrate that growth and reproduction in both the Kalunga
and the U.S. women are shaped by life history trade-offs, ecological, and biocultural variables. The
evidence of immune-functioning trade-offs is less convincing but it lays the foundation for further
research projects. The discussion below focuses first on analyzing the life history hypotheses tested in the
dissertation, and second on the multi-causation and intersectional construction of stature, reproduction,
and immune functioning in both populations. Finally, these sections are followed by a discussion of why
the role of biocultural factors and health disparities are important to our understandings of life history
theory.

Life history trade-offs
Life history trade-offs were evident in both populations, and centered on stature and reproduction.
Evidence of life history trade-offs between immune functioning and stature were mostly absent, and life
history trade-offs between immune functioning and reproduction were variable.

Growth and reproduction in the Kalunga
Growth, and increased reproductive effort coupled with high infant mortality contribute to life
history trade-offs between stature and reproduction in the Kalunga. Taller Kalunga women had fewer
pregnancies and fewer live births; shorter women had higher fertility. These findings indicate that
lowered reproductive fitness and lowered reproductive effort is associated with taller stature, and shorter
stature is associated with higher reproductive fitness and higher reproductive effort. Per Onland-Moret et
al. (2005), high reproductive effort, combined with low offspring survivability, are the instigators of
trade-offs between height and reproduction. Our findings expand upon this association by also
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illuminating the role that fertility has in influencing adult stature. I am limited by the data collected for
this population in determining what other factors may also be influencing associations between stature
and fertility. However, based on the findings in the U.S. women, it is likely that biocultural variables are
also influencing or may be dictating the associations observed.
Even though the association between menarcheal ages and stature in the Kalunga was nonsignificant, likely due to the homogeneity of menarcheal ages in the sample, the observed trend of shorter
women with earlier menarcheal ages, is suggestive of a life history trade-off. Greater reproductive effort
at an earlier age (beginning menarche) is associated with shorter stature. Additionally, significant
associations between reduced stature and lower ages at first intercourse were also observed. Once again,
greater reproductive-related effort at earlier ages is associated with shorter stature. Additionally, this
finding, along with the associations observed between fertility and stature, indicate that variables
concerning: when the women start engaging in behaviors associated with reproduction (e.g. age at first
intercourse), or actual reproduction (numbers of pregnancies and live births) may be better proxies of
reproductive effort, or at least should be considered along with ages at menarche, when analyzing life
history trade-offs with stature in small samples, and/or samples with homogeneous ages at menarche. .
Earlier ages at menarche were associated with more pregnancies but not with more live births in
the Kalunga. This finding indicates that associations between menarcheal ages and stature, and those
between stature and fertility, are independent of each other. It also indicates that earlier menarcheal ages
in the Kalunga may be associated with higher risks of pregnancy loss as observed in other low-resource
populations (Wyshak, 1983; Parazzini et al., 1991). Kalunga women who experience earlier menarche
may have more pregnancies, but they may not achieve higher fertility than their peers who have later
fertility because some of those pregnancies are lost in miscarriages. Interestingly, engaging in intercourse
at earlier ages was also not significantly associated with having more pregnancies or more live births.
These findings indicate that firstly, in the Kalunga ages at menarche, and ages at first intercourse may be
indicators of reproductive effort but not reproductive fitness. Secondly, the presumption that some women
must have had more children--based solely on being able to start reproducing at earlier ages than their
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peers (either due to early menstruation or earlier ages at intercourse)—is not well supported by our data.
Instead, Kalunga women start directing energy away from growth when they get pregnant but those
pregnancies may not be successful. Finally, the associations found between shorter stature and higher
fertility are not indirectly reflecting associations between earlier ages of reproductive events and shorter
stature.
The Kalunga women have high reproductive effort as evidenced by high total fertility (ability to
conceive) and fecundity (offspring produced) levels. Additionally, the childhood mortality rate is also
elevated compared to other populations. While difficult to compare since the deaths in the Kalunga did
not occur in a single year, a rate of 132/1000 deaths over a period of approximately 20 years in a
population of 3,000-6,000 people is still high. In this type of environment, it is advantageous for
individuals to increase their reproductive fitness via higher fertility. This necessitates transferring energy
from growth to reproduction at earlier ages and having high fertility.

Growth and Reproduction in the U.S.
Life history trade-offs were evident in the U.S. population; in fact, some of the life history tradeoffs are in opposition to, or were absent in, the Kalunga population. The findings support the rejection of
the hypothesis that more trade-offs would be found in the Kalunga population; however, it is likely that
the greater frequency of trade-offs in the U.S. population is due to the increased statistical power of these
analyses rather than biological, or socio-economic differences between the two populations.
The same relationship between stature and fertility was observed in the U.S. as with the Kalunga.
Taller women had fewer pregnancies, and fewer live births; shorter women had higher fertility. The
overall fertility rate was lower in the U.S. women as was the stature differentials between the parity
groups. While the stature differentials are reduced, these still noticeable changes indicate that stature
changes with each additional pregnancy or live birth. The high fertility rate of the Kalunga necessitated
the construction of large parity groups; therefore, height differentials were observable with the addition of
1-5 pregnancies. The U.S. population instead reflects that each singular birth affects the stature of the
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women. While the trend was also observed when the nulliparous and parous U.S. women were compared,
the lack of statistical significance of the association may be due to the smaller sample size of nulliparous
women.
Earlier ages at menarche, and earlier ages at first live birth were also significantly associated with
shorter stature in the U.S. women. The associations between menarcheal ages and ages at first live birth
with stature, were independent of the associations between stature and fertility. In contrast to the Kalunga
women, younger ages at menarche in the U.S. population had negative significant associations with
numbers of pregnancies, and live births compared to women with older ages at menarche. These findings
suggest that firstly, U.S. fertility decreases the earlier one experiences menarche. This may be a byproduct
of the exceptionally young ages at menarche found in the U.S. population compared to other populations.
While 10 year olds in the U.S. may by reproductively mature, societal and other biological constraints are
likely limiting their fertility. Notably, the highest fertility is in women that experienced menarche at 15
years or older. The coupling of delayed ages in menarche and high fertility in this cohort of women may
be due to improved incomes, better nutrition, and fewer psychosocial stresses that enabled increased
pregnancy viability and infant survivability.
The same explanatory framework (high reproductive effort + low offspring survivability) used to
explain the life history trade-offs in the Kalunga is less suitable to explain the results found in the U.S.
population. Childhood mortality and reproductive effort are not high in the U.S. population compared to
the Kalunga, or the rates found in developing populations. There are several possible reasons for the
similarities found in the life history strategies between the two populations and these reasons may not be
mutually exclusive of each other. Firstly, other selective pressures in the U.S. population are triggering
the same life history strategies found in the Kalunga population. This suggests that societal stresses may
be as energetically costly as ecological stresses (e.g. infections), and demands further investigation in
anthropological life history theory scholarship.
Secondly, the definitions of increased/decreased reproductive effort may need greater
clarification. Our results indicate that high reproductive effort and high reproductive fitness should not
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only be used to describe populations with high fertility. Instead, high or increased reproductive effort is
subjective to the population studied. While 4-6 births in the Kalunga population would not regarded as
high fertility, it is in the U.S. population. Therefore, each subsequent pregnancy/live birth had by a U.S.
woman is increased reproductive effort compared to U.S. women with fewer pregnancies or live births.
These small incremental increases in reproductive effort are influencing life history trade-offs. Therefore,
our results indicate that while life history trade-offs may be more readily observed in high fertility
populations and/or populations living in conditions of endemic exposure to infectious diseases, they still
happen in populations with lower fertility, and fewer infectious agents, as well.
Other factors also indirectly influence the relationship between stature and fertility in the U.S.
population. Hispanic women had the highest fertility of the 4 ethnic categories. Hispanic women also
recorded the shortest mean stature of all the groups. While biocultural factors such as nutrition, income,
or marginalization are likely influencing stature, it is also not possible to discount genetic contributions to
stature. Notably, the trade-off in the Hispanic women does not easily fit the aforementioned evolutionary
explanatory framework. The women had high fertility, reduced stature, but were not facing low
survivability of their offspring. The Hispanic women were less likely to experience a pregnancy loss, or
low birth weight infant compared to other ethnic groups. Additionally, socio-economic factors are also
likely influencing stature and fertility in the U.S. populations. These are further explicated in a separate
section.

Fertility in the U.S. and Kalunga
The significant associations between the numbers of pregnancies, numbers of live births, and
stature, independent of the associations between reproductive ages and stature in both populations,
suggests that the role of reproductive fitness, rather than just the timing of reproductive events, may be
integral in life history theory analyses. While women that become pregnant, or have children, at much
older ages, are unlikely to be competing energetically against their stature, the results here suggest that the
actual act of becoming pregnant, and giving birth, is associated with stature in these women. Additionally,
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the associations between increased reproductive fitness and shorter stature presented here also support
findings by Nettle (2002b), that selection has driven reproductive fitness to be higher in shorter women in
less stressed environments (Sear, 2006). Of particular interest is that the stature-fitness associations
observed were shared by the U.S. and the Kalunga women. Other work (Pollet and Nettle, 2008; Sear et
al., 2004), found that taller stature was associated with increased reproductive fitness in stressed
environments.

Immune functioning and reproduction in the Kalunga
Life history trade-offs, as hypothesized, were not observed between reproduction and immune
responses in the Kalunga. Eosinophil and leukocyte levels did not vary based on ages at menarche, or
numbers of pregnancies and live births.
When using a US reference standard for having high IgE, women in the Kalunga subset sample
with high IgE had fewer pregnancies than their peers with lower IgE; this (non-significant) trend was also
observed in in the large Kalunga sample. Similarly, the numbers of live births had by women in the large
Kalunga sample was significantly lower in women with high IgE based on US standards. This suggests
that higher reproductive effort is associated with lowered production of IgE, however, it cannot be
strongly supported by the findings of the dissertation.
Additionally, IgE levels were significantly associated with ages at menarche in the Kalunga
women., but the values are not necessarily indicative of a life history trade-off. The highest values were in
women with the oldest ages at menarche, followed by those who experienced menarche at 12 years old or
younger. The lowest values were found in women that experienced menarche between 12-14 years old.
The association between menarcheal age and IgE is unlikely to be due to indirect associations between
other variables such as live births (correlation between IgE and livebirths r (155) =-0.07, p=0.379),
number of pregnancies, (correlation between IgE and number of pregnancies r (154) =-0.027, p=0.734) or
household size (correlation between IgE and household size r (34) =-0.254, p=0.134). Since no data on
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lifelong-allergen exposures were collected, it is impossible to assess if this is the cause of the correlation
between IgE values and menarcheal age.
It was evident though that IgE levels in the Kalunga were elevated compared to the U.S. women,
and U.S. standards of having high IgE. The women reported high rates of macro-parasitism throughout
their lives suggesting chronic infections which could explain these findings. Heavy macroparasitic
infections during adolescence could explain why menarche was delayed in some of the women. However,
this does not well explain why those with the youngest ages of menarche also experienced relatively high
IgE values.
Higher IgE in women with younger ages at first intercourse is suggestive of a life history tradeoff, but requires many presumptions to be supported. By re-directing energy to reproduction at younger
ages, these women may have had less energy to maintain a healthy immune system and became more
susceptible to parasitic infections than their peers.
Unexpected inverse associations between household size and IgE values were also found in the
Kalunga. Women with household sizes of 6 or more people had lower IgE values than women with fewer
members of their household. While declining family/household size has been proposed to be correlated to
rising rates of asthma and especially hay fever (proxies for high IgE values) in Western populations
(Wickens et al., 1999), this association would not be expected in the Kalunga. The population still has
high rates of infectious diseases, and few to no cases of asthma and hay fever. More research is needed to
understand why women with these larger households in the Kalunga have lower IgE values.
The significantly high eosinophil levels associated with younger ages at first intercourse in the
Kalunga are also not suggestive of a life history trade-off as elevated eosinophil values indicate acute
infections. Starting sexual activity and having children earlier could theoretically have placed these
women in a more socio-economically vulnerable situation that increased poverty, and poor sanitary living
conditions resulting in higher lifelong exposures to parasites. Similarly, starting sexual activity earlier
could indicate earlier exposures to sexually transmitted infections compare to their peers, that if untreated
could be associated with present eosinophil levels.
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Immune functioning and reproduction in the U.S.
IgE and fertility
The associations observed between immune functioning and reproduction in the NHANES do not
support life history trade-offs are occurring in the manner hypothesized. I had hypothesized that greater
energetic expenditures towards stature (taller) would be result in lower IgE levels. Instead, the analyses
revealed that higher IgE was found in women with greater numbers of pregnancies and live births.
I focused on IgE response and production as a measure of immune fitness, rather than measuring
immunocompetence (the ability of the immune system to resist an infection) (Schmid-Hempel and Ebert,
2003). Good immune health can be constructed in two ways: one’s ability to mount an adequate response
against infection, or one’s ability to prevent infection in the first place. Therefore, measuring
immunocompetence and immune health in life history analyses and within the field of ecological
immunology is context dependent (Viney et al., 2005). I had constructed my hypothesis by examining the
women’s capacity to mount immune responses. My results show that the energetic costs of increased
fertility did not impact the NHANES sample’s IgE values. Rather, the results suggest that greater
reproductive fitness/effort may have jeopardized immunocompetence. Had immunocompetence not been
jeopardized, there would be no need to increase IgE levels in the first place. Greater energetic costs
directed towards fertility has led some women to have greater susceptibility to antagonization by immune
stimuli that are resulting in increased production of IgE and eosinophils (Viney et al., 2005; SchmidHempel, 2003).
I was not without precedence in choosing IgE levels as a means of measuring good immune
health. Evolutionary ecologists often measure specific immune defenses, including antibody titres, as
indicators of host fitness (Schmid-Hempel and Ebert, 2003: Miller and McConnell, 2015; Miller et al.,
2010). This was the initial intent of this study: the production and magnitude of IgE levels were
hypothesized to reflect the woman’s ability to control, and defend against, pathogenic threat (SchmidHempel, 2003). Additionally, measuring immunocompetence is difficult. Many variables (e.g. ecological
exposures, genetic predispositions, societal stratification, etc.) may be impacting an individual’s ability to
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resist or become susceptible to infections. Even direct measures of jeopardized immunocompetence such
as identifying active parasitic infections though the gold standard Kato-Katz fecal smear methods, or
urine capture, can be problematic as egg counts can be highly variable and indicate active infections
(Blackwell et al., 2010). I decided that IgE levels would better measure and capture past and present
healthy immune responses to parasitism, and thereby indicate the relative immune health of the
individual.
Furthermore, presuming that IgE is an energetically costly defense and the production of it is
potentially vulnerable to life history trade-offs was also not without precedence. Total IgE levels in nonatopic adult females are expected to be approximately 148 kU/l (Carosso et al., 2006) or within the given
range of 2-214 kU/l for both sexes 18 years and older (Martins et al., 2014). Values of IgE over 200 kU/l
have high predictive value for allergic diseases (Amarasekera, 2011; Carosso et al., 2007; Wittig et al.,
1980). In helminth infections, IgE levels rise exponentially, with up to 100-fold increases beyond
expected ‘non-atopic values (Jarrett and Bazin, 1974; Negrão-Corrêo, 2001). For example, Dessaint
(1975) found mean IgE values of over 4000 kU/l of IgE in Brazilians infected with schistosomiasis, and
Hagel et al., (1993) recorded a median 2150 kU/l of IgE in children re-infected with roundworm
infections in Venezuela. Average IgE levels in many non-Western populations are presumed to be high
due to greater ecological exposures to IgE-stimulating antigens (Blackwell et al., 2010). With higher than
expected rates of atopy and hypersensitivity in the U.S. population (Rook, 2009), I hypothesized that
proportions of both populations, if not all the Kalunga, would have to allocate greater energetic
expenditures to immune functioning and the production of IgE that could trigger trade-offs in the other
life history traits.
However, IgE was not the costly immune response down-regulated to accommodate increased
fertility, nor did greater allocation of energy to IgE production result in decreased fertility. Instead, it
would have served me better to hypothesize that increased IgE, a proxy measure of parasitism or allergic
condition and ultimately an indication of poor health, reflected a measure of jeopardized immune
defenses. In this study, IgE, a threat-specific immune response, was not indicative of better immune
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health, or immune maintenance, but rather reflected vulnerability of the host to the pathogenic antigens
(Viney et al., 2005). Those individuals with higher levels of IgE were likely more susceptible, had greater
exposure to pathogenic threats, and/or had previous or active infections, compared to women with lower
levels of the antibody. IgE, produced in response to an infection, directly indicates the jeopardization of
that immunocompetence. Therefore, the hypothesis that energetic demands directed towards fertility
would lower immunocompetence and result in lower IgE levels was inherently flawed. The results
indicate that higher fertility in the NHANES sample was associated with proxy measures of jeopardized
immunocompetence as indicated by elevated IgE levels. The increased IgE of the women with 4 or more
pregnancies/live births suggests higher likelihoods of infection to IgE-stimulating antigens compared to
women with lower fertility, and lower IgE levels.
Interpreting the results this way suggests that firstly, a life history trade-off may be occurring.
High fertility could have jeopardized immunocompetence. This vulnerable state is reflected in the high
fertility women having to produce and maintain elevated IgE compared to their lower fertility peers.
Secondly, IgE could possibly be used as a proxy variable by future researchers as a means of measuring
jeopardized immunocompetence in specific contexts. Thirdly, Western lifestyles—characterized by
chronic inflammation—are producing immune stresses that may result in life history trade-offs.
A better way to test whether increased fertility causes a down-regulation of IgE (as I initially
hypothesized) would have been to compare the variation in fertility of only women known to have
helminthic infections, or severe atopy, with their IgE levels.
Similarly, IgE could also be used as an indicator of good immune health in life history trade-off
analyses in otherresearch contexts. Positive association between IgE levels and fertility may be an
adaptive mechanism that facilitates fertility. Chronically high IgE is associated with increased resistance
to some parasites (Black et al., 2010). In macro-parasitic endemic regions, early life infections that
increase and maintain high levels of IgE and protect against re-infections during adulthood may conserve
energy that can be re-directed towards increased fertility. I am hesitant to assert that this association is
represented here due to the lack of positive association between fertility and IgE in the Kalunga
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population (living in a parasite endemic region); additionally, chronically elevated levels of IgE do not
protect against re-infection from some parasites (Maizels et al., 1993).

Explaining the results in the absence of life history trade-offs
It is also possible that the positive association between IgE and fertility in the NHANES sample is
not reflecting competing energetic demands, and is not indicative of life history trade-offs occurring. The
lack of corroborating positive associations between IgE and fertility in the Kalunga is a major factor in
my hesitancy to definitively assert that the relationship is characteristic of a life history trade-off. While
there is cause to assume that the small sample size and low statistical power of the Kalunga sample is
preventing the observance of statistically significant associations, the Kalunga are living in even harsher
environments than the NHANES’ women and among more IgE-stimulating antigens, with higher fertility,
and fewer resources. If fertility is diminishing immunocompetence and increasing the likelihood of
immune susceptibility to IgE-stimulants, then women with 10 or more children should also have very
high IgE. However, my results indicate that socio-economic and behavioral factors could be influencing
exposure risks. For example, I found that Kalunga women with very high fertility had fewer worries than
women with lower fertility. High fertility women may have jeopardized immunocompetence, but
increased socio-economic status, and/or greater pooled energy allocation—either allowing them to have
high fertility, or because of having many children—may be reducing their exposure risks, and preventing
infections.
Nevertheless, other explanations for the positive association between IgE and fertility in the
NHANES sample warrant consideration and may better explain the findings. The associations of IgE and
fertility could be reflecting increased household sizes—expected with larger families--that are exposing
the women to greater amounts of immune stimuli (Strachan, 1989). This relationship would be
unexpected in U.S. women. Associations with increased immune stimuli in larger families has been found
in populations living in harsher environments, whereas increased IgE in Western populations have been
associated with smaller household sizes and more sanitary conditions (Strachan, 1989; Strachan et al.,
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2015). My findings could further support the need to differentiate between the living conditions and
expected immune outcomes of specific segments of the U.S. population. However, when analyzed
independently of pregnancy, increases in household size were only positively associated with IgE levels
to a point. Women with households of six people or more showed declines in IgE. Therefore, it is likely
that other explanations should be considered as well.
Alternately. IgE levels could be elevated directly due to increased numbers of pregnancies. IgE
levels increase during the later stages of pregnancy (McFadden et al., 2015; Perry et al., 2009); multiple
pregnancies repeatedly expose the maternal immune system to semi-allogenic fetuses that stimulate the
production of Th2 responses, including IgE. Elevated IgE levels could reflecting repeated exposures to
pregnancies (like the elevated IgE levels of people chronically infected with macro-parasites). By binding
to other lymphocytes when responding to pregnancies, the decay of IgE antibodies is slowed, and can be
maintained at higher than expected levels for longer periods of time and become a record of previous
reproductive events.
In previous research conducted, I found that parous status, and numbers of pregnancies recorded
from women in the NHANES 2005-2006 had statistically significant associations with IgE levels (Rivara
and Miller, in revision). Additionally, women with higher numbers of pregnancies had a slower decline of
IgE with age compared to women with fewer pregnancies (Rivara and Miller, in revision). Those
findings, along with the results obtained here, suggest that fertility plays a role in maintaining IgE at
higher than expected levels with age in U.S. women. There is a need for greater research into analyzing
the effects of reproduction on IgE levels.
Additionally, there is also the possibility that associations with IgE and fertility are indirectly
reflecting obesity-associated changes in immune functioning that occurs through multiple pathways; these
associations also may be intertwined to the rationale previously described. People that are obese have
higher mast cell protease levels (Shi and Shi, 2012). Additionally, in obese people, inflamed white
adipose tissue (WAT), contains an increased number of mast cells than in the WAT of leaner people
(Theoharides et al., 2008; Sismanopoulos et al., 2013). Poglio et al. (2010) found that in mice, WAT
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acted as a ‘dedicated reservoir’ of mast cell progenitors. Greater amounts of mast cells mean more high
affinity receptors for IgE (FceRI)—located on the mast cell surface--are available in the body. If these
individuals are exposed to IgE-stimulating antigens, more of their IgE is likely to be preserved and
measurable--due to being bound to more mast cells and thereby having an extended half-life (Achatz et
al., 2010) -- than women that have lower BMI values.
Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) that are produced and proliferate due to diabetes and
obesity can also activate mast cells (Sismanopoulos et al., 2013) allowing for increased opportunities for
IgE binding compared to women with fewer AGEs. Leptin also increases due to obesity, and is positively
associated with IgE levels in children, adding further support to the correlations between IgE and body
size found in my results (Mai et al., 2004 in Sismanopoulos et al., 2013).
My results showed that positive associations existed between BMI and fertility, as well as BMI
and IgE. The elevated IgE found in women with high fertility could be indirectly reflecting the elevation
of higher mast cell counts, and increased opportunities for IgE binding to the mast cells, in women with
higher BMI. However, it is difficult to determine if these present associations would have differed at
earlier times of their lives when their BMI may have been lower which could indicate non_body size
rationales for elevated IgE. It is also difficult to ascertain if the onus for IgE production is more associated
with body size or fertility. Possible ways of analyzing that would be to test the IgE of women with
equally high fertility, but differing body sizes. What is suggested by my results is that there is a likely
feedback loop occurring between BMI, IgE, and fertility, that is maintaining higher than expected levels
of each component in specific segments of the NHANES sample.

IgE, eosinophils, and reproductive ages in the U.S. women
In the U.S., as was the case among the Kalunga, higher levels of IgE were found in women with
younger ages at menarche, and younger ages at first live birth, suggesting that a life history trade-off may
have occurred. While it is difficult to retroactively determine if this was the case, the energetic costs
directed towards reproduction at earlier ages may have caused these women to be immunologically
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vulnerable to IgE-stimulating antigens. Additionally, associations between IgE and lower ages at
menarche, lower ages at first live birth, higher BMI values, and lower income, in the U.S. suggest that
these women may be living in conditions greater at risk for stress, infection, and poor health outcomes
that would result in elevated levels of IgE.
Eosinophil associations with fertility mirrored those of IgE in the U.S., namely with the highest
values found in women with the most pregnancies and live births, but also relatively high values in those
individuals with the fewest pregnancies and live births. The patterns observed indicate that changes in
fertility affect the levels of eosinophils produced in the women, but not in a manner consistent with a life
history trade-off. The actual mechanism spurring the relationship between the eosinophil production and
fertility in this population is not well explained by the analyses conducted here, nor in the data collected
in NHANES.

CRP
CRP was significantly associated with ages at menarche, ages at first live birth, and the numbers
of live births had by the U.S. women. CRP is an acute inflammatory biomarker and it is unlikely that life
history trade-offs were responsible for these associations. Instead, higher CRP in women that experienced
menarche at younger ages could be indirectly related to these variables via BMI. Our results show that
women with higher BMI values (associated with elevated CRP levels) recorded earlier ages at menarche.
Starting menarche before the age of 12 years old was associated with adult BMI obesity classification in
the U.S. women. Additionally, inflammation during adolescence could have delayed menarche in women.
If those conditions persisted, this could explain why women with the oldest ages at menarche also had
elevated CRP levels.
The positive association between CRP and numbers of live births may be due to increased
opportunities for inflammatory exposures (e.g. increased pathogens, stress), but may also tie back to
income and BMI, as both factors are associated with CRP, and both factors are associated with increased
fertility in this population. Additionally, as the production of CRP can be instigated by adipocytes
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(Calabro et al., 2005), the positive association between CRP and fertility could be reflecting the positive
associations that were found between fertility and high BMI values.
Younger ages at first live birth are also significantly associated with lower income levels, and
higher BMI in this population. Therefore, these factors may also be creating environments of increased
inflammation reflected in CRP levels.

Poor reproductive outcome
The findings of this study support the rejection of the hypothesis that increased IgE is associated
with poorer reproductive outcomes, as would be expected in a life history trade-off. In the Kalunga, and
the U.S., women with higher IgE were equally likely to experience pregnancy loss, miscarriages, or low
birth weight infants as women with lower IgE values. It is more likely that poor reproductive outcomes in
both populations are being directly shaped by socio-economic and ecological factors. Notably, younger
U.S. women were found to be more likely to have experienced a pregnancy loss than older women. Since
maternal obesity is associated with increased rates of miscarriage (Lashen et al., 2004), I investigated if
younger women were more likely to be obese and therefore explain this association. However, the mean
BMI for the younger cohorts—while registering as overweight (≥25)—are below obesity classifications.
Additionally, BMI levels in the U.S. women increased with age and parity. Younger U.S. women were
likelier to have lower incomes which could be indirectly impacting reproductive health.
Shorter U.S. women were more likely to give birth to low-birth weight infants (lbw infants).
Biocultural factors best explain this association. A major risk factor of having a low birth weight infant is
maternal malnutrition (Alam et al., 2009). Shorter stature is often a consequence of malnutrition—
potentially caused by a trade-off inducing infection--or by a lack of access to adequate nutrition during
childhood growth and development (Cameron and Bogin, 2012). The conditions that determined
shortened stature in these women during their early life may be continuing—and even exacerbated—
during their pregnancies resulting in low birth weight infants.
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I investigated if BMI was also influencing the incidence of lbw infants. BMI increased with each
subsequent live birth had by the U.S. women. Those women with 3 or more live births have BMI values
close to the demarcation of obesity which is associated with increased incidences of poor pregnancy
outcomes, though not necessarily low birth weights (McDonald et al., 2010; Han et al., 2011; Leddy et
al., 2008). However, significant associations with high BMI and the incidence of pregnancy loss or low
birth weight infants in the U.S. population were not observed. I would argue that the elevated mean BMI
values (>28) of the U.S. women with a history of pregnancy classifies most women as overweight;
therefore, many of these women may have higher risks of having poor reproductive outcomes than
women with lower BMI values.
Maternal overweight or obese status is a form of malnutrition and increases the risk for poor
reproductive health outcomes. Low birth weight and poor fetal programming in utero, are associated
increased risks of adult obesity and poor health outcomes (Barker, 1990). Shorter women with high BMIs
and lbw infants may have been themselves been low birth weight infants and are perpetuating epigenetic,
biological, and behavioral multi-generational cycles of poor health and reproductive outcomes (Kuzawa
and Sweet, 2009). Lower income and less education (both associated with short stature in this population)
could also be factoring into the increased likelihood of having a lbw infant via reduced access to antenatal
healthcare, and good nutrition.
The other major risk factor for having a low birth weight infant, or suffering a pregnancy loss was
ethnicity in the U.S. population. Identifying as Black or Other increased the likelihood of these poor
reproductive outcomes. Unfortunately, this finding corroborates many other studies conducted in the U.S.
population (Gravlee, 2009).

Biocultural factors and their role in life history theory
It is evident that biocultural factors shape growth, immune functioning, and reproduction in both
populations. These are the stresses that instigate life history trade-offs, but they are also the variables that
can buffer against trade-offs occurring. Life history trade-offs are the phenotypic expressions of
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negotiations between larger primary life functions of growth, reproduction, and somatic maintenance
(immune functioning). However, these larger functions are continuously shaped by energetic stresses
impacting the immune systems, fertility, or growth of individuals. For example, infections may contribute
to inadequate nutritional intake that impedes growth within an individual. The phenotypic compromise
that occurs, stunting, is a life history trade-off that further contributes to the overall stature of the
individual. The individual is short due to infection, inadequate nutrition, and because an evolutionary
mechanism has forced their body to no longer provide energy to continue to grow. It is difficult though to
measure exactly how much of a trait (e.g. stature) is attributable to nutrition, stress, genetic make up, or
life history trade-offs. The difficulty arises because these variables are not mutually exclusive.
What our results clarify is that in the midst of genetic, ecological, and nutritional stresses
impacting stature, an evolutionary explanation also plays a role. The Kalunga and the U.S. women faced
vastly different ecological, nutritional, and socio-economic stresses. Stresses within the U.S. population
are highly variable and disproportionately impact some segments of the population more than others. The
Kalunga are more homogenous in terms of their genetic makeup and their socio-economic and ecological
exposures. However, we observed the same pattern occurring between fertility and stature in both
populations. Higher fertility is associated with shorter stature. The multiple and variable stresses faced by
both populations shaped the stature of these women throughout their adolescence; along with potential
sexual selection, the addition of reproductive stresses finalized energetic contributions to growth and
produced the same phenotypic compromise (shorter stature with higher fertility) across cultures and
populations.
It is also evident in our results that disparities exist within and between the populations. These
disparities are important not just to the individuals they are impacting, but also because the identification
of disproportionate stresses upon segments of populations may be useful in determining who is at greater
risk for poor health, lowered socio-economic outcomes, and life history trade-offs. Delineated below are
analyses of how biocultural influences are impacting the populations.
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U.S. women: Identifying and defining disparities.
Fertility, health, stature, and socio-economic status in the U.S. population are strongly shaped by
income, education, and indirectly, ethnicity. Women with the lowest incomes had the highest fertility;
each increased income gradation was negatively associated with fertility rates. The lowest income women
were also having the children earlier in life than wealthier women. Similarly, less educated women had
higher fertility than their peers with greater education, and were more likely to have children earlier in
life.
This last finding could also explain the associations observed between taller stature and lower
fertility in the U.S. women. Instead of energetic costs creating trade-offs between stature and fertility, the
lowered fertility of the U.S. women could be reflecting larger temporal trends in total fertility rates,
education levels, and income status observed in many Western populations throughout the 20th century,
and increasingly in less developed countries more recently (Morgan and Taylor, 2006). Instead of higher
status people (generally characterized by increased income, social capital, and education) having higher
fertility; this transition is marked by a reversal of these associations. Higher status individuals have lower
fertility. Increased agency by women in Western nations, and more recently developing countries as well,
to participate in employment and educational opportunities, along with greater gender equality have
influenced decisions to postpone parity and/or decrease the numbers of pregnancies had (Kohler et al.,
2002 in Morgan and Taylor, 2006; Basu, 2002; Colleran et al., 2015). Education specifically, along with
occupational status and skill accumulation, as forms of ‘embodied capital’ in transitioning and posttransitioning societies have been connected to lowered reproductive success (Colleran et al., 2015; Galor
and Weil, 2000). I found associations between higher income, more education, and lower fertility, that
add support to these demographic trends.
Additionally, numerous studies have demonstrated that taller stature in the United States is
associated with the same factors constituting increased and improved ‘embodied capital’ (Wyshak, 2014;
Deaton and Arora, 2009). Children raised in these conditions are more likely to have the nutritional
support that will provides opportunities to reach expected adult stature. Embodied capital also provides
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these women more opportunities to access education, and higher income employment that perpetuates
lowered fertility in specific segments of the population. Syndemic interactions between social
environments of improved health and nutrition, greater educational opportunities, and higher income
status, maintain patterns of taller stature and lowered fertility in portions of the U.S. population.
The results demonstrated that specific minority populations were more at risk for having poorer
reproductive, health, and socio-economic outcomes. Black and Hispanic women were far less likely to
graduate high school or college compared to White women. Not graduating high school in general placed
all women at lower income brackets. Not graduating college increased the likelihood that women would
have higher BMI values, and non-graduates of both high school and college had increased levels of CRP.
A college education also impacted stature. As women likely started college after reaching their full adult
stature, this finding suggests an indirect relationship between the two variables. The higher socioeconomic status which provided opportunities for some women to attend college likely also provided for
greater nutritional support during development allowing women to reach their expected adult stature.
Likewise, the inverse association between income and stature suggests that poorer socio-economic status
prevented access to adequate nutrition, healthcare, and lower stress environments necessary to reach full
adult height (Ritchie et al., 1995; Silva et al., 2012).
Black and Hispanic women were much likelier to have higher BMI values, and Black women
were more likely to have poor reproductive health outcomes, and higher IgE levels compared to the other
ethnic groups. The analyses were unable to determine the causes of high IgE in Black women as these
women were at equal risk for asthma or allergies as women in other ethnic groups. In comparison to the
other ethnic groups, the only poor health outcome faced by White women was an increased rate of
allergies.
Health disparities between ethnic groups in the United States are well documented and the
findings here corroborate those works. Our findings of high pregnancy loss rates in Black and Other
ethnicities is corroborated by studies conducted by Keppel et al. (2002); Mathews and MacDorman
(2007) that found that infant mortality in African Americans was 2.4 times higher than other ethnic
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groups in 2004 (Gravlee, 2009). Additionally, African Americans are also more likely to die from
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, kidney disease, and hypertension than White indviduals (Minño et al.,
2007 in Gravlee, 2009). These health differentials are not due to genetic differences, but rather to the
embodied experience of belonging to a minority population in a country stratified by class and structural
inequities. Many studies have found associations between discrimination and increased likelihood of poor
health and reproductive outcomes (Gravlee, 2009). The disparities identified in this study between
income, education, and reproductive outcomes further support the existence of these inequities; the
additive stresses that marginalized groups are facing are energetically and emotionally costly, may be
influencing body size, fertility, immune functioning, and stature, and may be constructing differential
risks for life history trade-offs that are not present in other groups.

Kalunga: Identifying and defining disparities.
From a Western perspective, it is evident that Kalunga women face material deprivation in
comparison to affluent societies and many populations within Brazil. There are many things that the
women do not have access to including: toilets, clean and running water, lights and electricity,
transportation to the city, readily available medical services, personal goods, and clothing, etc. These
items and services are directly and indirectly related to their poor health outcomes in comparison to the
U.S. population. Additionally, reproductive outcomes were also very different from the U.S. women. Not
only was fertility much higher, but the rate of childhood survival, or child survival in general (children
that died during adulthood), was much higher than that experienced by the U.S. women. The pregnancy
and birth experiences of the Kalunga women were also very different from what would be expected in
U.S. populations. The women did not have ready access to antenatal care, medications, or therapies for
sickness and pain during pregnancies. Most of the women delivered at least one of their children at home,
with limited amounts of help or medical interventions.
Within the Kalunga, there were few observable disparities in health outcomes. In general, there
was homogeneity in the ecological and socio-economic factors influencing Kalunga health which
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prevented many of these overt differences. The few observable disparities within the Kalunga—and the
many found between the populations--were ultimately caused by structural inequities such as limited
access to education or healthcare; some though were products of cultural normative beliefs about what
people should have, or need, to obtain health and wellbeing. These normative beliefs construct feelings of
relative deprivation and stress among people that are unable to obtain them. Relative deprivation is
proposed to be a main cause of health inequities, and constitutes the “…inability of individuals to achieve
the kind of lifestyle that is valued and considered normative in their social context” (Dressler et al., 2014).
For example, when asked what they would obtain if they had the resources, not one Kalunga woman said
a toilet, or soap. Access to piped water, electricity, transportation was wanted and the lack of access to
these items, and knowing that access of these services was available for others, were causes of stress and
relative deprivation in these women’s lives.
This finding also showcases that the Kalunga are a population in transition. While quilombos are
still publicly heralded as isolated and rural, these women do have (limited) access to instruments and
items of modernity such as technology, transportation, communication, and diets. While their life in the
Vãos is more traditional in terms of practices and resources, many women also have homes in Cavalcante,
some with electricity and televisions. This dual lifestyle helps to form differing expectations and norms
about what is needed to exist, and shapes constructions of deprivation.
Fertility was another cause of relative deprivation in some of the women’s lives. High fertility in
the Kalunga population, along with the absence of nulliparous women suggest that having children is an
expected and valued part of one’s life. Our results even show that women felt less stress when they had 10
or more children compared to women with fewer children. Several women in the Kalunga subset
expressed dissatisfaction and sadness about not having as many children as they wanted. Not being able
to control their fertility to meet culturally expected norms and expectations can lead to enormous
psychosocial stress. Conversely, few also indicated dissatisfaction about having too many children. One
individual’s reason for this unhappiness stated, “it could not be avoided” highlighting not only the lack of
available birth control methods, but also the lack of agency she felt about her control over her fertility.
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Dressler et al. (2014) argues that “… where an individual’s or family’s lack of consonance with the
community is evident materially, to be demonstrated day in and day out, the sense of loss or failure may
be profound.” Not being able to control the number of children they have, or the resources they can
access, when others in their community may be better able to, can create feelings of stress and relative
deprivation.
Another instance of relative deprivation experienced was the amount of schooling the women
received. Less than half of the women received any schooling, and even for those that did, some only for
a few months. Over 70.0% of the women were dissatisfied with the amount of schooling they received.
Some of the responses provided show that gender inequities were to blame. Not only was it not a
woman’s place to be in school when they could be working on the farm, but pregnancies and child-rearing
were responsibilities that prevented schooling, and was placed upon women. Additionally, I would argue
that this is an instance of relative deprivation that for some transcended time. The little amount of
schooling most of the women received likely was not abnormal for their generation (this is not to say they
could not still regret not having more). However, modern Brazilian society is vastly different and
childhood education is required by law. As shown, 100% of the women reported that each of their
children had received at least some amount of schooling. This is to say that 100% of their offspring were
provided an opportunity that was denied or at least given with severe restrictions to the majority of the
women. Therefore, it may be likely that dissatisfaction with the amount of schooling they received, and
the sense of being deprived is an artifact of, or has been magnified through, comparisons with the
normative educational opportunities provided for their offspring (Dressler et al., 2014).

Mitigating deprivation
The Kalunga showed many ways of mitigating perceived and (Western perceived) deprivations.
One means of alleviating the psychosocial impacts of deprivation found in the Kalunga was acceptance.
Several women that were dissatisfied with the number of children they had responded, “It was what God
gave them.” The rationalization of lowered fertility could be as Scheper-Hughes (2008) argues, a form of
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resilience, and of reframing “…adverse events in order to make them meaningful, purposeful…the
attempt to make terrible events consistent with one’s world view.” Furthermore, the positive outlook on
their health statuses, and the relatively few complaints concerning their living situations, could be the
manifestation of cultural resilience following generations of oppression, impoverishment, trauma, and
exclusion (Schepher-Hughes, 2008). These responses may not be denials of reality, but the formation of
survival mechanisms that allow for life, and, living, rather than suffering in inequitable times and spaces.
Another way of reducing deprivation by the Kalunga was to not view a lack of access to services
or good health, or to material items as a deprivation. The most plaintive example of differing
researcher/participant assessment was perceived health status. The majority of the women did not have
ready access to clean running water, bathrooms, or medical services. Additionally, many reported having
various muscle and joint pain, headaches, and diarrhea. One woman had Dengue at the time of interview
and another reported having Chagas disease. Furthermore, many women at the time of the initial UnB
study had malaria and protozoan infections, and it is likely a few probably had both or either during the
follow-up interview. To many outsiders, as well as me, these statistics reflect poor health outcomes, and
an overall poor quality of life. Nonetheless, close to 80% of the women interviewed assessed themselves
to be in good or excellent health. This demonstrates a definite difference in Western and Kalunga
approaches to what constitutes good health. It was stated to the researcher that for the Kalunga, if they are
still able to work, then they consider themselves to be in good health.
The positive outlook on their health status voiced by many of the Kalunga women could also be a
way of avoiding the classification of being ill, or adopting a sick role (Leatherman et al., 2014). In a study
of Peruvian agriculturalists, Leatherman et al. (2014), found that many individuals would not allow
themselves to be sick during times of production; even if the individual was ill, they would not assume a
sick role in order to keep working. The option to be sick during these times did not exist because the
consequences of not working—long term food insecurity and income loss for their households—were far
worse. However, as noted by Leatherman et al. (2014), this type of denial has the potential to have severe
health ramifications. This type of experience in the Kalunga households could be influencing how they
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responded to the health status question. The women may have wanted to avoid being categorized as
‘sick’. They may also have higher standards for what qualifies as ‘ill health’ due to their taxing lifestyle
and do not think some types of discomfort qualify as ill health. It is also possible that they were in as
good health as they stated.

Costs of stress, social inequities and poor health
Nonetheless, the routinization of poor health—even if an adaptation to generations of stress—
should not be an acceptable standard or expectation for the Kalunga. Chronic discomfort, and illness,
leads to many ‘indirect’ costs including losses to: labor, relationships, mental well-bring, and crop and
food production (Leatherman et al., 2014). Many of the women acknowledged that they had worries; their
worries were not about their own proximate health or living situations, but rather caring for their families,
and accessing the goods and services necessary to do so. This overall inability to manage their health and
lack of access to healthcare is likely at the root of health disparities between the Kalunga and the wider
Brazilian population. Dressler et al. (2014) argues that “Individuals in disadvantaged groups are deprived
of meaningful participation in the wider society and that the stresses associated with that deprivation
account for health disparities.” The culture and history of the Kalunga (as isolated and hidden) along with
the lack of physical access to resources or social participation (geography, poverty, lack of education, and
lack of political voice) have influenced the degree of health disparities in the population.
Ecological factors including: inevitable exposure to parasites and infectious diseases,
malnutrition, and poor sanitation are directly responsible for the higher rates of infections and poor health
and reproductive outcomes observed. However, there are larger social forces that maintain the inability to
improve the health and socio-economic circumstances of the Kalunga. Additionally, these social forces
are both passively and actively enforced upon the population. The maintained isolation of many of the
Kalunga from larger Brazilian society is partly an active choice by the individuals. Health outcomes
would likely improve if Kalunga women lived full time in Cavalcante. They would be able to access
healthcare and better nutritional supplementation easier. The lands the Kalunga live on are marginal and
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not conducive to agricultural. These lands historically though were the only ones available to the Kalunga
and provided refuge from enslavement. The cultural ties the Kalunga have to their lands supersedes the
fact that agricultural practices on the lands are unsustainable, and the crops are grown provide
nutritionally poor sustenance.
A lack of effective governmental policy and infrastructure, historically and presently, has limited
the access of the Kalunga to healthcare, nutrition, civil and educational opportunities, and perpetuates
poor health outcomes in the communities. For example, the working schoolhouse where the interviews
were conducted had no electricity, running water, means of communication, bathrooms, or ventilation.
This is not the same type or level of educational access that students in Brasìlia have. However, there is
no way for parents in Vão de Moleque to send their children to other schools if they wanted to. Not only
can they not afford to, but ‘better’ schools are located hours away via poor-to-absent roads. Likewise,
most of the women are reliant on the limited availability of trucks and drivers to travel to Cavalcante if
they need medical care. Minor health issues can easily escalate into medical emergencies because
healthcare cannot be readily accessed. The Kalunga are in a situation where they are not in control of
improving their health or livelihoods.

Biocultural stress and life history trade-offs
In the Kalunga, we see a population that has been marginalized for hundreds of years. The
structural violence and traumatization of enslavement, and institutionalized discrimination and
impoverishment have led to generations of Kalunga that are disproportionately exposed to socioecological stressors including: poverty, racism, poor sanitation, infections, and low socio-economic status
compared to the larger Brazilian population and the U. S. Poor health has become routinized within the
population to the point of normalization (Scheper-Hughes, 2008). High rates of parasitic infection during
one’s life, high rates of child and infant mortality were not exceptions in the lives of these women.
In some ways, life has improved for the Kalunga since these women were young. Mandated
education and receivership of Bolsa Familia funds provides economic and social mobilization
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opportunities for the younger generations. The biosocial inheritance of poor maternal health and socioeconomic opportunities to their offspring may have been disrupted or at least alleviated because of these
larger political economic factors. Unfortunately, the changing trajectory of the Brazilian political sphere
towards rejecting socialized outreach and aid to marginalized populations could culminate in worsening
socio-economic and health outcomes for the Kalunga.
This study has shown that Kalunga health is tenuous and heavily influenced by their lived
experience in the socio-ecological context of the Brazilian cerrado. The lowered socioeconomic status of
the Kalunga and quilombos in general in Brazilian society places them at a disadvantage in regulating and
improving their health. Quilombos do not have access to good health, nutrition, and sanitation. Because of
this, they are more likely to suffer from chronic stress, and diseases (Marmot, 2004; Dressler et al., 2014).
Pathogenic threats are also likely to increase due to global climate change (Singer and Bulled, 2012).
The U.S. population also faces stress and poor health outcomes, though the biggest burdens are
disproportionately felt by poor people, minorities, and people lacking education. While the ecological
stresses may be limited in the U.S. population, social stresses are also energetically costly. One striking
difference between the U.S and the Kalunga women is the association of low SES status in the U.S.
women to earlier ages at pregnancy, and poor health outcomes. In the Kalunga, SES status did not create
distinct health differentials. This could be partly due to the homogeneity of lowered SES and health
conditions in the Kalunga; however, it could also indicate a level of social support present in the Kalunga
population, and absent in the U.S., that prevents the predisposition of women to increased poverty just
because they started reproducing earlier.
Disparities in the U.S. population are also not recent inventions. As socio-economic inequities
continue to increase, disproportionate stresses will fuel increased ‘syndemics of disparity’ for socioeconomic, and health, outcomes (Georgia State University, 2011; Singer and Bulled, 2012). Worryingly
for both populations, these conditions create what Leatherman (2005) calls a trans-generational povertyillness nexus that makes health or socio-economic improvements impossible to overcome without the
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improvement of structural inequalities. These cycles of poverty and illness lead to ‘weakened resilience’
for those impacted further diminishing individuals’ agency for improvement (Leatherman et al., 2014).
The stresses faced by the Kalunga and the U.S., women create chronic, trans-generational, crises
that support the instigation of life history trade-offs. During a lifetime of energetic demands, the addition
of acute stresses (e.g. growth, pregnancy, infection) forces the re-direction of energetic expenditures that
result in phenotypic compromises between the life history traits. Our study shows that it is not just the
stresses one would expect in a developing country (e.g. very high fertility, high rates of infection, etc.)
that instigate trade-offs, rather, all types of stresses can create the conditions necessary to support life
history trade-offs.

Applied Anthropology and life history trade-offs
In life history theory, the trade-offs that occur are viewed as sacrifices made for survival. For
example, extreme episodes of infection, or starvation, results in stunted growth and/or alteration of
reproductive normalcy. Often, a trade-off leads to ensuing phenotypic aberrations and deviations away
from expected trait expression. This negative association overshadows that the resulting outcomes are
forms of resilience and resistance against life-threatening evolutionary and energetic pressures.
I suggest that these forms of resilience may not always be necessary and could possibly be
prevented which is why this study is important to applied anthropologists. Life history theory proposes
that finite energy is the cause of a trade-off occurring; but energy is not finite. Energy is limited because it
is already being expended elsewhere. Understanding that makes it easier to understand the absence of
some life history trade-offs and how alleviating stresses could prevent some from occurring at all. As
Kramer, et al. (2009) and Reiches et al. (2009) found, some life history trade-offs are prevented in women
that have help raising their offspring. Pooled energy allocation could also be obtained through other forms
of aid that helps to reduce energetic expenditures (e.g. healthcare, or nutritional supplementation).
This type of energy pooling may even be reflected internally within our immune reactions, and
may explain why trade-offs impacting immune functioning were less evident and even absent in the
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study. This is emphasized by Schmid-Hempel (2003) who asserts that the costs of deploying the immune
system may not be visible if the organism is able to compensate energy loss by consuming additional
resources. It is only “…if conditions deteriorate, will these costs become tangible and a trade-off with
other fitness components be observed” (Schmid-Hempel, 2003). The immune system deploys many
responses to the same threat; this redundancy can compensate for stress. Additionally, adequate
nutritional status can ensure proper immune deployment. Therefore, some trade-offs and costs may never
be visible (Schmid-Hempel, 2003). In the same sense, if, immune trade-offs can be avoided if other
energetic costs are reduced, it is likely possible to some prevent stature, and reproductive, trade-offs as
well via nutritional supplementation, or social support.
Having very high fertility will likely always result in some form of a trade-off, but perhaps it is
possible to mitigate or reduce the extent of the trade-off manifested. In our study, shorter Kalunga and
U.S. women had higher fertility. While the much higher fertility rate, and lower nutritional status, of the
Kalunga should be taken into consideration, the height differentials in the Kalunga women by parity
status were more marked than in the U.S women. Having better access to nutrition, a less strenuous
lifestyle, and reduced pathogenic threats, in the U.S. could be helping to allocate energetic resources
towards growth that are minimizing the stature loss between the parity groups. These differentials could
possibly be reduced even further if social support for mothers was improved. Reducing disparities
between groups, and improving access to healthcare, social mobilization, and nutrition, may help to
elevate the energy available in times of growth, reproduction, and immune maintenance that could buffer
against severe life history trade-offs that undermine well-being or livelihoods.
The results here are also applicable to the wider public and to the field of Pediatrics. As
demonstrated by the U.S. population, associations existed between younger ages at menarche and
increased inflammation, lowered fertility, and shorter stature. The number of women experiencing
menarche at younger ages is only expected to increase (Henrichs et al., 2014). Steps need to be taken to
reduce the negative associations of reaching this reproductive age so quick. These women will be
predisposed to multiple poor health and psychological repercussions (Lim et al., 2016; Lieberoth et al.,
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2015; Henrichs et al., 2014). Applied anthropologists, along with medical professionals, and the wider
public, need to take action to prevent sedentary lifestyles, unhealthy diets, pollutant exposures, childhood
adversities and psychosocial stresses, that have been associated with causing earlier ages at menarche
(Henrichs et al., 2014; Soliman et al., 2014; Gaudineau et al., 2010).
The Kalunga are in the midst of transitioning to more Westernized lifestyles. While the
homogeneity of their lifestyles has helped to buffer against within populational disparity-associated
stresses that can trigger life history trade-offs, this is likely to change. Additionally, the results showed
there is a greater severity to life history trade-offs when they do occur in the Kalunga. Therefore, it is
probable that the health, and reproductive, consequences of life history trade-offs in the population may
worsen. As long as the population remains food insecure and without ready access to adequate healthcare,
the addition of Western lifestyles and social stratification in an environment of poor sanitation and
infectious diseases will leave few energetic reserves able to mitigate and minimize life history trade-offs.
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Chapter six: limitations

This section discusses the major limitations impacting data collection and analyses of the
Kalunga and the U.S. samples.
I was unable to directly compare the two populations for this dissertation. This would have been
possible had I used multivariate analytical methods including: MANOVA, or Mahalanobis’ Distance
Analysis. However, the difficulty in merging the complex survey design of the NHANES data, with the
Kalunga data sets precluded me from undertaking this type of analysis. Analyzing the NHANES sample
data on its own (and not presenting it as representational of the nation’s women), would facilitate these
types of analyses and are intended for future publications of the work presented.

Kalunga
Culturally sensitive topics
Inquiring about culturally sensitive information likely limited the findings of this study. For
example, when inquiring about the number of abortions the women may have had, some of the women
looked visibly uncomfortable when asked, and others skipped answering the question entirely. Most of
the women responded that they had never aborted a fetus. There are reasons to believe that this was
inaccurate. It was known when creating the survey instrument that this question may be problematic. In
previous studies of quilombo women conducted by Bowen and Tillman (2015), it was found that women
were uncomfortable answering the question and many refused to answer since abortions are illegal in
Brazil. By acknowledging that they had an abortion, women were worried they may get in trouble with
the police and Brazilian authorities, even though they knew their answers would remain anonymous.
Bowen and Tillman (2015) even go on to assert that in future studies researchers should refrain from
asking these types of questions at all. Because of this, I was hesitant to include the subject in the
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interviews. However, recent work (2015) with the Kalunga by Dr. Oliviera and Sabrina Paiva found that
the opposite was true with the Kalunga women. In their experience, most of the women were very open to
talking about all aspects of their reproductive histories including abortions, and specifically admitting to
having abortions. Therefore, as abortion rates are essential to understanding reproductive fitness, it was
decided to include the questions on the survey instrument for this study.
There are a few reasons that could explain why there appears to be a discrepancy between
abortion rates in this study compared to the previous work on the Kalunga. The earlier research included
many medical diagnostic tests, bloodwork and anthropometrics. Additionally, many research team
members wore white lab coats to help identify themselves to the participants. As explained by members
of the research team, the Kalunga participants reacted and acknowledged the team members more as
medical personnel. Because of this, participants may have been more willing to openly share personal and
medical information. In this study, the participants did not view the research members as medical
personnel, and may not have felt as comfortable divulging that type of intimate information.
Finally, cultural perceptions of defining abortion may have caused confusion and led to a failure
to accurately identify the true number of abortions. For example, one of the women stated that she would
take a tea, known for causing miscarriages, when she noticed she missed her menstrual cycle. This could
be perceived, by some, as an abortive process. However, the woman stated she had never had an abortion.
It is possible that some Kalunga women may define abortions as a medical procedure and not one that
they can induce themselves. Or rather, provoking an abortion is only seen as such after a certain period of
gestation. It is necessary for future studies to investigate the Kalunga definition of abortion in order to
comprehensively understand its presence and impact on fertility in their community.

Language
Inquiries about the use of traditional medicine also were limited by the terminology used on the
survey instrument. During the interviews, it was learned that Kalunga women consider the word
‘medicine’ as those treatments and/or pills that are received from biomedical personnel. The terminology
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used in the interview ‘medicamentos tradicionais’ directly translates to traditional ‘medicine’.
Participants either stated that they did not use any during their pregnancies or birthing experiences, or that
they used Iron Sulfate tablets which were prescribed by their doctors, likely for anemia. Once it was
realized that medicine was not the proper term to use to gather knowledge about traditional treatment
practices, that question was altered during the interview process. After asking it, the interviewer would
emphasize the ‘traditional’ aspect of it and suggest commonly used general treatments like ‘herbs’ or
‘teas’. While many participants still stated they had not used these types of treatments, a few did answer
positively. It is likely that confusion concerning the researcher’s and participants’ definition of medicine
led to data loss during the first initial interviews.

Researcher-Participant dynamics
Responses in general could have been biased due to larger political economic forces and the
Kalunga’s historical legacy of marginalization. Participants may not have felt comfortable in discussing
why they have felt in poor health to an outsider. With consideration to the history of Brazil and the
Kalunga, the participants may also not have felt comfortable discussing their true personal feelings to a
White individual whose role as an interviewer could be perceived to reinforce power differentials within
their society. Finally, there may also have been a generational issue which transcends culture. These older
women may not have thought it was anyone’s business, especially younger people, to know how they
were feeling.
Many of these limitations can be resolved with increased research on Kalunga culture and history.
Additionally, as will be explicated further in the future directions section, it is recommended that cultural
consensus models should be used in future analyses of Kalunga life. Cultural consensus modeling can
help to alleviate observer v participant biases and knowledge voids.
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Instrument
The instrument could have been constructed in a more effective way for qualitative data analyses,
and to obtain greater information about Kalunga life. There remains a paucity of information about the
Kalunga and their way of life, practices, and beliefs. Many of the limiting factors present in this study
could have been avoided had this information been known. It is recommended that future studies
incorporate more in-depth qualitative methods. The inclusion of cultural consensus theory or the use of a
cultural consensus model (CCM) would have greatly benefitted this study by illuminating how shared
beliefs and histories of the Kalunga peoples have shaped their perspectives on illness narratives, daily life
and community needs. This type of analysis provides the researcher with the statistical accuracy of
participant responses in view of larger cultural norms (Weller, 2007).
Knowing how the Kalunga define illness and hardships is imperative for studies that may want to
examine how stress and allostatic load may impact immune function, cognition, or socio-economic status.
A researcher may be unable to accurately determine markers of stress if He/she is uninformed of the
cultural normative perceptions of hardship and happiness. Unfortunately, instruments for CCM analyses
require a greater number of questions and time than could be accommodated during this study.

Recollection Bias
Recollection/recall bias was also a limiting factor in this study, as it is for any cross-sectional
study analyzing past events. When possible, these biases were limited by the implementation of multiple
follow-up questions. For example, the Kalunga women were asked how many pregnancies they had, and
then asked about each birthing experience, the names of their children, how many children were still
alive, how many died, etc. These follow-up questions helped us to determine the relative accuracy of
responses to how many pregnancies were had.
Nonetheless, there were a few instances where recollection bias was apparent. For example,
during the previous study of the Kalunga (Oliveira and Paiva, 2015) age was collected through
examination of government issued identification cards. In this study, the participants were asked their age,
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and it was checked against their previously recorded data. There were a few instances where the
participants gave incorrect ages. This is understandable in a population where knowing the exact date is
not necessarily a priority, and likely difficult to ascertain without access to electronics or printed sources.
In the researcher’s own experience, age also becomes a bit more fluid as one grows older. The
discrepancies encountered with age suggest that other responses, especially those without multiple
follow-up questions, may have also suffered from recollection bias.
It was also difficult to accurately gather information concerning each of the participants’
pregnancy experiences. The average number of pregnancies within the sampled population was 7. For
many of the participants, these experiences happened multiple decades beforehand. For a participant to
recall the exact weight of a newborn who was birthed at home, the exact length of breastfeeding, and
maternal weight gain, when it happened 40 years beforehand was a difficult ask, and likely inaccurate.
Ultimately, many of the participants provided generalized averages for time frames, or simple yes/no,
small/large answers for those inquiries. For some, recognition of their inability to clearly remember things
produced a stressful experience. One woman, when asked the ages of her living children, could not
accurately remember one child specifically. This led to a disruption of the interview when she decided she
had to search for his birth certificate. When she could not find it, she then proceeded to try calling him to
ask. One could tell that the woman was quite bothered by being unable to recall the age.

Sample size
The sample size of the Kalunga women interviewed was much smaller than intended or expected.
Small sample sizes limit the accuracy of statistical analyses, and increase the probability of errors
occurring. However, I was restricted from gathering a larger sample size due to financial and time
limitations. Additionally, miscommunication and a lack of effective communication resulted in fewer
women than expected showing up for the interviews, and having no way to find or interview those
women. This limitation was mitigated by incorporating analyses of the larger Kalunga sample.
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Explaining elevations in IgE
I was unable to identify the causes of high IgE production in the Kalunga. The rates of macroparasitic infection at the time of data collection were very low; however macro-parasitism has been a
major issue for most of these women throughout their lives. The low diagnostic rates of macro-parasitism
could be due to multiple factors. The first is the administration of anti-helminthics. Unfortunately, it could
not be determined exactly when the women last received treatment for macro-parasites. Secondly,
Genetic differences between the women could also cause variation in the amounts of eggs and helminths
that are voided which leads to under-diagnoses. Similarly, multiple SNPs have been identified in
Brazilian populations associated with increased and decreased Th2 responses and IgE production
(Marquet et al., 1996; Isnard et al., 2011; Grant et al., 2011).

Limitations impacting both populations analyzed
Biomarkers
I was only able to analyze single measure of IgE, CRP, eosinophils, and leukocytes in the study.
Therefore, I cannot definitely assert that the associations found indicate life-long energetic allocation redirections between the life history traits. Analyses of these types of associations would be better served by
longitudinal or mixed-longitudinal studies that also measure multiple immune biomarkers, and ecological
exposures confronted by the populations studied.
Furthermore, while IgE was a good choice of biomarker due to its expected elevated presence in
both populations, choosing it as the only biomarker of analysis may have limited the findings of the
dissertation. Because multiple immune responses are deployed when a person is exposed to infectious or
allergic threats, those other responses may compensate the selective pressures placed on IgE production,
and a trade-off may not be observable. Future studies of immune system life history trade-offs would
benefit from analyzing not only multiple biomarkers that are related to the immune threats encountered by
a population, but also analyzing trade-offs that may be occurring between biomarkers in order to assess
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whether immune compensation be obscuring observing life history trade-offs in some biomarkers, and to
better identify biomarkers useful to measure in life history analyses.

Cross sectional study design
Any life history theory based study would benefit from utilizing a longitudinal study design.
Unfortunately, that was not possible for this dissertation, and is a limiting factor for most anthropological
investigations in general. The cross-sectional design of both the Kalunga and NHANES data limited the
abilities to observe trade-offs as they happened. For both the U.S. and Kalunga populations, a crosssectional design made it difficult to draw conclusions about trade-offs occurring when connecting present
data to past events.
Nevertheless, many useful and important life history theory analyses have successfully utilized
this approach to add to anthropological understandings of human life history trade-off approaches
(Blackwell et al., 2010; Miller and McConnell, 2015; McDade, 2005). When possible, the limitations of
cross-sectional analyses can be minimized. For example, follow-up studies, and even two-point, data
collection study designs, can help capture average values of biomarkers and can facilitate the
identification of outlier values. Additionally, age-cohort comparisons of immune biomarker levels,
fertility, and even growth (if the study population are sub-adults) provide direct cross—populational
comparative analyses, as well as better measure reproductive effort. By being able to better control for
age, the costs of additional reproductive events are clarified.

NHANES Instrument
NHANES is a flawed anthropological data instrument. The data collected does not reflect the
complex and nuanced reality of U.S. society. The most glaring example is those data collected about
ethnicity. Having only 5 (this study combined two groups) ethnic identities does not reflect U.S. society,
and it also makes it impossible to accurately identify disparities between the ethnic groups. Additionally,
direct comparisons between the populations, as well as ascertaining more accurate observations of current
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U.S. health and socio-economic conditions, were also complicated by using the NHANES 2005-2006
dataset rather than a more recent dataset. Unfortunately, since this was the only dataset to record total IgE
levels, this challenge could not be avoided and limited the results obtained.
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Chapter seven: conclusion

This dissertation investigated the intersections between evolution, socio-economic, and ecological
conditions in constructing health and fertility in Kalunga and U.S. women. The objectives of the project
were twofold. First, I aimed to identify if life history trade-offs were occurring in either population.
Second, I aimed to determine how ecological, socio-economic, and cultural variation between the
populations were differentially impacting health, and the expression or observation of life history tradeoffs. The findings of this dissertation suggest that life history trade-offs universally impact diverse
populations, but the expression of these trade-offs are influenced by the socio-economic and ecological
contexts of the studied population. I advocate that biocultural and socio-ecological factors influence the
expression of life history trade-offs but the body and its reactions are framed and constrained by
evolutionary processes. Therefore, life history trade-offs are inevitable if energetic thresholds are
surpassed; however, energetic stresses can be minimized and thereby life history trade-offs can potentially
be avoided. Furthermore, the results here suggest that life history trade-offs, selective pressures and
stressors, and health, are interwoven with larger macrosocial forces; disparities within and between
populations fundamentally direct evolutionary processes, health, and well-being. As delineated below,
these two major findings provide direction for future scholarship into life history theory, and for
interventions that can modify, mollify, or even prevent the occurrence of life history trade-offs.

Life history theory scholarship
This project has advanced life history theory scholarship in multiple ways. Firstly, I was able to
add to the literature of human life history trade-offs by showing that trade-offs between growth and
reproduction occurred in both the Kalunga and the U.S. women. I was also able to provide evidence that
suggested life history trade-offs may have occurred between immune functioning and reproduction in the
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NHANES sample. Secondly, I showed that life history trade-offs occur in very diverse populations.
Heretofore, much of the research into life history trade-offs in humans has focused on indigenous,
marginalized, or populations living in developing countries (Hill and Hurtado, 1996; McDade, 2003;
Blackwell et al., 2015). The increased likelihood of finding conditions of inadequate nutrition, high rates
of infectious diseases, and high fertility, in these types of populations make them optimal for studying life
history trade-offs. This is what was proposed by this project as well. I expected to find few-to-no life
history trade-offs in the U.S. women compared to the Kalunga women. However, I showed that life
history trade-offs are also occurring in the U.S. population which is characterized by low fertility, low
rates of infectious diseases, and variable rates of food insecurity. This has important implications for how
researchers examine life history theory and demands that researchers use a wider lens for studying where,
and in whom, life history trade-offs are occurring. I advocate for greater scholarship and investigations
into life history trade-offs in Western populations.
Furthermore, the types of stressors that instigate life history trade-offs need to be redefined. The
U.S. population is characterized by chronic health and economic disparities. These conditions should be
considered as selective pressures that instigate life history trade-offs. The results of this dissertation
showed that the addition of energetic demands to immune functioning, growth, and reproduction, amid
these more ‘Western’ conditions were conducive to the expression of a life history trade-off.
The findings of this study also suggest that life history trade-offs, and stressors, can be mitigated
or lessened by intrinsic and extrinsic factors. For example, life history trade-offs in the Kalunga
population concerning immune functioning were not detected and associations between immune
functioning and fertility in the NHANES sample could possibly be explained by non-evolutionary
mechanisms. The likely intrinsic cause of these absences is the capacity for the human immune system to
compensate energetic demands by producing multiple types of immune responses (Murphy, 2014).
Extrinsically, the findings here support that humans have the capacity, greater than other organisms, to
influence their physiology through culture and behaviors. By pooling energetic resources, such as through
nutritional supplementation, medical treatment or preventative prophylaxes, or social support, the findings
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suggest that humans may have been able to prevent or minimize disparities and/or life history trade-offs
(Kramer et al., 2009; Reiches et al., 2009). For example, life history trade-offs in the U.S. women were
not as pronounced (e.g. minimized stature differentials). This was likely due to lowered fertility, fewer
immune threats, and better nutritional status of the population. These advantages are culturally
constructed. Similarly, the association between socio-economic status and fertility were less pronounced
in the Kalunga compared to the U.S. Heightened social support in the Kalunga may be preventing the
positive association between higher fertility and increased poverty levels found in the U.S. population.

Incorporating biocultural perspectives
This study also showed that it is imperative to incorporate biocultural, and syndemic, perspectives
into analyses of evolutionary frameworks. The fertility, growth, and immune functioning of both the
Kalunga and U.S. women are rooted in historical, intergenerational and evolutionary processes. As Hoke
and McDade (2014) argue, researchers should examine “…the maternal body as the product of ongoing
physiological, social, and political-economic processes.” The identification of life history trade-off
instigating stressors needs to go beyond proximate causes such as pathogens, high fertility, or inadequate
nutrition. The high rates of infectious diseases, and high fertility in the Kalunga, along with the high
degree of economic stratification, and high rates of obesity in the U.S. were proximate stressors ultimately
caused by larger macro-social forces. This is important for researchers to acknowledge, and helps to
direct where, and in what populations, life history theory scholarship takes place; furthermore, it helps
scholars to understand the conditions shaping present, or absent, life history trade-offs in the populations
they study.
The high rates of infectious diseases, and poor nutrition, in the Kalunga are products of historical
marginalization that continues into the present day. Forced to migrate to peripheral lands that are
unsustainable for adequate agriculture or the production of nutritious cultigens, the Kalunga are now
essentially trapped in these locales. The lack of roads, bridges, and cars, that can take them to Cavalcante
for health care and supplemental nutrition, ensures that infection and malnutrition rates stay high,
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symptoms go untreated, infant mortality rates are high, and the population remains disenfranchised from
the larger Brazilian population. These conditions form the foundation for poor health and reproductive
outcomes, and impoverishment. These conditions also increase the energetic stress loads of the population
that are suitable for the instigation of life history trade-offs.
In the U.S. population, reproductive outcomes, income, overweight and obesity statuses,
education, and ethnicity were all intrinsically linked. The disproportionate occurrence of poor health and
poor reproductive outcomes, along with differential fertility rates in minorities, in the poor, and in the less
educated, suggests that disparities in stressors, and life history trade-offs, will also be evident between
segments of the population. The disparities in health and reproductive outcomes in the U.S. women are
caused by systemic economic stratification, and institutionalized racism, within the country (Gravlee,
2009).
Conditions in both populations fuel syndemic associations between diseases, and I argue,
syndemic associations between diseases and disparity (Singer et al., 2012). These two forces are
indistinguishable. As Leathermean et al., (2014) argued about illness in Peru, “…among the many factors
that can push people deeper into poverty, illness was the most important…illness impacts livelihoods, and
(re)produces poverty demands attention to local contexts, lived experiences, and constrained human
agency.” This cyclical relationship of poverty and poor health can only be alleviated if socio-economic
and political conditions improve and greater infrastructure, social capital, and investment is provided to
the Kalunga, and the disenfranchised U.S., women.

Future Directions for Applied Anthropologists
This study demonstrated that continued anthropological research and interventions are needed to
alleviate the poor health, life history trade-offs, and disparities in both populations. If conditions change
and stresses are minimized, it may be possible to avoid potential life history trade-offs, and prevent poor
health and reproductive outcomes. Applied anthropologists may be best suited to help change how people
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respond to local conditions in ways that alleviate stressors and ultimately, cycles of poverty (Thomas in
Goodman and Leatherman, 2011).
The Kalunga suffer from many preventable diseases and conditions, such as diarrhea caused by
drinking contaminated water. There was evident disconnect between participants’ understanding of
disease/symptom origins and use of and/or exposure to untreated river water. For example, many women
still did not treat their water even though they have been informed of the dangers that posed to their health
through previous interactions with UnB researchers, and by their local health agents. Cost is likely one
reason prohibiting regular implementation of treatment methods. It is also possible that individuals do not
understand the modes of transmission of the infective agents, and thereby do not recognize how their
behaviors are influencing their health outcomes. Additionally, a large proportion of the Kalunga women
sampled reported using the bushes as their toilet in close proximity to their living quarters; furthermore, a
few reported using the river. These behaviors increase the likelihood of pathogen transmission to
themselves, and others. More in-depth ethnographic investigations are needed to understand the reasons
for these behaviors and the most effective means of educating, and instituting preventative measures.
The public health programming in these communities, including the promotion of improved
hygiene and sanitation, and dissemination of health-related information, has not been wholly effective.
The recommended behavior changes are difficult to implement in a population where water itself is
scarce, treatment methods are costly and difficult to obtain, soap is a luxury had by few if any people at
all, and indoor plumbing and toilet facilities are largely absent. Anthropological investigations can help
find culturally appropriate solutions and utilize indigenous knowledge to prevent poor health outcomes
(Purcell, 1998). For example, Kalunga traditional medicine knowledge could be useful in finding
accessible herbal remedies with aseptic properties for hygiene use. Additionally, culturally appropriate
and accessible (not literate based) educational materials could be made to inform families about health
and hygiene. Anthropologists could also work with households to re-designate spaces for ‘clean’ and
‘dirty’ use. Preventing proximate causes of ill health can help to strengthen and stabilize the economic
wellbeing of the Kalunga. Additionally, alleviation of infectious stresses, along with increased nutritional
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support, and accessible healthcare, will help to lessen energetic stresses that could prevent or minimize
life history trade-offs.
It is also imperative for anthropologists with a critical biocultural approach to get involved in
policy making and policy implementation in Brazil. According to Leatherman et al. (2014), “In a
“critical” biocultural anthropology, it is important to draw connections between the reproduction of
poverty and poor health to the larger macrosocial contexts that shape exposure and constrain agency.”
The rapidly changing political atmosphere in Brazil has the capacity to radically change many of the
social welfare, and right-to-land policies enacted by earlier political administrations. Changes to these
policies would likely worsen the livelihoods of quilombo, indigenous, and other marginalized populations
within the country. Anthropologists should be involved in capturing the lived experiences of the Kalunga
population, and sharing that information with local researchers and politicians. Additionally,
anthropologists should train Kalunga members to be actively engaged in their public health promotion,
and local political and civic institutions, so that their indigenous knowledge can be applied to the policies
and interventions that impact their community (Campbell, 2011; Purcell, 1998).
Continued and wider dissemination of the disparities found within the U.S. population needs to be
promoted. The interconnectedness of poverty, fertility, and education, along with the disproportionate
poor health outcomes faced by minority populations, needs to be brought to the forefront of the public
sphere, and not just discussed in academic settings. Anthropologists need to work with public health
officials to inform the populace that poverty, structural violence, and disenfranchisement are public health
issues (Campbell, 2011).
Dressler et al. (2014) argues that anthropologists still are neglecting examinations of how
socioeconomic inequalities are impacting health in impoverished populations. I would advocate that
heretofore, most anthropological examinations using evolutionary frameworks also neglected how
inequality, history, and culture, impact health and reproductive outcomes. This research has started filling
that void by providing a more comprehensive examination of the ecological, social, and evolutionary
influences upon the health and reproduction of Kalunga, and U.S., women.
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Appendix A: tables
Table A1: Mean stature by numbers of pregnancy for both populations

Height:
NHANES 20052006
1 pregnancy
2 pregnancies
3 pregnancies
4+ pregnancies

n

Mean

Standard error
of mean

95% confidence
levels

251
386
376
670

163.32
162.29
161.95
161.17

0.5314
0.3214
0.3752
0.3313

162.19, 164.46
161.61, 162.98
161.15, 162.75
160.47, 161.88

Height:
Kalunga (large)

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Maximum,
minimum

3 or fewer
pregnancies
4-6 pregnancies
7-9 pregnancies
10+ pregnancies

26

162.83

7.4325

153.00, 176.00

27
38
29

158.70
158.52
156.83

5.8692
6.6849
5.5102

149.00, 171.00
145.00, 176.00
146.00, 167.00

Height:
Kalunga
(subset)
≤ 6 pregnancies
7-9 pregnancies
10+ pregnancies

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Minimum,
maximum

14
12
11

160.38
159.50
155.36

6.7889
9.4147
3.8019

151.00, 171.00
146.00, 176.00
148.00, 160.00

Table A2: Regression results for variance in stature by numbers of pregnancies, adjusted for age in the NHANES sample

Variable
Numbers of
pregnancies,
adjusted for age

Degrees of
freedom
1

Parameter

Standard error

P˂ 0.05

-0.73063

0.17172

˂0.0001
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Table A3: Regression results for variance in stature by numbers of live births adjusted for age, in the NHANES sample

Variable

Degrees of
freedom
Numbers of live 1
births, adjusted
for age

Parameter

Standard error

p˂0.05

-0.97499

0.17574

˂ 0.0001

Table A4: Mean Stature by ages at first reproductive event for both populations

Height NHANES
2005-2006
(age at first live
birth)
16 years or
younger
17-19 years old
20 -25 years old

n

Mean (cm)

Standard error of
mean

95% confidence
levels

111

159.11

0.7927

157.42, 160.80

345
542

161.38
161.67

0.5241
0.2586

160.27, 162.50
161.12, 162.22

26+ years

164

162.45

0.7249

160.90, 163.99

Height (Kalunga
large)
(age at first
intercourse)
16 years or
younger
17+ years

n

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum,
maximum

45

156.84

6.1384

145.00, 171.00

44

160.35

7.0979

146.00, 176.00
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Table A5: Mean numbers of live births by ages at first reproductive event, NHANES and Kalunga (large sample)

Age at first live
birth: NHANES
16 years or
younger
17-19 years old
20 -25 years old

n
114

Mean numbers
of live births
3.96

Standard error of
mean
0.1432

95% confidence
levels
3.65, 4.26

347
552

3.47
3.07

0.1779
0.1173

3.09, 3.85
2.82, 3.32

26+ years

164

2.59

0.0779

2.42, 2.75

Age at first
intercourse:
Kalunga, large
16 years or
younger
17+ years

n

Mean

Standard deviation

Minimum,
maximum

45

7.09

3.6746

0.00, 19.00

44

6.27

3.3086

1.00, 12.00

Standard deviation

Minimum,
maximum
146.00, 176.00
147.00, 171.00

Table A6: Mean stature by miscarriage event in the Kalunga (large) sample

Ever miscarry:
Kalunga, large
Never
At least 1
miscarriage

n
84
72

Mean height
(cm)
160.18
157.83
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6.5123
5.8047

Table A7: Mean IgE by ages of menarche, for both populations

IgE: NHANES
2005-2006
10 years and
younger
11 years old
12 years old
13 years old
14 years old
15+ years old

n

Mean
119.55

Standard error of
mean
41.3995

95% confidence
levels
31.31, 207.79

132
199
438
383
239
217

108.17
103.83
88.23
115.29
81.05

27.6189
12.4688
8.9018
24.2059
8.5022

49.30, 167.04
77.25, 130.41
69.25, 107.20
63.69, 166.88
62.92, 99.17

IgE: Kalunga
(large)
12 years old and
younger
13-14 years old
15+ years

n

Mean

Standard deviation

34

275.1470588

618.0595608

Minimum,
Maximum
4.90, 3549.00

43
31

158.509302
401.7967742

199.0169131
528.0395462

5.90, 1164.00
20.70, 2365.00

IgE: Kalunga
(subset)
13 years and
younger
14 years and older

n

Mean

Standard deviation

16

265.886

587.2172424

Minimum,
maximum
17.90, 2365.00

17

204.937

268.2777264

4.90, 855.00

Standard error of
mean
11.018
15.7538
12.831
29.294
28.195
18.327

95% confidence
levels
58.88, 105.85
43.45, 110.61
71.933, 126.63
45.47, 170.78
76.29, 196.49
51.94, 130.07

95% confidence
limits
22.17, 23.17
19.71, 21.09
20.25, 21.42
21.11, 23.19

Table A8: Mean IgE (kU/l) by Household size, in the NHANES women

Household size

N

Mean (kU/l)

1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 people
6 people

229
450
293
235
154
84

82.371
77.03
99.281
108.127
136.396
91.004

Table A9: Mean ages at first live birth by ethnicity in the NHANES women

Ethnicity

N

Mean (years)

Standard error

White
Black
Hispanic
Other

622
278
296
47

22.67
20.41
20.84
22.15

0.2354
0.3246
0.2740
0.4888
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Table A10: Mean CRP levels by income bracket in the NHANES women

Income

n

Mean (mg/l)

$15,000 and under
$15-24,999
$25-44,999
$45-74,999
$75,000+

906
135
182
148
110

0.4673
0.5516
0.5786
0.4746
0.4218
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Standard error of
mean
0.0354
0.0769
0.0809
0.0529
0.0641

95% confidence
levels
0.39, 0.54
0.38, 0.71
0.40, 0.75
0.36, 0.58
0.28, 0.56

Table A11: Select descriptive statistics of Kalunga women (subset sample) including health, reproduction, socio-economic, and socioecological, variables
Variables
Health-related variables
Age
Height
Weight
BMI
IgE (kU/l)

N

Mean or frequency

Standard deviation

37
37
37
37
36

54.30
158.24
60.66
23.99
244.87

10.90
7.40
10.38
3.94
437.56

36
35
38
37
37
35

72.22%
5.3%
5.3%
2.6%
37.8%
15.8%

34
37
36
35
36
38
37
37
36
38
28

34.2%
15.8%
65.8%
55.3%
36.8%
10.5%
7.9%
5.3%
73.7%
5.3%
31.6%

38
38
38

2.6%
39.5%
2.6%

35
29

78.9%
42.1%

Number of pregnancies
Number of children born alive
Age at menarche (years)
Age at first pregnancy (years)
Breastfeeding length minimum (months)
Breastfeeding length maximum (months)

37
38
33
37
37
37

7.84
6.66
13.64
19.35
11.84
16.81

Birth control use
Never
Sometimes
Always

36
36
36

71.1%
23.7%
5.3%

38
36
36
30

13.0%
42.0%
58.0%
27.0%

Presence of infections during lifetime
Parasites
Chagas
Dengue
Hepatitis B
Malaria
Parasites during a pregnancy
Perceived health issues in the community
Coughing
Rash
Headache
Fever
Stomach pain
Blood in urine
Malnutrition
Hunger
Joint pain
Blood in feces
Diarrhea
Hypersensitivity (self-reported)
Asthma
Allergies
Eczema
Health services
Access to medical care
Access to dental care
Reproduction Variables

Pregnancy/Birth Experience
Difficulty getting pregnant
Difficulty during pregnancy
Difficulty during a birth
Difficulty with breastfeeding
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3.24
3.07
1.319
2.90
3.05
7.35

Used traditional medicine during pregnancy or
birthing process

38

37.0%

34

17.85

38
38
38
38
38

47.4%
7.9%
21.1%
5.3%
18.4%

38
38
38
34

52.6%
2.31
100.0%
59.0%

Proximity to water source
Close (less than 15-minute walk)
Far (greater than 15-minute walk)

34
34

47.4%
36.8%

Bathroom type
Bushes ‘mato’
River
Government built/indoor

38
38
38

78.9%
5.3%
5.3%

Bathroom distance
Close to house
Far
Variable

38
38
38

42.1%
44.7%
7.9%

Housing structures
Flooring
Beaten dirt
Cement
Both cement and dirt

36
36
36

71.1%
18.4%
5.3%

Walls
Adobe
Straw
Brick
Other

37
37
37
37

76.3%
13.2%
2.6%
5.3%

Ceiling/Roof
Straw
Tiles
Both tile and straw

38
38
38

60.5%
31.6%
7.9%

Socio-economic/household variables
Age at first marriage (years)

2.16

Relationship status
Married
Separated
Lives with partner
Widowed
Single
Schooling
Never received schooling
Amount of schooling (years)
Children received schooling
Partner received schooling
Socio-ecological variables
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4.12

Table A12: Select descriptive statistics for women 18 years and older recorded in NHANES 2005-2006.
History of
pregnancy
(n= 1705)
Variables

Total sample
(n=2419)

N

Mean or
frequency

Standard
error of Mean
or percent

N

Mean or
frequency

Standard
error of
mean or
percent

Ever been pregnant

1705

100.0%

*******

2319

76.616%

1.2520

One pregnancy

1703

14.8460%

1.3605

Two pregnancies

1703

24.8388%

1.2656

Three pregnancies

1703

23.1187%

1.2357

Four or more pregnancies

1703

37.1965%

1.4666

Age at menarche (years)

1670

12.691

0.0680

Age at first live birth (years)

1243

22.20304

0.1794

Pregnancy loss

1654

46.3673%

1.8405

1563

12.52%

1.2055

Demographic and socio-economic
variables
Age (years)

1705

50.215

0.8776

2419

47.206

0.7610

Height (cm)

1683

161.949

0.2314

2375

162.0489

0.1796

2

BMI (kg/m )

1683

28.8658

0.2546

2372

28.424

0.2785

Household size of 5 people or more

1705

15.4339%

1.1134

2419

15.5801%

1.0153

Income above $45,000

1661

55.6649%

2.4633

2273

55.0096%

2.4543

Reproductive variables

†

Low birth weight infant

†

Health and immune functioning variables
IgE (kU/l)

1640

100.1777

7.3846

2260

102.4652

8.000

Eosinophil percentage

1645

2.6949

0.0470

2267

2.6592

0.0395

C-reactive protein (mg/L)

1640

0.4736

0.02542

2260

0.4724

0.0225

Presence of Asthma

1705

14.9772%

1.0426

2419

15.1855%

0.7333

Presence of allergies

1705

40.6914%

1.5306

2419

40.8395

1.0854

Presence of hay fever
Presence of eczema

1702
1705

14.9297%
9.1611%

1.1737
1.2083

2414
2419

13.9702%
8.5879%

0.9751
0.8719

White
Black

1705
1705

72.4623%
11.99%

3.0162
2.1691

2419
2419

71.3087%
12.3314%

2.8808
2.2230

Hispanic

1705

10.4824%

1.2243

2419

10.4313%

1.2117

Other

1705

5.0635%

0.7956

2419

5.9286%

0.8810

Ethnicity variables
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Appendix B: figures and maps
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Figure A1: Stature (cm) by numbers of pregnancies adjusted for age in NHANES sample
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Figure 23: Mean stature (cm) by numbers of live births, adjusted for age, in NHANES sample
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Figure 24A: Mean number of live births by ages at menarche, and ages at first live birth, adjusted for age, in the NHANES sample
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Figure A4: Map of Brazil
Figure 25: Goias state, By TUBS - Own work This vector graphics image was created with Adobe Illustrator. This file was uploaded with
Commonist. This vector image includes elements that have been taken or adapted from this: Brazil location map.svg (by NordNordWes
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Figure A5: Map of Goias state, Brazil
Google Maps, Goias, https://www.google.com/maps/place/State+of+Goi%C3%A1s,+Brazil/@-15.9005764,54.0759943,6z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x935db96386b920f5:0x8c6d8f8cd8cf0d3!8m2!3d-15.8270369!4d-49.8362237

Cavalcante
Vão de Almas
Vão de Moleque
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Appendix C: pictures

Figure A6: Road to Vão de Moleque

Figure A7: School at Vão do Moleque
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Figure A8: School at Vão de Moleque
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Figure A9: School sink, Vão de Moleque

Figure A10: School, Vão de Moleque
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Figure A11: Houses, Cavalcante

Figure A12: Mural, Kalunga Association House, Cavalcante
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Figure A13: House, Cavalcante
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Figure A14: Health information at Cavalcante Health clinic
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Figure A15: Health information, Zika, at Cavalcante Health Clinic
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Appendix D: semi-structured interviews
ROTEIRO DE ENTREVISTA SEMI-ESTRUTURADA PARA AS MULHERES
Table A13: Semi-structured interview administered to the Kalunga (subset) sample
Nome do participante:
Idade:
Local de origem:
Local e hora da entrevista:
Saúde reprodutiva
1. Quantos anos você tinha quando você começou a menstruar?
2. Você está grávida? S[ ]

N[ ]

3. Quantas vezes você ficou grávida?
4. Descreva o resultado de cada gravidez:
Ordem de gravidez

1º

2º

3º

Estatado da criança ao nascimento
(NV/NM/AB)

Sexo da criança (se conhecido)

Quem ajudou no nascimento?

Número de meses de gravidez

Peso do bebê ao nascer? (kg)

Ganho de peso da mãe durante a
gravidez (Kg)

Idade da mãe na gravidez

* NV = nascidos vivos, NM = morto no nascimento, AB = aborto
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4º

5º

6º

7º

8º

9º

* Observe que abortos devem ser definidos como ativamente terminar a gravidez (diferente do aborto natural ou espontâneo)
4b. Se você teve abortos, o que você usou para provocar a perda?

4c. Quantos abortos espontâneos você já teve? (naturalmente perder a criança antes do nascimento)

5a. Você pode descrever suas experiências em cada gravidez? Uma foi mai s difícil do que a outra? De que forma?

5b. Você teve algum problema duarnte o parto? Qual?

5c. Você teve ajuda durante sua gravidez da família ou de amigos? Se sim, quem deu esse apoio? E no parto?

5d. Onde você deu à luz em cada gravidez?
[ ] casa
[ ] hospital
[ ] clínica
[ ] outro _________________
5e. Voc tomou medicamentos tradicionais para ajudar com sua gravidez ou o parto?

S[ ]

N[ ]

Em caso afirmativo, o que foi tomado? Quem aconselhou que fizesse esse tratamento?

6. Já teve problemas para engravidar? S[ ]
N[ ]
Em caso afirmativo, você tomou ou comeu alguma coisa especial para te ajudar a engravidar? O que?
7. Você teve a quantidade de filhos que queria? S[ ]
N[ ]
[ ] mais do que queria
[ ] menos que queria
Se não, o que você acha que causou isso?

8a. Quantos filhos você teve? ________
8b. Quantas de suas filhas (meninas) ainda estão vivas? ________
8c. Quantos de seus filhos (meninos) ainda estão vivos? ________
8d. Quantos anos tem seus filhos agora?

8e. Quantos filhos seus morreram? ________
8f. Com que idade eles morreram?
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9. Você está amamentando agora? S[ ] N[ ]
Se sim, há quantos meses? ________
10. Aleitamento materno
Aleitamento materno

1ª
criança

2ª
criança

Tempo de amamentação (meses)

Ficou grávida durante a amamentação (S/N)

N/A

Há quanto tempo você estava amamentando
quando percebeu que estava grávida? (meses)

N/A

Você teve dificuldade com a amamentação? (S/N)

Como você superou a dificuldade de
amamentação?

Que alimentos foram usados para desmamar os
seus filhos?

Com que idade seus filhos foram desmamados?
(meses)
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3ª
criança

4ª
criança

5ª
criança

6ª
criança

7ª
criança

8ª
criança

9ª
criança

11. Quantos irmãos por parte de mãe você tem?
Mulheres: ____
Homens: ____
12. Quantos irmãos por parte de pai você tem?
Mulheres: ____
Homens: ____
13a. Você Já usou algum método anticoncepcional? Com que frequência?
nunca [ ]
às vezes [ ]
sempre [ ]

13b. Que tipos?

Saúde geral e histórico
14a. Como você considera sua saúde?
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

excelente
boa
regular
ruim
muito ruim

14b. Seu estado de saúde tem mudado no último ano? De qu e forma?

15. Você alguma vez teve verminose (por exemplo, esquistossomose, verme, filaríase linfática)? S [ ]
Se sim, qual?

16a. Você fica doente com freqüência?
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N[ ]

16b. Você já teve alguma dessas doenças?
Doença
S/N

Como ela foi diagnosticada?

Notas

Chagas
Dengue
Zika/Chikungunya
Hanseníase
Leishmaniose
Tuberculose
Hepatite B
Febre amarela
Malária

16c. Você teve algum desses sintomas no último mês?
Sintoma

S/N

Como ela foi diagnosticada?

Notas

Diarréia
Infecção de pele
Esquistossomose
Infecção respiratória
Vermes
Dor abdominal
Sarna
Amebas

17. Você teve parasitas, amebas ou quaisquer outras infecções durante a gravidez? S [ ]

N[]

Se sim, qual deles? Isso causou problemas na gravidez? Essa gravidez em que você teve infecção foi mais difícil que as outras em
que não teve? (infecção/parasitose/amebíase)

18. Você teve parasitas, amebas ou quaisquer outras infecções durante a infância? S[ ]
24. Você costuma ver esses sintomas nas pessoas da comunidade?
Tosse S [ ]
N
Coceira S [ ]
N
Dor de cabeça S [ ] N
Febre S [ ]
N
Dor abdominal S [ ] N
Sangue na urina S [ ]

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
N[]
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N[ ]

Desnutrição S [ ] N [ ]
Fome S [ ]
N[]
Dores nas articulações S [ ]
Sangue nas fezes S [ ]
Diarréia S [ ]
N[]
Outro _______________

N[]
N[]

19. Vou perguntar sobre diagnósticos para condições de hipersensibilidade crônica (alergias e inflamações)
Condições

(S/N)

Idade do
diagnóstico (anos)

Como ela foi
diagnosticada?

Quais os sintomas
observados?

Notas

Asma

Alergias

Eczema

Educação e questões socioeconômicas
20a. Qual é seu estado civil?
[ ] casada
[ ] solteira
[ ] viúva
[ ] divorciada
[ ] separada
[ ] vivendo com um parceiro
20b. O seu atual parceiro é o pai de todos os seus filhos? S [ ]
Se não, o que aconteceu com seus parceiros anteriores?

N[]

20c. Seu parceiro atual teve filhos com outras mulheres?
Se sim, você acha que existem diferenças entre os recursos que ele oferece para você e seus filhos, e para as outras mulheres e os
filhos delas? S [ ] N [ ]
20d. Quantos anos você tinha quando se casou? ________
Se casou novamente, quantos anos você tinha nos casamentos subseqüentes? ________
21. Qual é o seu trabalho?

22a. É difícil ter comida suficiente para comer? S [ ]

N[]

22b. É difícil obter comida suficiente para sua família? S [ ]

N[]
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22c. Você e sua família já passaram fome? S [ ]

N[]

23a. É difícil ter uma casa, roupas e outras necessidades? S [ ]
Como?

N[]

23c. Tem outras pessoas ajudando você a tomar conta da sua família?
S[]
N[]
Quem e como?

24. Você se preocupa se tem recursos suficientes para a sua família? S [ ]

N[]

25. Esses 6 problemas afetam sua comunidade? Qual você considera mais grave?
água potável S [ ] N [ ]
disponibilidade de bens pessoais S [ ]
problemas de saúde S [ ]
N[]
transportes S [ ]
N[]
saneamento S [ ]
N[]
educação S [ ]
N[]
comida S [ ]
N[]
habitação S [ ]
N[]
outros _______________________

N[]

26a. Durante a última semana, onde você conseguiu a sua água?

26b. Você trata a água (ferver, filtrar, desinfetar) antes de beber? S [ ]
Como?

N[]

26c. Quanto tempo você leva para obter água todos os dias?

27a. Você tem banheiro? S [ ] N [ ]
Que tipo? (Mato, privada, banheiro com água encanada etc.)
27b. Qual a distância até o seu banheiro?

27c. Ele é compartilhado por pessoas de outras famlia? S [ ] N [ ]
Por quantas pessoas? ________
28. Durante o período de chuva, a comunidade onde mora e sua casa ficam alagadas? S [ ] N [ ]
29. Descreva a sua casa.
Chão:
Paredes:
Telhado:
Número de cômodos:
Cozinha dentro ou fora da casa:
29b. Número de pessoas que vivem na residência: ________
29d. Você tem animais de estimação? S [ ]
Se sim, eles ficam dentro ou fora de casa?

N[]
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Formação escolar:
Se estudou:
30a. Até que série (ano) você estudou?

30b. Você conseguiu alcançar o nível que você queria? S [ ] N [ ]
Se não, por que?

30c. Seus filhos estudaram? S [ ]
Até que série (ano)?
Crianças
1ª criança

N[]
2ª
criança

3ª
criança

4ª
criança

5ª
criança

6ª
criança

Anos de
escolaridade
(anos)

Nível/série

Sexo da criança

30d. Seu parceiro estudou? S [ ]
Até que série? ________

N[]

31. Se você tivesse os recursos, que tipos de melhoria você gostaria de ter na comunida de?

E na sua casa?

32. Você tem acesso a serviços de saúde quando precisa, incluindo medicamentos?
S[]
N[]
E dentista? S [ ]

N[]

Se não, porquê?

NOTAS:
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7ª
criança

8ª
criança

9ª
criança

Semi-Structured Interview Guide
Table A14: Semi-structured interview administered to the Kalunga (subset) sample, English
Participant ID:
Age:
Location and Time of interview:
Reproductive Health
1. How old were you when you started menstruating? (years)
2. Are you currently pregnant? (Y/N)
3. How many times have you been pregnant?

4. Describe the outcome of each pregnancy:
Pregnancy Order
Child status at birth
(BA/SB/AB)
Sex of the child if
known
Who assisted in birth?
Number of weeks
pregnant?
Weight of baby at
birth? (kg)
Height/Length of baby
at birth? (cm)
Mother’s weight gain
during pregnancy (Kg)
Mother’s age at
pregnancy

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

* BA= born alive, SB= still birth, AB =Abortion
*Note that abortions should be defined as actively terminating the pregnancy (different from miscarriage)
4b. If you had abortions, what did you use to provoke the loss?

4c. How many miscarriages have you had? (naturally losing the child before birth)

5a. Can you describe your experiences for each pregnancy? Was one more difficult than another?

b) Did you have support during your pregnancies from family or friends? If yes, who

c) Where did you give birth for each pregnancy? Home, hospital, clinic, other?
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provided that support?

9th

Notes

d) Did you take any medications or traditional medicines to help with your pregnancy or childbirth? (Y/N)

If so, what was taken? When was it taken? How long was it taken? Who advised

you to take those treatments?

6. Have you ever had trouble getting pregnant? (Y/N)
a.) If so, did you take or eat anything special to help you get pregnant?

7a. Did you had fewer children than you wanted?
If yes, what reasons do you think caused this?

b) Do you think not being able to have any or more children impacted your relationship with your partner?
8a. Of the total number ___________ of children you gave birth to, how many children are still alive? How many daughters and how many sons?

b) How old are your children now?

c) How old were the children that died?

9a. Are you lactating? Y/N
If yes, for how many months?
10. Breastfeeding
Breastfeeding
Breastfeeding length
(months)
Did you become
pregnant while
breastfeeding (Y/N)
How long were you
breastfeeding before
you realized you were
pregnant? (months)
Did you ever have
difficulty with
breastfeeding? (Y/N)
How did you fix
breastfeeding
difficulty?

1st child

2nd child

3rd child

4th child

N/A

N/A
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5th
child

6th
child

7th
child

8th
child

9th
child

Notes

What foods were used
to wean your
children?
What ages were your
children weaned?
(months)

11a. Have you ever used contraceptive methods? (Never/Sometimes/Always)

b.) What types do you use?

General Health and History
12. How do you consider your health?
a.) 1) excellent 2) good 3) ok 4) bad 5) very bad

b.) Has your health status changed in the last year? Why?

13a. Have you ever been treated for parasitism (e.g. schistosomiasis, STHs, lymphatic filariasis)? (Y/N)

If yes, which parasite?

14. I am going to ask you whether you have experienced any of these diseases in the last month:
Disease
(Y/N)
How was it diagnosed?

Notes

Malaria
Diarrhea
Schistosomiasis
Respiratory infection
Worms
Abdominal pain
Amoebas

15a. Did you ever have parasites, amoebas or any other infections during a pregnancy? (Y/N)

b. If yes, which one, and did that cause problems with the pregnancy? Was anything
others without that infection/parasitism/amebiasis?
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different during that pregnancy than any

17. I am going to ask you about diagnoses for chronic hypersensitivity conditions
Conditions

(Y/N)

Age at diagnosis
(years)

How was it
diagnosed?

What symptoms do
you experience?

Notes

Asthma

Allergies

If y, to what?

OR: seasonal? y/n
Eczema

Socio-economic Issues and Education
18a. What is your marital status (Married/not married/husband died/divorced/living with a partner but not married)?
b) Is your current partner the father of all your children?

c) Does your partner have any other wives or women with whom he has children? (y/n)
If yes, do you think there are differences between the resources he
and your children and his other wives or children?

19. What types of work do you do you engage in?

20a. Is it difficult to have enough food to eat? (Y/N)

b) Is it difficult to obtain enough food for your family? (y/n)

c) Are there times when you or your family goes hungry? (y/n)

21a. Is it difficult to obtain housing, clothing and other necessities? Y/N
b) Can you describe the general issues you encounter with making ends meet?
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provides for yourself

c) Are other individuals helping you with taking care of your household? Who and

how?

21. Please choose the 6 main problems affecting your village. Rank them in order of their importance: clean water, availability of goods, health
problems, employment, transport, sanitation, education, food, better housing, other
Rank 1: ______________________________________________________
Rank 2: ______________________________________________________
Rank 3: ______________________________________________________
Rank 4: ______________________________________________________
Rank 5: ______________________________________________________
Rank 6: ______________________________________________________
23a. During the last week, where did you get your water?

b) Do you treat the water (boil, filter, disinfect) before drinking or using it?

24. How long does it take you to get to your water source every day?

25. Where is the toilet located and what kind of toilet is it (Communal, pit, latrine, plumbed)?
a) How long does it take (in walking time) to get to the toilet?

b) If it is shared, how many people share it?

26. During the rainy seasons, do the village and your house regularly flood? (Y/N)
27. Describe the residence (observer notes)
a.) Number of people living in the residence?
b.) Garbage collection?
c.) Treated water?
d.) Animals? If yes, living inside or outside the house?
e.) Electricity?

Education:
28a) What is the highest level of education you received?

b) Did you achieve as high a level as you wanted? (Y/N)
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If not, what reasons caused you to stop schooling?

c) What are the highest levels of education your children received?
Children

1st child

2nd child

3rd child

4th child

5th child

6th child

7th child

8th child

Years of
schooling
(years)

Sex of the
child (m/f)

29. If you had the resources, what types of commodities and/or services do you wish you had available to you?

30. Do you find that health services are regularly available (including access to medications) and accessible to you? (y/n)

NOTES:
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9th child

Notes

Appendix E: IRB Approval Form
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